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and much much more on Cultural Studies...
We discover in the usual ways, from friends on the telephone or from the newspaper, that Raymond Williams died on 26 January, 1988. The networks of telling and listening attempt to fill in what is known. That he was sick last summer. That a friend whom someone else had spoken to had som anything 6 months ago and he seemed well then. That he had written an Introduction that arrived in December, only six weeks before he died. Then equally patched out of fragments is the short obituary in the New York Times that identifies Williams as a Marxist but in an understandable confusion says he had taught at Oxford University.

Williams was part of a remarkable intellectual formation that taught in workers' education in the years following the war. He was attached to the Oxford Delegacy for Extra-Mural education through the Workers Educational Association. His first books, including Culture and Society were directly related to this work. The emergence of the New Left in the late 1950s and early 1960s was associated with a renewed interest in culture and politics. What Williams had to say made good sense to this younger generation which took his work and gave it a wide readership. In 1961 Williams returned as a lecturer to Cambridge University, continuing his ambiguous relationship to the university where he had studied before and after his military service. Asked to write an article for a book entitled My Cambridge, he wrote one of his most personal essays. It starts: "It was not my Cambridge. That was clear from his opposition to the disciplines of knowledge at Cambri-
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I've often thought of writing a book called Mon Cours Classique.

In Quebec until 1970, until the school reforms, the cours classique was the schooling a young man went through in his teenage years, if he was lucky. If his family was well off. If he was going somewhere.

The idea was that there were certain basics to a culture, to understand how a way of life worked. That Latin was one of them, that Greek was another. That such an entry into life could not do without the philosophy of Athens. That it must also know how the fathers of the church had revised and adapted this philosophy. And that it must bear a bit of what modern thinkers were saying, too, but always within the faith, within reason, with respect for the past.

It was both liberating and taboo-rich, the cours classique. My cours classique would be a little different. It would be all the readings and conversations by which I learned what Quebec considered its basics, its nuts, its bolts, its loves, its hates, its fundamental québecoisérité.

The thing about the kind of cours classique is that it is often still going on twenty years after you undertake it. Only now, for instance, is it becoming clear to me how labour and the labour movement fit into the classics of Quebec.

That there was a labour culture in English Canada I knew when I arrived. I knew it even more clearly, I guess, than if I had come from a working-class family and grown up in a union. Since it was the love of the unions that had been passed on to me, there must have been in the school reforms, by every teacher visible to people in the movement. A shared by the intellectuals, by everybody.

This labour culture in English Canada conversation about a young man who I did not, now we were some paper, this he was curious of family, her roots. It's a labour lens could not have been. The son of a small never expected to union outside a union.

And yet this tiny texture, tied a way strolling through Ottawa Auditorium my childhood, in convention of the Party. From a knotted sweaters and jeans.

We're gonna do We're gonna do.

What struck me was made it through, I folkly, and here later, the voices of college.

At that time in Quebec breaking of the ice, questioning: the power and unions were masses of French-Quebec and across working people, as took them back to of the working class their church, their.

They needed some forward into the mass. They were the collective values them into industry.

All Quebec: initial the week the Gandhi
be a lose, there must be a way of seeing things in the labour movement that was visible to people beyond the ranks of the movement. A way of seeing things shared by the movement, by its sympathizers, by everyone on the left.

This labour culture was a small thread in English Canadian life. I recall a conversation about a cousin of mine with a young man who had not had a university. Now we were reporters on the same paper, this young man and I, and he was curious about my country’s family, her roots. I said: “Her father? He’s a labour leader.” The young man could not have been more astonished. The son of a small businessman, he never expected to come upon a trade union outside a newspaper story.

And yet this tiny labour culture had a texture, had a warmth. I remember strolling through the corridors of the Ottawa Auditorium just on the eve of my adulthood. In 1960, at the founding convention of the New Democratic Party, a knot of young people in sweaters and jeans a song was going up:

We’re gonna roll
We’re gonna roll
We’re gonna roll the union on... .

What struck me was that the song had made it through. It was all 1960s and folksey, and here it was coming out in the voices of college kids a generation later. From the Old Left, it had flown over to the New. There was a culture.

At that time in Quebec—1960, the breaking of the ice in Quebec, the questioning, the preparation—labour and unions were very important. The masses of French-speaking people in Quebec and across America were working people, and their very culture took them back to the beginning of their working class. To their village, their church, their square dances.

They needed something to take them forward into the mechanized age, and trade-unionism played this role. It kept the collective values, but translated them into industrial terms.

All Quebec intellectuals paid homage to the work of the Confédération des Travailleurs Canadiens et Catholiques had done at Asbestos and Louiseville, and the work the United Steelworkers of America had done at Murdochville. For those who were active in socialist groups, or officials of the unions themselves, this homage was woven into their work, their daily routines.

But the homage spread out from there.

On television the Plouffe family lived the working life in the theatre. Marcel Dube’s characters talked of the exploitation they felt in the shop and the need they felt for a union. I can still hear the father of Florence saying things like this in an amateur production of the play in Sherbrooke, leaning on the kitchen table, his grizzled jaw all furrowed.

That same year, in Sherbrooke, I read the anthology of articles on the Asbestos strike by Pierre Trudeau and his friends, and realized how vital it was to the thinkers of the middle class that manual workers were moving, acting, daring, on social-justice issues, with modernist positions. Without them, the intellectuals would have felt all alone in their protests.

In Sherbrooke in the early 60s I heard chatter and speeches by Gus Steinland, Jean Marchand, Michel Chartrand, Curtis Lowrey, Lewis Craig, Jean Marc Keronac, the personnel of this labour culture in the Eastern Townships. They gave the culture faces, words, intensity. “Social justice” is an expression I remember coming into my vocabulary then, and I remember feeling it was a Catholic term, one I’d never have learned from the labour tradition I’d known in Ottawa. I went to Asbestos and drank beer in a tavern there; I saw the great hills of asbestos dust from the open pit.

I saw the jumble of factories in the valley of East Angus, and I remember the way Lewis Craig, on his way to becoming mayor of the town, named his profession. He named it in English, though he was a francophone: “Je suis papiermaker.”

But I could also sense the fragility of these linkages. A funny thing about the Trudeau-edited book: though often mentioned, it was a rare book. It wasn’t in print. You had to get it from university libraries or from bookstores in Montreal with old warehouse stocks.

And a thing that strikes me now, about the artistic extension of the union tone. About the very art that most potently carried the union culture in my place of origin. About song... .

Song was then transforming itself in Quebec. In Sherbrooke it was at the Beaux-Chansons that this was happening. But almost never did one of the chansonnier’s songs mention unions.

Quebec working people were always fighting their battles in these songs. The singers were often themselves members of the Unions des Artistes, which had shaken up show business in Montreal since 1909 or so. Claude Gauthier sang:

So one day Old Six-Feet Tall
Shaved the foreman’s upper lip
With a quick axe stroke.

But those who rounded the chisels were the kids of the course classique. They did not often think directly to trade-union terms. These songs would found a whole incredible sector of French mass culture in the 1970s. Robert Charlebois would sing:

My eyes cramped tight with sleep
Punchin’ in at the factory gate

The punch card would be in this poetry. But not the union card. And yet the union struggle continued all through the 60s, all through the 70s, and all through the 80s, to be central to the ferment in Quebec.

An image from the early 70s remains with me. A trip from Quebec to Montreal with a couple in their mid-thirties whose whole youth had been in the union movement. “We also did a lot of work on the south shore with young couplings, teenagers. We set up courses on preparation for marriage. We answered questions about birth control and sex... .”

The movement as an entire framework for life. A culture. To wear oneself out for this aim. The lines at the corners of pretty young eyes.

And back in Montreal in the literary part of my course classique. I read Emile
Zola’s Germinal: A novel little read in English, but which was always mentioned to me by French-speaking friends when I spoke to them of workers and work. In it, a middle-class novelist tries to come to terms with the heart of the union life: what, in working people’s existence, drives them together, unifies their action and dem- onstrates what pulls them apart, pulls them into themselves, into their private loves and angers and glasses of gin. One of the few famous works of literature to do that, and one of the five pictures of children working in the mines in the 19th century which wonder those who these childhoods were, and in what ways they might have been proof of working in mines. I had a book in mind then, that I’ve just brought to completion.

Métallos, the story of the Steelworkers, at Murdochville in 1957, and after, of their legendary (I say “legendary” still hoping it is true) leaders, Pat Burke, Théo Gogat, Édouard Bourass. Never did I doubt this book would be pertinent. Rather, I feared someone else’s writing it first. I was so sure the story belonged on the curriculum of the Quebec course classical! Two workers were killed in the Murdochville strike, and the people of Steel—the Métallos—were later to be among the most enthusiastic perpetrators of independence in the Quebec working class. In them there was a meeting of the CIO tradition from the U.S. and the Canadian Depression; and the Christian currents I had discovered in Sherbrooke. How could such a story not be a winner?

It’s true there were problems. By the time the Common Front of public-service employees was in its bitter strike with the Parti Québécois government in 1993, it was clear that the national-liberation current in Quebec was at odds with the workers’ liberation current. There was also an edging out of the international and Canadian unions from most intellectuals’ picture of unions; a retaining of only the CSN, the all-Quebec centric. This was a turning away from the real union scene. And yet it is the “Saysansen,” in its posters, its prose, its face to the world, has a sense of culture, and the internationals have almost none. Their cultural tradition exists in spite of their leaders and their officiality, in the smiles, shout and quips of their members. (These are what I have tried to put into Métallos.)

There’s the question of unionism’s place in the present-day social ladder. This is not really clear yet to either unionists or their observers. What is clear is that early on, the movement was felt as the voice of the poor. The voice of people who had left school young and who worked with their hands—mostly, but not solely, men. (There were always the seamstresses.) And that now unionism has rushed massively up into white-collar regions, without really finding its place among the poor. So that unionism is now the voice of a certain middle region in the society, with the manual-intellectual thing as a vague surviving barrier within the movement. And the poor spoken for by others.

And then, I would say, there’s the quite justified doubt in the mind of today’s activist for a new society about whether the unions and their leaders are really awake. Whether they understand that even a booming and well-paid industrial mill produces whether they grasp their need for allies in other parts of society, and other parts of the world. But then, the Quebec teachers’ unions, the CQG, did gather thousands of workbooks and pencils for Nicaragua....

Perhaps the word “central” is the key. Union culture has never been central in English Canada, the Winnipeg General Strike, Ginger Goodwin, the On To Ottawa Trek, Serpent’s Island, Joey Smallwood against the biggers, the jailing of George Hartman, British Columbia’s Solidarity.... You must be a special kind of Canadian to feel these things strongly. They are not part of the agreed heritage, not household words.

Quebec, from about the time that René Lévesque picked with the Radio-Canada producers in 1958, to about the time that René Lévesque ruled the province in 1979, was different. Its labour tradition was within its larger tradition. Within it, and near its centre, Quebec—rebelling Quebec—was nothing without Michel Chartrand’s speeches. The FLQ era was nothing without the La Grande shoe factory and the Lépine road blockades. The age of the “Em alleles,” the Macleans, was nothing without the Robin Hood Flour picket-line shootings. Quebec feminism wasn’t much without the millions of women who joined unions in the 1970s. Liberation was not liberation without a union component.

And now, with the culture changed, with a large French business class as rarely created by the changes as any other new force, with the independence idea shrived, the unions are...

Well, look at them at Pointe-au-Pic, where one of their militants died at the hands of a policeman, without, I fear, really rallying a broad group of citizens to the cause of the hotel workers there.

They’re isolated.

The Quebec labour tradition was married for a decade or two to a mainstream husband who only half-understood her. Now the divorce has been completed. She must now find new companions. Fight her way back into the mainstream with new companions, perhaps non-francophone companions. The couple had only one solid child, and that is the Myth of the asbestos Strike, 1949. This event is the object of novel, play and essay. But only rarely (as Trudeau’s infatuating importance in the Myth showed) from her own proud, autonomous, self-reliant perspective.

She’s feeling as the English Canadian unions have always felt, with their warm, singing-through-the-years tradition, and their little-known role.

Her legacies are now scarcely legendary. And as I prepare Métallos for the press, I feel I’m not studying the course classique any more. I’m teaching it.

Malcolm Reid is a free-lance journalist living in Quebec City. This is the first of a series of regular columns in Border/Lines.

THE MUSIC OF GORDON MONAI thai

Young Gordon was born in Ontario in 1956 in Ottawa. He began to play guitar at age 18, and at age 19 he moved to Moncton, New Brunswick, where he played in bands and wrote, recorded his own music, and performed at local clubs. He then moved to University of Georgia, where he studied music and recorded his first solo album, "Melodies and Rhythms." After that, he moved to the University of Virginia, where he served as a lecturer in the music department. He has also performed at numerous festivals and concerts, including the Newport Folk Festival, the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival, and the Montreux Jazz Festival. His music is characterized by its harmonious blend of folk, blues, and rock, and his passion for social justice issues and his advocacy for human rights have been the driving force behind his career as a musician.
Meta-physics and Mechanics:

The Music Of Gordon Monahan

Monahan's early interest in electronics and recording, his knowledge of physics and traditional piano technique (facilitating his radical departure from it) and his experience as a flashical performer influence his work. He often handles recording equipment and instruments in the most primitive way possible. "I like to work with primitive technology that has a raw sense to it... and if I can plug something in that's going to have a life of its own and do something unexpected... then I'll make music out of it."

Yet Monahan's virtuosity as a composer encompasses a broad range of raw materials, from homemade instruments and junk from Active Surplus to sophisticated digital studio recording equipment and video. His music can be direct and primitively produced, yet ethereal and foreign as made sound. It occupies a space between sound and music, narrating discovery and invention. The performances embody process and ritual. The recordings are double-feedback systems where electronically generated sound can be acoustically manipulated or vice versa and reordered in such a way that naturalness and interference are equal. Neither domain of sound evolves clearly from the other and both feed back into a whole which is integrated, heterogeneous and anti-hierarchical in its tonality.

Monahan's final project at Mount Allison was a piece of electronic music based on the complex and infinitely varied tidal patterns of the Bay of Fundy. Tidal Resonance at 45°7' N 66° W was an early reconciliation and synthesis of seemingly polar interests, synthetic music and the perpetual forces of nature. When the piece was realized in 1983 at the Newfoundland Sound Symposium in St. John's, Nfld., speakers were put down on the beach and the electronic sounds arising from the patterns were played back, blending into the environment from which they had originated. This cyclical source manipulation and recapitulation and other circular patterns have since become characteristic structures in Monahan's work.

Monahan's ongoing work with acoustic piano produced two pieces which were recorded on his first album (1986). Piano Mechanics and the related Large Piano Magnified. Unlike his other work, Piano Mechanics is scored, the performer carrying out tasks dictated by the composer. The piece simulates the formal gestures, sounds and mechanics of machinery and the demands it makes on the performer are like something out of Lang's Metropolis. It is "a catalogue of actions and activities which address the production of isolated acoustical resonances at the piano... One's duty with Piano Mechanics is to induce the piano to play like a machine... to serve the action by playing as hard as one can. Sometimes the fingers may bruise and blend as you hammer the key repeatedly...".

EXCURSIONS:

The sociology of which Canadian composer Gordon Monahan works with constitute music in the same way that prolonged sound constitutes pitch. The physical and oral properties of pure and electronically influenced acoustic sound have been the object of his thinking and performance over the past eight years. At the essence of each piece has been an idea which is simple and straightforward, informed by a broad spectrum of interest ranging from physics and found sound to popular music and technology. Monahan's concerns are manifest in three pieces in particular: Piano Mechanics (1981-86), Long Acoustic Piano (1984-86), and Speaker Swinging (1981-87). The recording of these last two pieces was released on November 26 at the Music Gallery in Toronto, and constitutes a concrete document in an otherwise fluid practice.

Young Gordon was born in Kingston, Ontario in 1956 and grew up mostly in Ottawa. He began playing piano at age eight, and at twelve started a rock group where he played electronic organ and recorded. He later studied physics at the University of Ottawa, then transferred to Mount Allison University in Sackville, N.B. to study piano performance. At Mount A., he also acted with a campus theatre company.
Although the piano here is in no way "prepared" or electronically reinforced, the sonorities elicited by direct and often brutal string, keyboard, and pedal techniques are powerful and unprecendented. John Cage has described them as "absolutely astonishing. He produces music by playing the piano keyboard. Without anything electronic he produces in fact what one associates with electronics... What happens is that the piano under Gordon Monahan's performance of it produced sounds that we haven't heard before."

Piano Mechanics is temporally independent.

known anything about electronic music. I don't think I would have gone to the aesthetic limits that I did with Piano Mechanics."

The final scene for Piano Mechanics (fig.1) was completed in February, 1986, and exhibited at the Music Gallery with photographs of Monahan's performance by
tive, potential energy, to be discovered and reproduced by man. The sound of music as the condition of Origin is commonly called 'the cosmos'. To the sound of the Greek and Eastern religions, was cut with并向 Joe Heppner, the neo-Pietists and Cage, and holds great appeal for Monahan.

The visual effects produced by the acolian piano are tranquil, spatial and subliminal, again not unlike those which electronic composers strive for through synthesis and sound. In a 1980 version of the piano produced in Edmonton and recorded on video, Monahan integrated the installation and performance bases of his work. A small, tentative crowd was drawn to watch his careful, stentorian manipulations of the radically altered piano, reinforced and strapped to a tree with wires hoisted aggressively to the front and back of the exposed soundboard. By plucking and dampening the wires and leaning against the wires and the instrument itself, he produced subtle variations in the sound. Throughout, the acoustically extracted sound and wind velocity determined the nature and intensity of the music. These sounds play an unfolding in the recording. The music continues with the sound of the wind — source, mediator, integral element.

Toronto photographer David Hlynsky. This is one of several visual collaborations which Monahan has been involved with. The recording is unmanipulated real-time tapping of a performance by Monahan where the stretch and pull of sonorities described by Cage are clear and vivid.

In New Brunswick, Monahan met photographer and teacher, Thaddius Holowina. Long Anzilian Piano was first constructed in July 1984 on Holowina's farm in Jolicoeur and still exists there, "installed" in the environment. It is constructed using 100-foot wire string at high tension between the soundboard of a piano and posts driven at various points in the surrounding field. The piece operates on the same principle as the ancient Greek acolian harp, a large stringed instrument built out-of-doors. Wind blowing over the strings produces continuous, varied tones and overtones.

Monahan moved to Toronto in 1980 and on the suggestion of Holowina

began to explore various objects and sounds using the Doppler effect and reversing his thinking. He created a new sculpture: a sound emitting from

toward one of computer systems. The source is an active work. A Magneto"tactile was an instrument for the blind, equipment worthy of the name, and rigged up for the Union Station. Its sound was caught with a height magnet. The job of the player is to place the magnet on the iron wire to add a new element to the musical work. The speaker is magnetic and placed in the mechanical process is repeated. Monahan, the speaker, "tongue-in-cheek making sculpture that is part of a musical studio syn."
began to explore ways of making music using the Doppler Effect. This involved reversing his thinking away from a conception of responsive, mutable sound emitting from a stable source toward one of constant sound whose source is an active, mobile agent in the work. A Magnet That Speaks Also Attracts was an installation built with equipment worthy of any good garage sale, and rigged up in the Eye revive Gallery, a display window in Toronto’s Union Station in February, 1986. The loudspeaker, now the focus of the piece, is catapulted mid-air and caught at the height of its trajectory by a magnet. The jet of this action causes the needle on the adjoining record-player to skip on the speaker humps from the magnet playing a new excerpt from Bobby Christian, Strings for the Space Age. The speaker is hauled off the magnet and placed back on the catapult by the mechanical system and the process is repeated. According to Monahan, the speaker catapult is a “tongue-in-cheek mechanical performing sculpture that is a combination medieval weapon system and modern musical studio system.”

Speaker Swinging is the most recent process in Monahan’s repertoire, literally a tour de force of his ideas and practices. Optimally, three performers will speak speakers overhead “lazo-style” in a circle twenty-two feet in diameter. The sounds emitted through the speakers are produced live in performance by the sons of a tone generator which gradually vary between sine and sawtooth waves, and segments of prerecorded material are mixed with the live oscillators in process. The speed and to some extent the duration of the swinging is contingent upon the physical strength of the performer.

At the controls, Monahan modulates the sound, eventually aligning it with the resonant frequency of the hall. During that phase of performance when this unity is achieved and the acoustics of the room itself come into play, the audience is subject to physical as well as auditory sensations caused by the music. At this point the lights are suddenly shut off. After a few moments of darkness and the hypnotic, sustained corpory of the sound. The secondary response involves the awareness of the spatial manipulations which Monahan executes. The dimensions of visual, and spatial space are transformed as the music progresses, stretching and unbalancing like a slow-motion replay of itself, or a distorted projection note in video.

In recoding, these sensory phenomena (without the vibrations of resonant frequency) come through the speakers; without the elements of surprise and fear which Monahan seeks live, the effect is one of tranquility and illusion. The recent videotape of Speaker Swinging, produced in conjunction with Toronto designer Bruce Mac, seeks to achieve video equivalence of the piece in performance.

Gordon Monahan is currently living and working in New York. He continues to refine performances of Speaker Swinging and has now plunged into fluid mechanics, developing the basis for an aeolian piano using water currents instead of air (“aquasonic” his term). Other ideas for sound sculpture continue to involve piano, pianocasting and wind phenomena, although his move to NY leaves him open to urban influences of the grossest kind. As long as Monahan insists on re-examining auraity at its most fundamental levels and allows mechanics, electronics and the forces of nature itself to operate in concert, he will continue to evolve music which now rests silent, possible and profound.

SOURCES
Both Monahan’s albums, Piano Mechanics/Large Piano Magnified (1986) and Long Aeolian Piano/Speaker Swinging (1987) can be obtained from Marginal Distribution, 37 Vine Ave., Toronto.
Monahan’s videotapes, A Magnet That Speaks Also Attracts (1986), Long Aeolian Piano (1986) and Speaker Swinging (1987) are available through V/Tape, 183 Bathurst St., Toronto.

PHOTO CAPTIONS/CREDITS
Gordon Monahan, Speaker Swinging. Photo, Reiner/Siegers. Page 8

Kathleen Fleming is a freelance writer who is presently doing graduate studies at Concordia University
SUN RA at the Diamond
October 2, 1987

Let’s return to the Sun Ra concert. Imagine fifteen black jazz musicians on stage, dressed in something between African traditional dress and Shriners’ costumes. But those musicians were from Philadelphia, while the music played had little to do with contemporary African music (King Sunny Ade, Fela Kuti). Sun Ra and his “Arkestra” is a blend of pot-en and various jazz traditions which has been around for some time, but it is an interesting example of a new aesthetics beyond the impasse of the traditional avant garde (as outlined using the New York and Paris art scenes in Gay Scarpetta’s recent L’Impuroto, one which can immediately be distinguished from the more avant-garde use of African themes and black music traditions by a group like the Chicago Art Ensemble.

The music included some instances of free jazz, but hampered up (the players standing on their chairs to play solos), some classics sung by different members of the band, in often very modern readings. But how do we a white man nervous perhaps about “correct” politics — react to a group of costumed blacks hamming it up in ways which explicitly recall the racist stereotypes of twenty or thirty years ago? How do we — an audience with certain preconceptions about the separateness of serious jazz and jokes and bad taste — react to some of Sun Ra’s original tunes like my favorite, “This earth is not my home”.

Or his whole scientific outer space schtick — complaint — to the music. There are some readings of the classic solos (as both traditional and most of all, it’s the end of the first set off stage and the singing over and over of “Shaming on Pta Humes” and on) of their own vision of North? And this is that the traditions reached a certain kind of breakthrough of barri which makes the relative to the which Sun Ra into a different and “acceptable” and perhaps even . Barthes’s distinction between speaking to writing every even letter. The first reason why cannot continue to old standards, to an which I began, own discussion of by Barthes in his Writ (self written as a guide to Literature). The fact that the artist chooses These forms are the various socially like they have another or her not come to this materials. To choose same old classics is a, not to know, to status quo. As the repeated, there is a layer of intermediary meaning which remakes those new into a historically occurrent pushing all the artists the questions about traditions, or about if the musician is in as a pre-packaged answer as to conceal whatever dis the artistic condition if you prefer.

If the pieces are of this black militancy in the 60s and 70s (best exemplified by Archie Shepp). But this was, finally, a formal or content-free politics, then, which is why I made the analogy with Tel Quel. For despite the revolutionary claims of Tel Quel during the 1960s, this was a politics with no real or final political consequences (as opposed to the Surrealists — although I am in no way reducing the struggles of blacks in the US with the anger of some Parisian intellectuals who, in the words of one critic, set out for China only to find themselves on Paris in California.

So what do we have? On the one hand, an ongoing mainstream jazz tradition (the playing of Dexter Gordon in the Tavistock film, Round Midnight) with its part of nostalgia (listeners whose taste stopped changing at a particular point), as in some good or bad; mainstream which continues to grow and evolve, but whose colleagues and melodies are nonetheless recognizable as such and whose survival could be equated to that of the traditional novel. And, on the other, an avant-garde which keeps developing into more and more abstraction and rigor (Braxton, Cecil Taylor, or spinning off and overlapping with more popular forms (Miles Davis’s interest is rock — like Bob Dylan’s celebrated switch from acoustic to electric so many years ago). This was the situation until recently, and the equivalent would be fiction writing in France where traditional fiction (not to mention more general like science fiction, mystery, harlequin, pornography etc.) continued to be produced, but where “serious” writers seemed locked into the confines of the “noir roman.” (Riebel-Grillet, Sarraute, Simoé, Duras).
Or his whole science fiction/film from outer space schtick? This is not a complaint — to the contrary, I love the music. There are some wonderful readings of the classics, some great solos in both traditional and free veins, and most of all, it's a lot of fun, as at the end of the first set when they paraded off stage and through the audience singing over and over again the verses of "Swimming on Park Avenue," a humorous and enthusiastic "singing out" of their own visit to the push white North? And this is I suppose the point. That the traditional avant-garde has reached a certain impasse. That the breakdown of barriers, genres, forms, historical breaks and divisions is increasing; and that to label those new kinds of music "post-modern" recognizes that music has moved beyond the stage of modernism even as it evades or begs the question of describing and explaining what is happening; what makes the relative modernism with which Sun Ra interprets a classic different and "acceptable" ("readable") and perhaps even "verifiable" to use Barthes's distinction in S/Z, as opposed to writing such music today, or even playing the standards "straight."

The first reason why many artists cannot continue to chum out the same old standards, to answer the question with which I began, lies with the artist's own dilemma and choice, (spelled out by Barthes in his Writing Degree Zero, itself written, as a gloss on Sartre's What is Literature?) the language, the form that the artist chooses is not neutral. Those forms are already caught up in various socially inscribed meanings; they have a history, and the artist — whatever his or her intentions — does not come to this material, these instruments, those sounds, as innocent raw materials. To choose to simply redo the same old classics is to choose not to see, not to know, to acquiesce to the status quo. As the music is played and repeated, the style or approach accumulates a layer of interpretation and meaning which remains, and which buries those new intentions under their historically accumulated meanings, pushing all the artist's anger and hope, the questions about music and its traditions, or about the world in which the musician is inscribed, towards commodification and cliché, towards pre-packaged answers which erase and conceal whatever disturbing questions the artist originally intended. This is our modernity, the post-modern condition if you prefer, (a moment for which John Schaefer's New Sounds provides not an analysis but a discography of the ever widening circles of exploration (the limits of traditional instruments, like playing the piano directly on the strings; other non-western musical traditions etc), as well as a quickening pace of cannibalizing and quoting, and an increasing disregard for seriousness. All this could be seen and heard on stage at the Disc ear; all this should be understood, even if I have only begun to understand or explain it, as an attempt to resolve the impasse into which the classical avant-garde finds itself.

To answer and push deeper these questions, one does not have to go to New York. A few weeks spent following Toronto's own various jazz arenas, where George's and The Music Gallery might stand in retrospectively and only some of the time), for the mainstream and the classical avant-garde and this other, alternate track — given so much play by CKLN, our "alternate" radio station may be seen in a number of Toronto bands, (even the early hipster pose and antics of the Shuffle Demons through Gothic City, Thin Men, Paul Craig Orchestra, Not King Fudge or White Noise. All this would provide more than enough raw material for a more complete and thorough study of jazz than the quick sketch I have made here.


Peter Fitton is a member of the Border/Lines collective and teaches at the University of Toronto. He has a long standing interest in contemporary music.
Co-Opting the Future: A Post-Modern Aesthetics of Our Time

I am concerned with a set of representational strategies which, by constructing the present as the future, seem to position us as living in the future. In a previous paper I argued that this construction is quite widespread, and that it has repressive possibilities — that projecting a familiar future, one that is in fact the same as the present, is a repressive option and possibilities. In this paper, I want to continue my attempt to elaborate how this reframing of the future works, how it is taking us away from a manifold of exploitative mysterious possibilities, positive and negative, and toward a future that is old news.

A gentleman promoting airhips responded in this way when he was questioned about the Hindenburg disaster:

That happened then. It's history. This is the future now.


On its own, this is not necessarily an especially telling remark; it has been the staple of advertisers and promoters to place what they have to offer in the future, in order to associate it, as part of a depoliticizing rationale (Britton, p.12), with the inevitable outcome of progress. The ahistorical sense that this allusion to history betrays is, furthermore, hardly a novelty in our culture. What I want to suggest, however, is that this association now consists with, and is perhaps being displaced by, a closed sense of the future. There is, in other words not so much an inevitability of progress, but the attribution to future progress of inevitability that properly belongs to progress that has already happened.

After all, if we are in the future now, if it looks just like today, who cares about tomorrow? Is it in this sense that I believe the repressive possibilities of this construction lie, and why it is important to understand the loss of a sense of future possibilities — what Frederic Jameson has called a "reverse millenarianism," a sense of endings — and to try to recuperate a refreshed and broadened sense of them. At least a part of the effect of cultural texts is ideological — they attempt to redefine the real; I take my brief from film critic Andrew Britton (1986, p.8), who says that

To challenge the definition of the real is to challenge a definition of what it is possible to desire and what is possible to do...

It seems to me important to pose a challenge to a construction of reality that suggests that the future is stored somewhere, fixed, immobile and immaterial.

In order to draw more clearly the distinction between the former sense of time revealed in science fiction films, and the current "repressive and circulat" sense, it is informative to look at films in which time-travel is a central concern. Chris Marker's film La Jetée (1963) is an especially useful example. From the diacritical perspective of a delayed post-nuclear world in which life is carried out in miserable catacombs, the time traveller goes both backward and forward in time — the former as training for the latter. Already, the resistance to such travel is understood to be less when going backward than thinking of going to the future. For the "now" in Marker's film, the future contains salvation — the power source necessary to make life above ground possible again. The past contains only a wistful sense of child- hood, a field of possibilities whose only utility is to make travel to the future possible.

In contrast with this, in contemporary films of this genre, the possibilities lie in the past; the only future to be manipulated is the diachronic "now" — as the quote with which I opened this paper has it, "This is not the future now.

In Back to the Future, as Vivian Sobchak says, "time travel is marked in terms of brand-name identification." (1986, p.240) In fact she claims that there is no imagined future at all in the film; actually, that's not entirely true — but the only element in the film that arrives from the future is an artefact, a power source called the "Marty's Flux Energy Reactor." This fascinating device consumes our refuse, our cast-off commodities, in order to supply the propulsive energy necessary to reach the future. It is the essence of a capitalist machine — it carries out what one might term "consummation by other

"..." it utterly uses up what has been made, and "produces" a future whose only distinction is that it contains new things.

In the closing moments of Back to the Future, the teenage protagonist is about to embark into the diachronic future (as opposed to the now-as-future referred to in the title). The motivation for this trip, however, is decidedly un-forbidding — it is merely another instance of the conservative impulse that wishes to take advantage of time as it were, to enforce present values, inflected with a 1950s version of intergenerational struggle: "It's your kids, Marty; something's got to be done about them!"

— The new things of the future are not compensated by any new imagined social relations. The premise at the end of the film, then, concerns the future of a teenager who has viewed (and played match-maker for) his own parents in their teens, and who, in a sense, is now about to leap forward to his own middle age. This whole set of differences works as the athis, as it were, for a huge sense a conflation of now with then, and then future. It is as if, to play on the title of another contemporary film, this is then, that'll be now.

Vivian Sobchak offers a reading of the evolution of science fiction films in the chapter of her book Screening Space, whose title is, for my purposes, very telling — "Postfuturism"; we are, in a sense, living after the future. Sobchak identifies a contraction of the sense of space, and an associated change in the attitude to time. The former, she says, has become flattened, divested of both threat and promise — no longer a menacing warehouse of monstrous aliens, but something more like a flattened field characterised by "fragmentation and equivalence." (p.232) Space says Sobchak, is metaphorically described as a surface for play and dispersal, a surface across which existence and objects kinetically displace and display their materiality. (p.234) She goes on to point out that "a space perceived and represented as superficial and shallow, as all surface, does not conceal things; it displays them." (p.229) The archetypal illustration of this is the Disney film Toy Story, virtual, not real, like the electronic circuitry:

The example of Max Headroom, an electronic cardinal, is particularly relevant, as he has called the "live" the world." Max's is a human prototype interacting with his environment in a space-new relation where things may be understood when "seen" the way it is.

To the one describing Max as "true," Peter

This typifies, to borrow Barthes', "the punctual referent, the superego".
typical illustration of this shows, suggests, is the Disney film Zenon, whose space is virtual, not real, literally flattened into the electronic circuitry of a computer.

To the example of Zenon, I would add Max Headroom, another electronic persona, manifested on the screen of a cathode ray tube, who Arthur Kroker has called "the first citizen of the end of the world." Max's "three-dimensional" human prototype has a problematic relationship with him, both within the story-space of the series, and in terms of the ways in which the relationship can be understood when one attempts to "read" the show. For instance, in describing Max as "simulated," Newweek (April 20, 1987) attempts to keep a reader/acted to his human other, by discussing (actor) Matt Frewer at the reality in which his character, Edsco Carter, is rooted. Carter, meanwhile, is the model for Max Headroom, the "real" simulation. Always, the "outer shell" of the simulation is taken as real; only the video screens represented within the video screen are perceived as imbecile and discarded.

This typifies, to borrow a phrase from Baudrillard, "the perversion of the relation between the image and it's referent, the supposed real" (1984, p.13), a perversion that takes fragmentation for differentiation, and masking a disturbing anxiety. I believe the point applies as well to the fragmented present taken to be past, present and future – a notion to which I'll return in a moment. Max Headroom's subtillet places it a mere "20 minutes into the future": how much can have changed? This is a simulation of the future.

In Slobchuk's argument, space and time are by definition, not analytically separable. I'm nominally more concerned with time, and her utopian of it, but evidence of a collapse of any difference between the two makes the distinct an arbitrary move in the service of convenience, rather than a theoretical claim. Slobchuk re-thinks the representation of time in these films, and finds it to be a loop with more points linked to a past than to a future: when illusions are made to the future, when the diegesis is set in the future, it turns out – as I've already suggested – either to be rather like the present, but diatropic, or catastrophically savage. In the latter case, there is a sort of triumph of "nature" over "culture", the outcome of the "system of differences" which makes signs signify.
regress to something more basic, loss cultivated and less appetizing. There is something reassuring, therefore, as now becomes the future, to discover that things are still ok to find that the contra-dictions which stand naked in Blade Runner—demonstrated, for example, by the juxtaposition of high technology with disrepute culture—are still safely cloaked. Sobchak connects her reading to an analysis of what I want to suggest (after Jameson, quoted in Sobchak, p.234) is a "deeply lived structure of social relations and representations", one which is not yet dominant, but which is moving to occupy a number of niches in our culture.

In "We Build Excitement: Car Commercials and Miami Vice", Todd Gitlin

fiction: "Alien" and Other become our familiar, our close relations if not ourselves. (p.229)

As the difference between ourselves and the other—and I believe that a conception of the future as something other is crucially implicated (and absent) here—as this difference disappears, with it is lost any sense of possibility for change; where, or what, is there left to change to? The same I want to offer for this is a postmodern aesthetic of time. It is a temporal component of what one might call a--dis-alienation, a move that can be summarised using Sobchak's formula "Alien R-U"...she draws a parallel between an "embrace of the alien" and an "enreur of alienation." We cannot be alienated from that which is not marked as different; spatially, there can be no other place, no other way to live or place in which to do it; temporally there is left no avenue unexplored, and in all the avenues one discovers one's own time, perhaps in slighter different costume, or dwells slightly more bulbous cars. In her "Manifesto for Cyberbase", Donna Haraway points out that "(M)onsters have always defined the limits of community in Western victimizations". (1985, p.29) The monsters "displayed" within the confabulated array of times I've described can't fill that definitional role, since we have met them, and they are us. Sobchak points, for example, in "ET, Class Encounters of the Third Kind, Starman or even Repo Man or Liquid Sky, in which the aliens are no weirder than us—what formerly was perceived as radically different turns out to be essentially the same.

Britton, too, comments that the others

In representing the idealised nostalgia is made in the relations and repulsion which Jameson locates as the aesthetic in general is not unique to this obvious companion. Maried, and it is parallel to the idea of The Terminator Heedrooms; there, and in Walter Hill's St. David Lynch's Blue Velvet, the conventional movie, and film theory connects the same formula in which a period from about 1947

I end as an irreverent suggestion that the closely seen of the well as other texts specify in greater or lesser detail, which this representation is made.
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In representing the world in a mode of idealised nostalgia, a material intervention is made in the field of "lived social relations and representations" within which Jameson locates the postmodern aesthetic in general. Back to the Future is not unique in this respect; its most obvious companion is Peggy Sue got Married, and it has, I believe, some parallels in the technological aesthetic of The Terminator, Brazil, and Max Headroom: there are also echoes of this in Waltz Hill's Streets of Fire and David Lynch's Blue Velvet, where conventional markers of time become blurred, and the diegetic "now" coincides the sameness of all times—a formula in which all times covers the period from about 1930 to the present.

I end on an irresolute note, with the suggestion that my next task is to read closely some of the films I've named, as well as other texts, in an attempt to specify in greater detail the ways in which this representation of the future is made.
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If we look over the last decade or so, the proliferation of radical criticism aimed at 'the sciences' of the social—law, social policy, criminology—is nothing if not impressive, a flow that is becoming a torrent as Foucault's influence spreads. Yet the Left has been somewhat more reluctant to tackle the 'hard' sciences. Foucault, of course, left that to others.

A case in point is the July-August 1978 issue of Monthly Review, which promised itself to address the "European neglection of science as a theoretical issue by the Left. What it delivered was, extraordinarily, a surprising perfunctory collection of articles that barely scratched the surface of the issue.

Meanwhile it is difficult to ignore the centrality of scientific and technical rationality in the current restructuring of the capitalist state as it toils up for the post-industrial age. In Thatcher's Britain, it is the aggressive adoption of 'technological innovation strategies' that are undermining the restructuring of the British coal mining industry.

What is easier to see and more difficult to quantify is the growing seduction of Western culture by the products and processes of technology. Popular representations of science, especially the glossy 'teknophore' magazines like Omni, speak a single language of awe and respect, a discourse laced with added reverence since the appearance of AIDS. Like all forms of hegemony, Progress has its dark side—the challenger, liberal, acid rain—but the solution is always more efficient technology.

Popular representations of science foreclose on the possibility of much serious debate over scientific issues: what is produced instead is a kind of literary fascination. High-tech solutions to all manner of social problems are touted as 'common sense', erasing the role of science in power relations and leaving us with the image of the genius at the laboratory bench and the promise of Next Year's Model.

How can the Left oppose the restructurings of society by high technologies without resorting to Luddism? Are there politically progressive uses of technology? What would a socialist science resemble?

One site at which Marxists have attempted to ask these questions and articulate a progressive critique of science and technology is the UK-based Radical Science Collective, publishers of the annual Radical Science Journal and a number of other collections under the aegis of Free Association Books. Their latest project, which supercedes the Radical Science Journal is a quarterly with the evocative title Science as Culture.

How successful have these attempts been? What it might be to do is here to trace the topography of the arguments that have been played out in the pages of the Radical Science Journal and that promise to be aired in Science as Culture (since only the pilot issue is available at the time of this writing), and to locate both publications in the development of the radical science movement as a whole.

Scientists have always been concerned with the social consequences of their work, but the notion that science and social responsibility weren't synonymous first began to receive widespread public recognition as part of the fallout from Hiroshima. Its aftermath saw physicists organizing anti-nuclear campaigns; the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, with its famous Doomsday Clock, started publishing in the same period.

As the debate over the arms race heated up in the 1960s, scientists banded together in organizations like the Federation of American Scientists and lobbied against particular weapons. They also took an active part in the opposition against the Vietnam War through the campaign against the development of chemical and biological weapons.

These critiques of scientific practice by scientists were based on what has come to be known as the 'use/abuse' model, which draws a firm line between the legitimate (read: objective) practice of science, and its abuse at the hands of ideologues. 'Good' scientists voiced their opposition to 'bad' science by invoking a discourse of expert knowledge: the feasibility of certain weapons was the basis of much of their opposition.

The use/abuse model remains the foundation of arguments by mainstream scientists against developments like Star Wars. It was also the point of departure for the radical science movement.

What pushed many people working in science beyond a use/abuse analysis was their growing politicization around the civil rights movement, the opposition to the Vietnam War and the events of May 1968. The radical science movement as we know it coalesced around the realization of the need to challenge not just particular weapons, but the role that scientific and technological rationality itself played in maintaining the existing power relations in society.

What this meant, of course, was a decisive rejection of the epistemological privileges historically accorded to science—a privilege bolstered rather than denied by the use/abuse model. And not surprisingly, it split the scientific establishment between liberal institutions like the British Royal Society for Science and Society in Science (BSSS), and newer organizations like the Radical Science Collective, a group of scientists, teachers and activists who began publishing the Radical Science Journal in 1974.

Looking back over 13 years of the Radical Science Journal, it is possible to see three strands of thinking emerge on science and technological progress.

The first is expressed most succinctly in the title of Robert Young's essay 'Science is Social Relations', which appeared in RSJ 5. Moving from debates around the distinction between science and ideology, some members of the Radical Science Collective sought very early on to explore the ways in which social relations are embodied in technologies and scientific practices. Ian Jeffery's article on scientificity in Q2 testing ('Q2 as Ideological Reality') in RSJ 6/7, for instance, was a strategic intervention at a time when a group of American researchers were attempting to screen newborn males for an extra chromosome that supposedly established a genetic basis for 'criminality'.

The second position has explored the possibilities for alternative uses of technology, and is most clearly displayed in RSJ 16, a large chunk of which was devoted to discussions of alien communications and this position that one central dilemma of science movement I applaud. On the other hand it seems to be a strong that technologies can be "alternative, oppositional"...
discussions of alternativism in communications media. It is in this position that one of the central dilemmas of the radical science movement becomes apparent. On the one hand there seems to be a strong conviction that technologies can be put to alternative, oppositional use in pirate radio (Richard Barbrook) and the revolutionary use of video (DeeDee Halleck), an argument that seems to have drawn much from Enzensberger. Others are a little less certain of the liberatory possibilities of technologies. Tom Athanasides’ account of the contradictions faced by activists who tried to set up an electronic bulletin board in Berkeley, the heart of alternative Amerilat, is one example. The third position — or rather, tendency — in the Radical Science journal is a slight undercurrent of anti-technological sentiment that has roots both in the American counterculture and the British Romantic movement of the last century. When this pops up, as it seems to do unbidden, one hears more than a whisper of technological determinism in comments like, “We feel the thrust of this impetus in all aspects of our life: we have not asked for colour television or supersonic aircraft...” (HS/17).

If there is an impasse reached by the radical science movement in the positions that have been voiced to date, it is the inability to get beyond the most declarative that ‘science is not neutral,’ while in the late 1980s the supposed neutrality of science and technology no longer seems an issue, at least in the arena of cultural politics. Instead, as HS/ contributor David Cockburn put it, “the central message being preached by capitalism is that technology in general — and high technology in particular — is exciting and desirable.”

The appearance of Science as Culture marks a strategic — and long overdue — attempt to deconstruct our uneasy fascina-

Humphrey Jennings’ epic study of the cultural ramifications of the Industrial Revolution. While it is far too early to tell whether SoC’s promise to “transcend the two cultures” will be borne out, its arrival is not a moment too late. In this truncated dancing, we need to know who we are dancing with, and why. Here as discussed:

Science as Culture
Press Association Books
26 Frogsedge Road
London N7 6RQ
Four issues for $35 individual, $55 (institutional)

Radical Science Journal
(too long published)
Write above address for catalogue of back issues.
Peter Laurie is a member of the Border/Lines collective.
wo visions keep me awake
as I write this piece, visions of the role of the media to politics. One is of Ronald Reagan, the
crude impresario of an imaginary kingdom of Beverley Hills, with imagi-
nary boners, imaginary battles, imaginary locations but all the real images playing havoc on real people for
whom the imaginary and real are barely distinguishable. The other is of Rand.
LeVarque, sometime leader and commu-
nicator for a social movement, for a
living, vibrant culture piecing through the
fog of media make-believe to
demand an affirmation, a place.
The one, carefully manicured, emblazoned,
weaving his other hair dye, lives on as
the sum of his own movies play over
the wreckage which his social policies built; the other, quite clearly dead, cigarette and vin rouge surrounding
him on the catalepsia, leaves a differ-
eence, a distinction, a sense of the stupi
pratique which others will have to
to continue to develop. The one is a fitting
conclusion to a Rawillian fantasy
world where images are more real than
the strategies of everyday life. And the
other, a symbol of collective survival.

And yet. And yet. The simulacrum of
the real, reality transformed into its
simulacrum. We have to start knowing
that that snapshot of the real (the real
pain, real violence, real death) is frozen
into an image that can be split-
duplicated, reproduced in a way that
defines the moment of pain/joy which
created it. And any talk of cultural
studies has to be conscious of the split
between our readings of all media
and our own, of the social conditions
that the media tries to represent or distort, and of the tensions
between the two. At the core of all
cultural/socialist concerns with culture
has been the frustration/hope of social
movement. It was true of the
Frankfurt school, of the Parisian
Existentialists, of the Annals and Tel
Quel schools, of the Bourdieu project,
even of Encounter and the ‘God That
Failed’ critiques of Daniel Bell and
 Irving Howe, certainly of the Birmin-
gham Centre, of the Radical America/
Cultural Correspondence group, of the
old, middle and late New Left Reviews,
of Social Text and New German
Critique and of the transnational,
decoupled feminist critiques. And
though much of this work sits on the
margin of academia (which is constant
to explore narrow ideas in narrow
contexts), there is little doubt that it
contributes to a critique of our contem-
porary world. Most of the cultural
journals themselves (see the appendix
to this article) are clearly now engaged
in political and theoretical struggling.
The purpose of this article is to try to
situate ourselves in relation to those
discourses.

In many respects the major cleavage
is between what Jurgen Habermas calls
the Poetics (post-modernism, post-
modernism, post-structuralism), or what
Dick Abolige, in the first issue of New
Formations more strategically design-
ates as ‘The Post’, and with those
whom I shall call the left populists. The
division is an uneasy one and perhaps
should be seen in terms of polarities on
the relationship of cultural studies to
the linguistic paradigm at the one end
and the praxis of everyday culture at
the other. But because the linguistic
paradigm ultimately has to confront the
question of saying anything about
anything in a world where values and
practices seem to have been made
irrelevant by postmodernism, it is doomed
to examine mere surfaces. We are
locked, as in John O’Neill’s Five Studies,
or Arthur Kraker’s ‘The Postmodern
Scene’ into the trap of metaphor. The
‘discourses’ are therefore discussions
between the interpretations of fascistic:
we act out and display the appar-
ent because either the real does not
seem to exist anymore or because we
accept that all our practices are con-
tained in our language. But of course
there is a reality behind the images,
and cultural and social life goes on, what-
ever the post-modern dismissal or ap-
propriation of the practices. Thus
surface and deep structures provide the
contrasting poles of cultural studies. If
the meaning of our lives is to be found
merely in the languages we use, the
myths we create and the films that
couple us forever to Plato’s Cave, then
another utopia nor sex nor history
nor even the transcendent can be
tapped to unlock the mysteries of our
existence. The game of reading the
books is the important task, which may
reveal the meaning of our fate but, if
not, will at least have provided a
stimulating, even whimsical, exercise
for examining this apparently timeless
space we inhabit.

Against this, the critics based on
praxis or left populism confronts
with a new vision. In Paul Buhle’s
words ‘they seek out the
exemplary moments when Mikhail
Bakhtin’s description of mass culture
takes new life in it when Walter Benji
that audience and one another in bril-
liance, of course, a far cry
and earlier, that is
those influenced by
Trotsky. It owes a lot
the ‘Post’ is to
political condition
Anarchism, Thatch
political importance of
its role important
tools, to
that its context
narcissistic passion
allegory which sim-
not be in
it. The left
the open to
example to the rise
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Bakhtin's description of the Rabbinical world of mass carnivalesque creativity takes new life in modern conditions, or when Walter Benjamin's expectations that audience and artist will blend into one another is briefly realized. "This is, of course, a far cry from earlier Marxism and earlier radical critiques, even those influenced by Gramsci and Trotsky. It owes a lot to the recognition that the "Post" is there, that it reflects a theoretical impasse based on real political conditions (Stalinism, Hitler, fascism, Russian, Thatcherism, The Left's political impotence), that it carries in its wake important methodological tools (semiotics, deconstruction), but that its unconnected, a-historical, narcissistic pessimism is based on an allegory which simply reflects the present without any way wanting to change it. The Left populist studying culture knows "that cultural studies has to be open to external influences, for example to the rise of new social movements, to psychoanalysis, to feminism, to cultural differences" but that its ultimate stand is to operate "somewhere within...the discourse limits of a Marxist position." (Hall in C/10(2). Like the "Posties", we stand in the only space we have been set unlikable, that space is shut through with sparks of messy light.

The journals that explore cultural studies are either pulled close to the linguistic paradigm in form (Barthes or Yale French Studies) or to its ontological implications (like Zone, Semiotexte or Crangazilla, for example). They are an active participant in movement. In between lie a range of academic prose-scribes (Culture, Theory and Society, Neo Marxism, Thought, Cultural Critique, Canadian Journal of Political and Social Theory) whose commitment is probably more to theory of culture than to anything else (contrast with Stuart Hall: "I am not interested in Theory. I am interested in going on theorizing"). Most, but not all, journals concerned with specific form (film, TV, art, photography, fiction) sit inside the linguistic paradigm (with Screen the archetype), while the Birelingham influence has generated several journals on "patterns of power and meaning in contemporary culture" (Cultural Studies, New Formations, and Communication Inquiry).

Reappraisals of these territorial boundaries abound and in a sense have been the very stuff of contemporary cultural studies since the early sixties. What is perhaps particularly important now is that the implications of what the "Posties" have been saying for 30 years has sunk in, both ontologically and methodologically, and the reappraisals have to contend with discourses which do not depend on any "deep" structural props. And cultural studies, an erstwhile academic and political guerrilla movement, is compelled to come to terms with its own institutionalization and some attempts to "codify" its activities. Several articles stand out in this reappraisal. They include Richard Johnson's in Social Text, 16, Dick Heibeigie in New Formations 1, the reappraisal of Stuart Hall's work in Communication Inquiry 10(2), the dialogue between Perry Anderson and Marshall Berman in New Left Review 144, and the various debates round the work of Ernst Cassirer, Chantal Mouffe and Terry Eagleton as well as Richard Korty's review of Habermas in the London Review of Books. On the 'Post' debate Lulaun and Mouffe's book, chaotic and unreadable as it is, stands as something of a watershed because it pushed neo-Marxism through the discourse post-modernist door while daring to retake a political, engaged stand. Terry Eagleton's recent work on the other hand pulled us back from the primacy of text to resituate cultural studies in the everyday. "Men and woman do not live by culture alone, the vast majority of them throughout history have been deprived of the chance of living by it at all..." (and by 'culture' we know that Eagleton means 'text'). The debates on cultural studies are in many respects a debate between the privileged and ahistorical elitism of discourse theory and the grounded optimism of practical existence, between those of us who have had the advantages of reading all or most of the texts (which means the ones we think are significant) and those whose only 'texts' are those which happen to be around or which are heaped on them by a series of interconnecting structures.

The groundwork of left populism - the territory that it has to defend against "the Structural Allegory", to use John Faden's phrase, or 'The Post' in Heibeigie's, is marked by four strategic positions. The first is the American populist tradition formulated in its most eclectic and undisciplined sense in the Journal of Popular Culture and its offspring, but also in its neo Marxist venues in Paul Hail's Old Cultural Correspondence or in some of the livelier contributors to the New York Village Voice or Communication Inquiry. The second is what, for want of a better term, might be called the Jameson/Williams/Eagleton axis where textuality is turned against itself in order to reveal the practices of being and knowing each other. The third, indicated by Pierre Bourdieu in France, Michael Apple in the States or Basil Bernstein in England, emerging out of an apparently deterministic sociology (Durkheim, Marx, Weber) demands to know the conditions under which we make ourselves. The 'text' here is not language, but social structure; the metaphor is not the linguistic map of hollow meanings but the biological one of reproduction. The fourth tradition is a British/French/American one founded primarily on a praxological reading of history, from the Anarchists (Marc Bloch, Fernand Braudel), the Warwick/Ruskin schools (E.P. Thompson, Raphael Samuel) and American social history (Dixey Gearean, Herbert Guitman). Here in reading history we must recognize not only the conjunction of events and relationships that brought us to this place but also that we have been here before and that the knowledge of these two spaces provides a dialectic for making our own culture. All of these approaches posit a collective agency, and therefore the task of critical theory is to explore the collective presence against both the elite and the patriarchal definition of the dominating other.

The fun of this kind of cultural studies is found in the exploration of the possible, seeking meaning in the hopeful, living in the actual while trying to overcome it. The fun of the 'Post' is the fun of simplifying the surface, the aesthetics of vacant space, the engrossing texture of different voices, the democracy of probabilities. Left populism tries to regain voice and reclaim the democracy of possibilities. The fun of cultural studies is in exploring our actual experiences as a conflict between how they are lived (left populism) and how they might be read as surface appearances (the 'Post'). At the fastest, empirical populist extreme there stands the justification of claiming that everything that the people do must be culturally important, and hence the Journal of Popular Culture, a Disneyland of experiences, visions, bric-a-brac. At the plangent, phenomenological, further end, stands E.P. Thompson, who in "Writing by Candlelight", sees the whole of English cultural history, its pretensions and hopes, in the correspondence-columns of The Times of London, written at the darkest hour of the miner's strike. Between the absurdity of Popular Culture's eclectic democracy and the certainty of E.P. Thompson's cultural hologram lie the search for knowable communities, realistic transcriptions: the study of culture as not only that which is there, but that which can only be there because it is made.
Between the textual and the collectively experiential falls the shadow of the subject. (You and Me, to those who don’t like this discursive language.) In major ways this culture is dominated by those Feminist and Third World discourses which have brought the subject, the individual to the forefoot. Where the signs of language and the collective solidarity of males has provided no apparent culture except that of servitudes, the language of becoming is necessarily autobiographical. Yet autobiography can never be written in the same way as before. No more sagas of self-appointed savants - no more Journals of Malcolm X, no Nehru, no more Emma Goldman, Golda Meir, or Anna A. The new autobiography tries to make sense against the deconstruction of itself by the signs that try to put it in its place, but also against the collective solidarities that would claim it. That is its guilt-ridden task. Its guilt-ridden task is to affirm pleasure, desire, experience. Ronald Fraser’s making sense of self against class background, psychoanalysis and Marxist solidarity was a major breakthrough in this direction, as is Dick Hebel’s account of his “father”, reprinted in this issue, or Norman Lear’s TV series of the 1970s, Mary Hartman! Mary Hartman! or the Frears/Kuralt’s Emmy and Rosie get paid. In prison literature, Binker’s The Cell, Brody/Back’s True Confessions, Adam Michnik’s Prison Journal, Naylor’s Still a man’s Memoire from the Women’s Prison - provide other examples. But the collective/sensory/different retelling of fractured narratives by women and all of the world’s many minorities is the point at which the structuralist allegory explodes into the new collective and down to the subjective voice. They’re singing my song - no, not mine, but one with a similar tone. This is my song, I’ll sing it, but if you won’t listen, steal it. I’d like to hear you sing it again. It will be different, of course. But then we may be able to sing a new song together.

Singing Songs, making film, talking, writing letters to the editor, playing games, having fun! a joint project of the textual journeyman, of the collective hologram, of the affirmative self. Cultural Studies is predicated on the probabilities of their integration.

---

By no means is this list/appraisal definitive. On the whole I have chosen to list those journals which seem to me to have illustrated the theoretical/movement points of departure. My selection is bounded by Canada, Britain, USA, France, Australia as geographical entities and, more or less by journals (as opposed to newspapers) and cultural studies (as opposed to specific genres science-fiction, theater, etc.) except where the journals seem to be saying something which relates to ourselves as cultural actors. My concern, above all, is to what they say to us in Canada. My distinction, credibly made, is between those journals which think about the culture as opposed to those who simply report it (with whatever prejudices), between reviews of the action (New York or London Review of Books, or Books in Canada, which I ignore at my peril) and rereading what the action means. I was not interested in journals which take their own genre as the only world worth talking about (any academic journal concerned purely with politics, or sociology, or literature, or music), but with journals which see themselves as part of a wider context. But the entries in my notebook of journals are very selective. The issue is to provide discourse. I apologize to Italians, Germans, Spaniards, Portuguese who may have marvelous journals, centres which debate their own culture. I haven’t read them, nor pretend to know what they might be about. I only read the authors in translation, and therefore never the journals. In addition I do not discuss Quebec, Feminist or Third World journals which will provide these pieces in subsequent issues of Borders/Lines.

---

But a few books, before the journals. The Birmingham Centre published several books before its untimely demise at the hands of Thatcher, and a frightful professor, but Culture, Media, Language (edited by Stuart Hall, Dorothy Hobson, Andrew Low and Paul Willis) is still the best overall account of what it was up to (published by Hutchinson in 1980 and reprinted 4 times since). Paul Buhle’s collection of articles from Cultural Correspondence, published as Popular Culture in America (University of Minnesota, 1987) is the best introduction to the left populist catalyst of the 1970s, though Todd Gitlin’s Watch TV (Pantheron, 1987) is the best collection of what the left populists are now doing. Colin McCabe’s High Culture, Low Theory (St. Martin’s Press, 1987) though suffering from sloppy editing and thinking, is a British rethinking in the same vein. Frederic Jameson’s The Prison of Language (Princeton, 1972), and John Peck’s The Structural Allegory (University of Minnesota Press, 1984) are probably the best introductions to the ‘praxie’ debate, while Batia Wolff’s Art After Modernism (Guilford, 1984) is as good a compendium as any in dealing with the aesthetic implications. Two feminist collectives - Yale French Studies No. 62 (see below) and Tanja Molekies’ Studies in Entertainment (reviewed in Border/Lines 8/10) are important. Andrew Arato’s The Essential Frankfurt School Reader is still essential, while Raphael Samuel’s collection, People’s History and Socialist Theory ( Routledge, 1981), provides the basis of British debates on culture/history. Pierre Bourdieu’s Distinction (see below) shows how much we have to learn from France about researching popular culture. On history, literature and theory, Peter Human, Paul Stigent and Paul Wadowska have edited...
(1986) a collection on Popular Fictions in Methuen's 'New Accents' series. But if you are concerned about why you write what you do and for whom, Russell Jacoby's The Lost Intellectuals (Basic Books, 1987) is "about a vacancy in culture, the absence of younger voices, perhaps the absence of a generation."

The Journal of Popular Culture, the Journal of American Culture and the Journal of Canadian Culture are products of a curious institution, the Society for the Study of Popular Culture, based in Bowling Green, Ohio, founded as an offshoot of the American Modern Languages Association because it did not take popular culture seriously enough. Like every American institution, it is concerned with coping with all of us to its concern. There is, of course, no reason why we should not be willingly coped. They have a lot to offer bubbling energy and a belief that they are the centre of the popular culture world. There is a movement, of course, and it can be seen as a cross between Disneyworld and serious scholarship, or between the pride of place and the pride of particular discoveries. Something of a supermarket idea of popular culture. Hop you found out that about Huck Finn or Marilyn Monroe or Lenny Bruce (I plead guilty) or whether Jane Austen was a Lesbian. Popular Culture is whatever you want it to be (see Border Lines #1). Even Alice Munro or Quebec folk singers. Or even Hubert Aquin. Tourists of the culture go, come, go. Lost souls among the asphyxiate.


Cultural Studies, a new journal, distributed by Methuen, with strong UK/Australian/Canadian bases. Editor: John Fiske (author of Reading Television) of the Western Australian University of Technology. Reviews Editor: Tim O'Sullivan, Polytechnic of Wales. Strong on practices and texts, evolved out of Australian Journal of Cultural Studies. Reflective of a postmodernist left populist position, with an emphasis on the politics of culture and the culture of everyday life. Three issues so far including one edited by Angela McRobbie. US $14. single copy, US $35. a year (3 issues). From 11 New Fetter Lane, London EC4P 4RE, UK. Ask for a sample copy.


Journal of Communication Inquiry. Published by the Iowa Centre for Communication Study. Is essentially an American journal coming to terms with the European revolution in cultural studies. Reprints strategic pieces from the UK, but also includes a variety of pieces from home grown encounters with the media monolith. Critically eclectic, though with a barely-concealed agenda to rethink the Birmingham moment in American terms. Recent issues include special issues on feminism (11/1), Stuart Hall (10/2) and Music: TV (10/1). At US $11. for a year's two-issue subscription, the best value by far on the cultural market. From: JCI subscriptions, 283 Communications Center, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242.

Cultural Critique. New Product of the University of Minnesota, Enid Colley, which sponsored Wiel Godził's important publishing series on the history and theory of literature. This journal has so far failed to live up to expectations probably because other journals got the copy first, or alternatively because the 'movement' to which it relates is a purely cerebral one with no apparent common institutional or political foundations apart from the presence of the New York Review of Books. Essentially operating on the edge of a Kenneth Burkean US sensibility and a preoccupation with European-derived concerns with Culture (or Meaningful, Important, Vital). A post-post Frankfurt school journal. (If you want the real thing, see below). Subscriptions US $17.50, from: Dept. of English, U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.
New German Critique. Established product of German, Central European at University of Wisconsin. The essential journal for studying the Frankfurter school and the debates around the Kant/ Hegel/ Marx paradigm. A certain immediacy of discovering lost or unsend manuscripts by Benjamin, Adorno et al. One of the three central journals in the USA which are based on retrieving and developing European critiques (the others are Telos, Yale French Studies - see below). Recent issues include a complete reappraisal of Benjamin based on the publication in German of the Arcades project (No. 39) and a special issue on German films (No. 38). Subscriptions: US $16, for 4 issues. From: German Dept., Box 413 University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201.

Subscription: US $24, for 4 issues from Telos, 431 East 12th St., New York, N.Y. 10009.

Yale French Studies. In a sense its title sets it apart from the New German Critique or Telos. The audience here is clearly university departments who are concerned with being avant-garde in their chosen discipline. Therefore it is aesthetic, not exploring any paradigm in depth but giving reign to all. But given that language is its raison d'être, it is locked into the 'Post' syndrome with textualism as the ultimate. But some useful issues, notably French Freud (No. 48), a feminist issue (No. 40) and a Cinema issue (No. 46). Its deconstructive clone is Glyph which is exclusively concerned with textuality and though less hooked into the French paradigm, is in many ways the ultimate Derridian filopoper. If you want to know about "absence, authority and the text", this is your journal. Yale French Studies appears four times a year at $35, and Glyph twice a year at $34, and both are available from Cenecosco Subscription Service, 70 McCracken Rd., Scarborough, Ont, M1S 4S3.

Actes de la recherche en sciences sociales. The longest continuous publication devoted to cultural studies, a product of Pierre Bourdieu’s centre de sociologie européen, the most systematic research institute anywhere which deals with all aspects of culture. Output includes studies of photography, film, newspapers, art galleries, universities, schools, advertising, cycling, cocking, fashion, the magnum opus probably being Bourdieu’s La Distinction (translated as Distinction by Richard Nice and published by Harvard U.P. in 1984, revised in B.34). The journal itself not only publishes the results of its own research but also articles by non-Centre authors from Eric Hobsbawn to Stuart Hall and Raymond Williams. Bourdieu is the consummate sociologist: no aspect of culture is outside his purview and his task is none other than to take social and cognitive structural boundaries to their limits and ask in what ways we can determine ourselves against the determinists. Part-Durkhemian, part-Lewis-Kroeberian he offers a non-Durkheimian difference, strongly informed by a sense of history which is lived, rather than experienced through the sense of language. Influential in all aspects of Quebec cultural studies, though (where it exists) in English Canada mainly through translations of his work on pedagogy and curriculum. His work, however, may not live the strategic moment of the "Post". The Actes are published 5 times a year at $50.22 from Cenecosco (see above).

Tel Quel. The moment you have been waiting for. The journal of The Post, where it all has happening from Levi Strauss, to Lacan, Bakhtin, Barthes, Kristeva, Derrida and Baudry. The moment of Sartre and the ideocracy of being. Elimination of the subject, reclamation of the subject. Escaping from, framed by the Frente house of language. Empowered by the osmosis of sameness, free to talk about anything, but at a price: importance and after. Mainstream deconstructing itself until the Other takes over. Ultimately Other took over: Tel Quel became the terminus for feminin rethinking of language (with its attendant problematic: Charles Leavis in B/1, 47/6). But Tel Quel is published no longer and survives as an archival quest.

Les Temps Modernes. Founded by Sartre, Camus, de Beauvoir and others during the second World War, Tel Quel effectively replaced Andre Gide’s Nouvélles Revue Francaise as the vehicle of the left intellectual avant-garde. Throughout the 50s and 60s the battleground of engage French writing. Somewhat lost in the 1970s when post-stratrruuralism Tel Quel became the dominant intellectual trend, but recovered ground when Albert Camus alias Saul Landman (director of the film SHOA) became editor. TM discovered a link between the Annales school, existentialism (or what was left of it) and critical autobiography. Recent issues of TM willingly display that tension. The most remarkable survival in French intellectual history. Les Temps Modernes is published 12 times a year at $120.98 from Cenecosco (see above).

History Workshop, a journal and a workshop, based at Ruskin College, Oxford, since the mid 1960s. Listed here not because it is the only journal of its kind (Medieval History, in the USA, Labour/Fre Travailleurs in Canada and Annales in France are at least as important), but because it is the one with which this author is most familiar, and because (with its Bourdieu’s Actes) it uses its institutional efficacy to invite a large number of people to debate with it, as instanced by its special issues (People’s History and Socialist Theory, 1981, Culture, Ideology and Politics, 1982, Sex and Class in Women’s History, 1984, Later Man on the Russian Road, 1984, and Making Cars, 1985, all from Routledge and Kegan Paul). History Workshop is for the historical scholarship on the opening lines of the New Left Review (BR, Marxism, and witless class scholars. Support it. The focus of Marxist scholarship, the New Left Review I is Marxism. Attempts to govern the world are directly related to History Workshop; studies and practice (appears 2 times a year from Cenecosco, see above) with CineActes, an edited by a series of editors of the French journal, who each take on a country).
from Routledge and Kegan Paul). History Workshop is the major catalyst for disciplined, theoretically aware historical scholarship that takes as its text the opening lines of Marx’s Eighteenth Brumaire, and with a network of working-class scholars across Britain to support it. The broadside is the British Marxist scholarship with roots unlike New Left Review’s in an experiential Marxism. Attempts by Thatcher’s government to saddle Ruskin College directly related to the significance of History Workshop in British Marxist studies and practice. History Workshop appears 2 times a year and costs £40 at Cancode (see above). Recently (as with Conquest in Canada) it has been edited by a series of revolving editors (members of the editorial collective who each take on one issue at a time).

Social Text. Once in a while, a journal emerges out of the US Left which makes all of us hope for real discourse. Social Text does just that: open to the British, the French, the Central European, and the American experimentalizations with meaning, it takes ‘text’ as a debating point: your ‘text’ is my piece of cost-cutting clothing, but not unimportant because I throw it away. If ‘relevancy’ has any meaning, Social Text displays it. Causes, long lost in the first world, are taken up again in this, the stinging ground of lost hopes. Social Text displays the energy of discourse, where everything written has to be weighed, thought about, used. Among many good issues, its best was probably #16 where under the rubric of Theory and History we were exposed, luid, bare and told how to get on with it. The controlled passion of Social Text suggests that it is written for the living rather than the instantly dead in academic folklore. Subscription (for 6 issues) US $16. (Student US $12) from Social Text, P.O. Box 1474 Old Chelsea Station, New York, N.Y. 10011.

New Left Review has been through at least three transformations since it was founded in 1969 out of a merger of E.P. Thompson and John Saville’s New Reasoner and the Oxford-based Left Review. For its first two years, under the editorship of Stuart Hall, it established the left populist cultural position, particularly through the writing of Hall, Raymond Williams, E.P. Thompson, and Peter Worsley. After a coup-de-grace by Young Turks from Oxford (Perry Anderson, Quentin Hoare, Ben Brewster, Gareth Stedman-Jones, Tom Nairn) it became the British voice of the Continental Left – from Sartre and Adorno through Benjamin to Althusser and Barthes – producing a massive series of translations and an Althusserian critique of British society. This took it to the beginning of the eighties when a harsher political economy took over under the editorship of Bobbin Blackburn and its approach to cultural studies became less eclectic. Recently (since 1984) and following the Frederic Jameson-organized meetings at the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, debate across now well-established cultural studies positions has become prominent, though very much in the context of a reassertion of a left political agenda in Europe and the USA. Although not strictly a ‘cultural studies’ journal, NLR is the focus for those in France and Social Text in the USA has become so closely identified with all the radical debates in its native country that its importance in monitoring cultural studies is essential.

Several other journals in Britain have developed over the years in juxtaposition to NLR’s major preoccupations. In the mid-1960s Views a journal funded by an independent sponsor became the refuge for those excluded by the Young Turk coup. Still later in the 1970s and early 1980s m/f, the Marxist-feminist quarterly, became the centre of feminist discourse, while Marxism Today, the monthly theoretical journal of the Communist party, became the central meeting point of old left, new left and new new left. Their discourses were weighted toward the cultural. John Saville and Ralph Miliband started the annual Socialist Register in the mid-1960s which, while narrowly political and third and a half internationalist Marxist, displayed, over the years, the problem of why cultural studies was not seen as being integral to Marxist politics, though E.P. Thompson gave it a great verbal wing. (The Third International without Trotsky or Gramsci, as it were). However, with the addition of Leo Panitch to the editorial committee, this narrow definition of politics may be in the process of correction. The 1987 issue includes a piece by Scott Forsythe in Rambo. An American equivalent, The Year Left: An American Socialist Yearbook, with a whole section on culture, is in its third year, published by Verso and distributed in Canada by Scholten.

Screen and Screen Education were journals, fostered by the British Film Institute which took movies and television seriously; though for a long period totally controlled by the Althusserian paradigm, sentimental and the problematic of The Post. Caught between the dilemmas of how to read, touch and politically situate the plastic arts, Screen ultimately saw itself as providing the site both for practice and pedagogy. But the hasty debates of the 1970s are gone. Today Screen is about teaching and its readership is presumably those who make it their life’s work to display the product. The American counterpart JumpCut keeps the old tensions alive.

New Left Review is available at $25 for six issues from NLR, P.O. Box 339, London, WC1X 8NS, U.K.

m/f. Views exist no longer and Marxism Today is under sentence of death by the Communist Party of Great Britain. Socialist Register appears once a year. The topic of that issue is Problems of Socialist Renewal East and West. Screen appears 4 times a year, costs US $32. From Crystals Management Liaison Ltd. 40 Theobalds Rd., London WC1X 8NW, U.K.
Television:

Summary of "Stone's War"
Ira Stone, an old Vietnam buddy of Crockett's, arrives from Nicaragua, seeking his friend's protection. He is carrying film of the shooting of a Nicaraguan priest by American combat troops, and is soon being hunted pursued by agents of the U.S. government. Meanwhile, a newswoman, an eyewitness of the events, is kidnapped by Maynard (played by G. Gordon Liddy), known to Crockett and Stone for his CIA drug-running in Vietnam. The Miami Vice team is informed and newly convoluted and firepower to the contra's. In a shoot-out, Stone is killed. Maynard escapes, but Stone's film and his story are picked up by the media. That evening, however, Crockett hears the story on a radio news broadcast. The announcer reports that Sandinista troops have killed a priest: Crockett's snap turns reflective.

As the retrospective light of the recent congressional hearings, the celebrated "coastal" episode of Miami Vice has taken on a somewhat prophetic character.

In fact, it was aired two days before Eugene Hawke's fall from grace and into our laps as the first concrete evidence of the scandal to come. John O'Connor, TV critic of the New York Times, took the opportunity to suggest that, sometimes, television entertainment, in its role as the Great Reflector, does tap the vein of the public's political awareness. O'Connor conclusively reviews the show with the following:

But, just as major polls continue to find significantly muted public enthusiasm for Administration policy on Nicaragua, Miami Vice may have gone straight to the heart of the nation's middle-of-the-road mood. Television as the Great Reflector could be wrong, or perhaps more likely could be just about on target — at least in its entertainments — in gauging the current extent of national skepticism. (NYT, 10/19/86)

What is significant about O'Connor's otherwise trenchant commentary is the parenthetical "at least in its entertainments." In fact, his review has argued, perhaps even more strongly, that we can expect to find more in the way of truth when television entertainment represents political subjects than when television newscasts cover politics. In its obsession with pursuing sociocentricity, TV entertainment often ends up with a popular agenda (foot necessarily) O'Connor's "middle-of-the-road mood") almost by default. In O'Connor's terms, TV news, by contrast, shapes and molds public opinion; it seldom reflects it.

For those of us who write and think about the nature of the relation between culture and politics, this sounds like an important distinction to make: between shaping and reflecting, and I shall come back to it later. For the present we might ask what is it that lies behind this distinction? Above all, it speaks to what one could call the separation of TV power, a separation which liberals especially hold sacred. Increasingly we hear the liberal complaint that the "public sphere" of the network news has been eroded and infiltrated by the private sphere of entertainment. It is high time that we disabused ourselves of any nostalgic assumptions that inform this position. The more we learn from television theory about the historically generic conventions of the news broadcast, the more we learn about its generic modes of address, its practiced language of consent, and its articulation of point of view, the less we are likely to go on issuing platitudes about a news discourse on politics that was once unmediated and immune to the contagion of the entertainment code.

More relevant to my discussion here, however, is the suggestion that the so-called erosion of television's public sphere is manifest not so much in changes in news presentation, but rather, in the fact that it is TV entertainment which increasingly breaches volatile political issues, and that the corporate forces are rushing in gladly where the politicians fail to tread. Nowhere was this suggestion more powerfully aired than in the recent media controversy generated by the media itself over the ABC series America (ABC was actually showered enough to cover the controversy in ABC newscasts as a news event, and not in the kind of panel discussion which usually follows "controversial" broadcasts).

The only common ground shared by all of the critics of America was that it was boring. Even then, however, there was a whole gamut of interpretation, from the conventional industry point of view for whom boredom is the strongest reproach possible for a primetime TV show, to the more attuned opinion of Plora Lewis of the New York Times, who flouted the idea that the show's tedium was somehow a result of its association, albeit through right-wing propaganda, with left-wing totalitarianism, which we all know is profoundly boring. In an op-ed article in a Sunday issue of The Times, Benjamin J. Barber, searching for the anti-Communist angle, found the fundamental theme of the show to have been this: we are losing our public space fast, and with it, we will lose any vestige of democracy which remains to us and through which we can hope to go on exercising our rights as citizens. Barber's comments tightened the liberal boot further. Not content with seeing the ABC entertainment division's political gymnastics as a symptomatic erosion of the public sphere, Barber finds the erosion of the public sphere thematic in the show itself.

More significant, however, is Barber's suggestion that, once foreverlived in, however erudite, a fashion, the producers and the writer "did their utmost to conceal this telling lesson - by burying their moral in a miasma of ideological contradictions that taught quite contrary lessons." In what Barber says here we can read all of the problems and obstacles of liberal discourse about political culture. It is a discourse which wants to see politics but not the political, which wants to see ideologies but not the ideological, and, under other circumstances, which usually wants to see culture but not the cultural.

Those who watched any of the show will know that America was shot with varying contradictions from beginning to end - this is not the time and place to go into that.

I say that those of us who wish to see a relation between culture and politics would be disproportionately astonished if we did not think of contradictions; ideology, after all, is just a manifestation of the work of ideology, manifest in its cover story. What Barber means by "ideology" is that America, given this failure to present a single issue and one position. For the critic and for the politician, politics can move or any less than. One of the reasons, the discourse of ideology, which cannot ever contradict and be able to say: what you get. But television? Television says: we are what you see — because, which assumes an togetherness about its own knowledge about itself, a sort of the commodity world.

There are those, I know, who say, that the television is, or as he or she might put it, in his or her own images, constitutes a definition of citizenship. However, that is far from the truth. Television and its meaning — not just the newsmen, increasingly will be our public sphere. Here, a criticism of television for that fact, and not to that dream of the fully public is for others.

If the formal contrasts were partially explained between the right-wingers that nourished it at ABC and the quasi-Soviet part of ABC's corporate culture, which radiated to the show itself told at least something about the relation between...
and place to go into detail. Suffice it to say that those of us who think about the relation between culture and ideology would be disappointed and not a little astonished if we did not find contradictions; ideology, after all, is a morass of contradictions and hidden agendas, and the work of ideology is precisely manifest in its covert attempts to conceal. What Burke, by contrast, means by "ideological contradictions" is that America, given the opportunity, failed to present politics as a game of single issues and clearly recognizable positions. For the political liberal like Burke, politics cannot afford to be any more or any less than rational and noncontradictory. Liberal discourse is the discourse of the Enlightenment which cannot brook the idea of a contradiction and which wants to be able to say: what you see is what you get. But television does not say this. Television says: what you get is what you see — because it is a medium which assumes in us a certain knowledge about its own working practices, a knowledge about its demands, and a knowledge about our own conceptual fantasies of the commodity world of which it is an organ.

There are those, like Burke, who would say that the television viewer, inasmuch as he or she is a consumer of images, constitutes an improved definition of citizenship. The fact is, however, that for some decades now, television, and I mean all of television — not just the news — has been and increasingly will be, the only public sphere we have. A radical cultural criticism of television must start from that fact, and not simply lament it. The dream of the fully participatory citizen is for others.

If the formal contradictions of America were partially explicable by the conflict between the right-wing megafantasy that flourished at the core of the script and the megafantasy of profit on the part of ABC's corporate managers which transmuted its mise en scene, then the show itself told us almost nothing about the relation between politics and commodification. In this respect it was faithful to the homelocked fantasy of the Cold War oppositions which it was called upon to play out.*

Nothing could be farther from the fluid world of postmodern politics which *Miami Vice* inhabits. Friday evening after Friday evening. The critical prestige which *Miami Vice* has accumulated usually centers on its valorization of style or other formalistically innovative features which it has introduced to prime time TV. Less commented upon is the fact that the show, unlike any other prime time program, regularly addresses real political events, and more generally, is staged in a world which is saturated with politics: Central America, Vietnam, Cuba, Latin dictatorships, the CIA, the KGB, the IRA, the NLA, political assassinations, left, right, and center, the death squads, corruption in government and finance banking, local and global, the politics of rape, baby running, the death penalty and third world debt, in addition to the staple of meurtos and arms trading. It is a world of North-South and not East-West politics, and therefore does not profit, in narrative terms, from the ethical contours of the Cold War imaginary. Instead, what we have is the fast-track "rush" of multinational politics, where capital flows along trade routes with little or no respect for the ideological frontiers of global politics recognized, say, by the United Nations.

Beneath what is often represented in the show as the bewilderingly contingent map of transnational politics, there is however the more specific, bilidinal trajectory of the show. This bilidinal trajectory, which is tied not only to the history of the main characters, but also to the baby boom history of the largest target audience, moves from the political innocence of the fifties and early sixties, through the hard school of Vietnam and the current shoulderings of responsibility for, or policing of, U.S. involvement in Central and Latin America. In this respect, the Miami location is crucial. Aside from Miami's current geopolitical significance on the map of multinational capitalism, and its "exemplary" status as a model of postmodernist urban development and postindustrial transformation brought about through the exploitation of cheap immigrant and immigrant labor, Florida, unlike any other locale in the continental U.S., can provide the kind of semi-tropical, guerrilla-like setting redolent of Vietnam and the Central American terrain to the South. Unlike any of the other mythical sites of American identity, the Middle West, the North East, the West, and even the deep South, it has no sacred meaning as an icon of territorial authority or legitimacy. In this respect, there is less at stake, less to lose in the way of American legitimacy in the fight against the politics of transnational vice. (It's not unlike the merely semi-legitimate status of Southern Air Transport and other elements of North's Project Democracy — not identified legitimately or unambiguously by the Washington establishment for the latter to suffer from their otherwise scandalous exposure). On the other hand, as I shall now argue, *Miami Vice* does dramatize, in its continually frustrated struggle to
assert the legitimacy of local, territorial justice, some of the contradictions which mediate local and global features of the new political map drawn by multinational capital.

In this respect, O'Connor's comments about the corroding sense of the contra episodes are a sorry misreading of the significance of Sonny Crockett's responses to a radio news broadcast which he perceives as Washington disinformation. O'Connor writes that "Crockett looked off sadly into the distance in a moment of introspection that is represented. What is inscribed on Crockett's face is a radical indifference: the indifference of a more global ethics to his own attempts to speculate locally. On the one hand, Crockett's look alike sympathy by signifying the inadequate reach of his limited authority as a low enforcement officer; the police are truly up against it, they can do no much with the powers they have. On the other hand, it is a look which invites passivity in the face of what is represented as the overly complex effects of transnational politics: it is not for us to understand; we often can't even tell the difference between left and right, the third world has a political logic of its own, not ours, etc.

I have written elsewhere about the problem of difference in Miami Vice, especially sexual difference with reference to the narrative agency of intertextual male bonding between Crockett and Tubbs (Oxford Literary Review, 12, 1986). Here I want to say a few things about the politics of the commodity as it is expressed within the show itself. In its delineation of what is crime and what is not, Miami Vice offers distinctions between good consumption and bad consumerism. The stool pigeons in the first season of the show, Izzy Merlot, the "Hispanic" hispanic, and Noogie Laumont, the "black" black to play off the "whiter" ethnics present respectively of Castilla and Tubbs, those stool pigeons (Noogie dropped out after the first season. Merlot has a less fixed role to play) both steal and deal the exchange-values of the good commodity — specifically clothes and hi-tech merchandise. Like the small-time entrepreneur and the advertising sponsor, their crimes are "soft," and although they claim that police intervention is a "thorn in the side of free enterprise," their sanctioned, semi-legitimate function as willing informers underscores the fact that their activities are in every way continuous with the show's own proven capacity to create a high-profile consumer market out of the powerless representation of the Miami Vice lifestyle.

Bad consumerism is expressed in the form of what I call the transnational vice commodity, especially arms and narcotics, because, as commodities, they expose and flaunt the liquid indifference of the system of commodity exchange. Narcotics do not hide their lack of use-value, and therefore they cannot retreat behind the facade of pragmatic utility demanded of the regular market commodity. The pure pleasure or pure waste that they offer is much too demonetarily an effect of exchange-value and nothing else. In an early episode of the show we hear a Thai diplomat explain that "opium is different from tapioca or tea from Malaysia. It is simply a product for which there is a demand." In saying this, he is partially correct. The consumer who wants tapioca is also likely to want other commodities, and is thus an active consumer. The narcotics consumer is physically dependent on only one commodity, his or her buying power is wholly consumed by this one market and cannot easily be redirected to look into and aggregate other markets. Narcotic consumption is a zero-sum game tied to the means of destruction and not the means of production, it is immune to the liquid transfer codes of the free commodity market. To illustrate more concretely what I mean here, I want to say a little about the issue of arms trading, not only because it is a frequent subject of Miami Vice investigation (Crockett is always complaining that the "arsenal of democracy" is too much like a Sears Roebuck catalogue), but also because it forecloses an important historical backdrop to the contra question and the involvement of arms sales to Iran, a backdrop that was barely scrutinised in the course of the recent hearings.

Marxist economists argue that the production of arms for the great European dynastic wars was a major early source of primitive accumulation of capital. By the turn of the century, we see that the arms business is far and away the most international industry in the world. The massive post-war boom in U.S. arms trading has been interpreted in two ways. For presidents like Nixon, Ford and Reagan, the selling of arms is an orthodox extension of nineteenth century diplomacy. In fact, it has long since replaced ideology as the most efficient and pervasive instrument of global foreign policy. And with respect to the Third World, it fulfills the logic that the acquisition of arms is a natural element of the development of the so-called developing nations. On the other hand, the post-war shift in the U.S. to a permanent arms economy has solved what Stalin and Sowets, in Monopoly Capitalism, called the "On What?" question of monopoly capitalism. The state, in order to stave off periods of economic depression, needed a stable commodity on which it could spend its money. Soon the whole domestic economy is tied to the stability of arms production and military expenditure, and looks upon it as an automatic pump primer, as the conventional and nuclear arms industry begins to fall under the threat of global regulation, Star Wars redemptively looms up over the horizon. As for the overseas market, arms trading proves to be a godsend in times of international economic crisis, especially during the seventies boom when arms transfers increased by a dramatic 80%. During the oil crisis of 1974, the West was quite directly trading arms for oil, an agreement not without its own vicious contradictions, for Iran, in order to finance its unprocedural arms buildup, unprecedented for any country in history, had to institute revenue from the oil it was in the mid-seventies alarmingly vicious of the oil. It is the Senate Committee on arms trading policy, was now "out of control" US was selling arms to Iran and, under Ford, for more than those supplied President Carter's at what he called "the end" of this policy very nearly off the ground and he lived anyway.

By this time, arms trade elements of the multi-national, which is to say the stripping away its effective occupation. It occupies a place that of the slave, an essentially essential Europe and economicals of European business the slave scandal has threatened old complaints that the terms are not to be used in the same terms. They have fallen question the common usage of the term "destruction" and critically, Carter's Southern humanist position reiterated that assumption are intrinsically evil. As taken the Salvation Army that that arms are used against empires finally succeeded in a more and under the new War Jihad has in common the fundamentality.

In what respect is the commodity different? As Mandle, the production of permanent arms expanded and new-category apparel, account of reproduction and production which add the category of the commodity to the means of destruction existing categories of production and consumption respectively. Unlike the arms commodity or other commodities, the material element is of the same quality (in fact, it threatens them altogether), nor the commodity interchanges consumer goods. The then, in a specific fact, Mandle calls "late capitalism" respect there would be a Mandle for my other kinds of commodities generated in the discussion.

But this is itself another about the way in which engaged in a popular tr
in history, had to increase oil prices to raise revenues for these arms. However, it was in the mid-seventies that this alarmingly vicious circle began to touch the ethical nerve of Congress. In 1970, a Senate Committee reported that Iran arms trading policy, initiated by Nixon and now "out of control," in fact, the US was selling state-of-the-art arms to Iran and, under Ford, to Israel, which were more technologically advanced than those supplied to the US army. President Carter's attempts to rectify what he called "the mess bankruptcy" of this policy very nearly failed to get off the ground and was brutally short-lived anyway.

By this time, arms trading is a "natural" element of the multinational economy, which is to say that it has succeeded in stripping away its ethical companion. It occupies a position not unlike that of the slave trade, once considered absolutely essential to the free trade economies of Europe. Recent meditations about the arms-for-hostages scandal have threatened to revive the old complaint that the worth of humans ought to be measured in commodity terms. They have failed, by and large, to question the commodity status of weapons of destruction. Symptomatically, Carter's Southern Churches Committee position rested upon the utterly jumpstarted reality that arms are weapons of God to be used against enemies of evil, and has finally succeeded in showing how much the new Cold War American jihadi has in common with Shiite fundamentalism.

In what respect is the transnational vice commodity different? For Ernest Mandel, the production of weapons in a permanent arms economy constitutes a third and new category to add to Marx's account of reproduction. Mandel would add the category of the production of the means of destruction to Marx's existing categories of the means of production and consumer goods respectively. Unlike consumer goods, the arms commodity does not reproduce the material elements of production (in fact, it threatens to destroy them altogether), nor is the arms commodity interchangeable with consumer goods. The arms economy, then, is a specific feature of what Mandel calls "late capitalism." In this respect there would be some support in Mandel for my claim about the different kinds of consumerism that are represented in the discourse of Miami Vice.

But this in itself cannot tell us much more about the way in which the ideological realm of consumerism is engaged in a popular television show. For Mandel's account of reproduction is a strictly classical one, and so it is limited to demonstrating only how the economic mode of production is reproduced, with or without the help of political and ideological processes outside of production. What we need is a larger account of the process of social reproduction, one which shows how the political and the ideological are constantly being reproduced, in addition to the economic. It is within such an account of social reproduction that the analysis of television can come into its own, for it is there, increasingly, that our politics and much of our social experience is lived in the form of consumption.

This brings us back, believe it or not, to John O'Connor, and the distinction which I earlier pointed to in this article: the distinction between TV (entertain-

ment TV) and the Great Reflective TV (TV News) as the Definers and Shapers of popular opinion and thought. It should be clear that both of these processes, reflection and definition, are part and parcel of the process of reproduction itself. In fact, to distinguish between the two, as O'Connor is led to do, is, in itself, a way of reproducing an ideological distinction that lies not only at the heart of mainstream television criticism, liberal or otherwise, but also in the demarcations of the corporate television industry, traditionally divided between news and entertainment. What difference would it have made for O'Connor to have written about the contra episode of Miami Vice? That TV had once again shown itself to be the Great Reproducer? What would he be saying to the readers of the Times that television takes no pains to conceal anyway, since its corporate-industrial needs and demands are so explicitly a part of the structure of broadcasting that they can often enter into the diegetic discourse of a show? On one hand, the question is both facile and banal, for it asks something of the New York Times that it would not ask of network television itself. On the other hand, it is a question that television criticism, as it increasingly approaches a level of theoretical maturity, must examine.

It is a question, moreover, that is already dramatized each week on Miami Vice in the contradictory spectacles of these 8359-a-week middle-class cops who possess the achieved consumption levels of the great movers and shakers of the transnational world while conspicuously lacking their awesome consumer buying power. This contradiction bursts these moments when Crockett is asked to make a pitch for the customary Reaganite version of Jeffersonian anti-Federalist discourse against protectionism and interventionism. Declared by a Florida redneck, in an earlier episode, for his lack of patriotism in driving a fancy Italian car, Crockett responds, "I buy what I feel like buying," which of course he cannot do.

More important, the ending of the contra episode reproduces another ideological staple, the division of labor between our political lives as working, public citizens, and as leisureed, private consumers. At the end of the contra episode, when Crockett hears the disinformation on a radio news report, he is decidedly off-duty; in fact, he is fishing, a time-honored focus for the passive, white male. In the European aristocratic tradition of fishing, we are used to images of great statesman pondering over the affairs of state while casting their line into the fast flowing river of History (usually in Scotland, a privileged Romantic site of history). The image of Crockett's fisherman is a more innocently populist one, looking like Buckeye Perry Fink and Ernest Hemingway, if not Minnesotan's Walter Mondale, and in Crockett's case, he is casting his line from the St. Vitas into the Miami harbor against the backdrop of the city's monuments to capital, which he is always promising to police with righteous rigor: one of his east-white threats to Wall Street is that if it has a duty to "rock the boat until it sinks."

However, it is as a passenger on the ship of state and not as a watchful consiguard that he responds to the news broadcast. It is as a private citizen, and thus with all of the passivity required of that position that he responds to the betrayal and impoverishment of his more politically instrumented position as a representative of an empowered public sphere.** And, in a final twist, it is through the disinformation produced through the auspices of none other than a news broadcast that he and we are asked to learn the lesson that O'Connor and the Times headline as "Real World Impinges on Miami Vice."

Andrew Ross teaches English at Princeton. He is the author of The Failure of Modernism (1986), and is currently completing a book about intellectuals and popular culture.

** It is an overstatement that George Kennedy, chief actor of The Cold War Imagery, was exposed to a large extent by a local university which also published in the Times (4/25/87) about ABC's link of consumer for media admonitions. Still, the impression that television and radio are already being programmed to get around the more obvious inefficiencies in the mass media-especially those which are not subtle enough to cause them to be seen, much less to be the targets of Crockett and Table - is something generally overlooked by the way in which cop shows manage to represent the bridge between crown and masses, across time with the other.
This article was first published by the English magazine TEN/8: No. 17 (Special issue: Men in Camera) on 24 October 1985, and is reprinted here by the kind permission of Dick Hebdige. It was written during the miner’s strike in Britain and during the Greenham Common demonstrations against nuclear war and American military occupation, both of which are referred to in the text. It is part of Hebdige’s ongoing work on the relationship between images and everyday life, explored in more detail in his forthcoming book, Hiding in the Light (London: Comedia/Methuen, 1988). “Some Sons and their Fathers” will be part of the exhibition, “The Impossible Self,” to be held in Winnipeg in April of this year (see Scanner for details).


Dick Hebdige explores the relationship between fathers and sons weaving words and photographs around the memory of his own experience last year of an identity crisis.
Some Sons and their Fathers
An Essay with Photographs

Dick Hebdige

To my Mother and Jessica

Although I write and don't take photographs, I do write in images. In this essay, I went to try something new: not an analysis of images or a history of images but rather a weaving together of history, image and text - a weaving that combines personal, private and public voices and which uses different forms of storytelling in an attempt at rendering my relationship to actual and symbolic familial and paternal bonds and to examine from the inside the relationship between fathers and sons, men and boys. By trying to speak in more than one dimension by using different voices and images I am trying to express certain possibilities which a more straightforward approach would, I think, obscure.

We have need reminding at the moment that the traditional class specific forms of masculinity are in crisis. The bloody confrontations at the miners' picket lines provide perhaps the most tragic evidence of such a crisis. As has been pointed out, what motivates the bitterness of the antagonisms between working and non-working miners is more than just the meaning of manual work, manhood and class solidarity which until fairly recently has provided the nucleus for what we now call 'traditional working class culture.' The disintegration of that culture has been preoccupying sociologists for years but the process of collapse has been vastly accelerated under the present Tory regime. The initiatives taken by the Government in anti-Trade Union legislation and under the auspices of the Manpower Services Commission in Youth Training Schemes with an emphasis on vaguely defined 'social and life skills' form part of a long term strategy for reorganizing the relations between employer and the employed, and for dismantling hard won notions of workers' rights and the institutional framework through which those rights were originally secured. These initiatives have found ideological support in the right wing common sense of the 'New Realism' with its double insistence on the individual (competitive) 'career' and the primacy of the national interest (defined for us not by us) both of which serve to further undermine older oppositional forms of collective identity and collective struggle and to erode alternative definitions of shared class interest and consciousness. The Tories' Y.T.S. schemes are together transforming the experience of working class adolescents by blocking the normative transitions from youth to manhood, from school to work, from dependence on the family to independence and a break.
from the parental home. This is particularly clear where I teach in the Midlands where the work ethic and the wage form are very deeply embedded in the local working class culture forming the core around which the patriarchal family and the strongly marked sex roles it supports and reproduces are organised.

On the other hand, these broken transitions need not have entirely negative implications. The newer forms of cultural and sexual politics have positively challenged or reworked the established modes of identity, for young or old, male or female. To take a topical example, gender-bending is one of the more obvious attempts within the milieu of fashion, subculture and popular music at articulating a transfigured masculinity. It is the science fiction solution to the crisis facing men: a revolution in the use of personal pronouns. Gender-bending substitutes the wholly 'it' for 'he' and 'she' that most of 'us' still inhabit. A less bizarre proposal has been made by the marketing people who have set out to sell us the 'new man' - a creature addicted to toiletries, terrorised by the fear of incipient baldness.

Whether or not the reader finds these solutions attractive or convincing, they hardly represent meaningful alternatives for most men. We still require positive images of a new, more responsive and more responsible masculinity. Clearly, we are living on the crest of multiple transitions however those transitions are defined. The transition, for example, from the industrial world and the cultural forms and subjectivities it supports into something vaguely 'post-industrial' - from the known to the unknown - is the result of a shift in patterns of investment away from the labour intensive industries, but the social consequences of that shift and the brutal and sudden implementation of the new productive methods are themselves by no means inevitable. Ultimately the New Technology may lead to the releasing and rechanneling of energies and possibilities which are repressed within the current structures: freedom from dull, repetitive and demeaning jobs and the dismantling of the work ethic. It may bring a new sense of space and scale into people's lives, providing the basis for the emergence of new, more diverse and less oppressive forms of social and sexual identity. It may lead to a softening of the contours of masculinility. It should lead to a future sexual division of labour. It may make men and women more flexible, more fluid, less driven to acquire and possess, less fearful and more playful.

symbol of God incarnate.'

In Lesson's view, the pinnacle of creation has been attained with this, and at the same time he presumably sees it as a bridge between this world and the other...

Walter Benjamin, The Storyteller

'Certainly there's some one found that now

Knows what t'approves and what to disapprove.

All array-varney, nothing is its own

But to our proverb all turned upside down

Where hell is heaven and heaven is turned wild.'

Michael Dayton, To my noble friend
Mufar William Browne of the 3rd Time.

Eighteen months ago, a very close friend of mine died. I had known him for half my life, ever since my first tentative forays with another adolescent friend into the 'man's world' of the West London pubs and clubs - a milieu which seemed to our young eyes marvellous and dangerous and thus immensely real: a place reserved specially for the boys. It was warm and comfortable in its own way - each bar a giant living room - but it was marked off from the home - at least from our respectable working class homes - by the nimbus of smoke and raucous laughter that hung in the air and by the over-present possibility of violence. Here we learned how to dream ourselves into manhood.

The older man, the friend who died, stood at the centre of this world like a magician or a sorcerer and it was he who gave us our appearance and shape. He took us under his wing leading us down into the underworld past all the Carnival-esque characters: the 'hard nuts', 'brasses', villains, common, the musicians, the hooves, the actors and the fools. He led us down in language through the 'wind up': showing us how to weave stories, how to play chess with words, how to laugh away the fear that came spiralling up into the throat from time to time. He taught us how to enjoy the pulse of death and removal (of individual reputations and Individual fortunes), of crowding and uncrowding which made up a kind of topsy-turvy order in the world of the pub.

No image could contain this man. No words could trap him: story teller, rebel, warrior, trickster, jazz musician, bendi, natural gent. ladies' man, man's man, guardian of the manor, a man born with his boots on, a man of roses in his mouth.

When he died, the flowers, Big men were helped to wipe away their crestronius, a man with friends gathered round, never once failed to lose his dignity, with tragic, pale brightness on his face.

During the service, the name but that didn't mean anything to him.

This man had always used to spin out about shapes: the visual etc... full notes he blew out and of the living stream wound up from his body of his lips. His music was all part less web he was a web.

About a year before he began his final journey he took up one wall of his house and to the retrospect, his last voice:

'The moral consists in done in clear, strong, warm, two background lines salvation in. All birds, a dove of peace ganja weed in its be
with his boots on; a man born with roses in his mouth.

When he died, the flowers ran out of flowers. Big men wept and women helped to wipe away the tears. At the crematorium, a massive crowd of friends gathered round his wife who never once faltered, who never once lost her dignity, who shone with a tragic, pale brightness throughout the funeral.

During the service, the vicar forgot his name but that didn't matter. He didn't believe any of that stuff anyway.

This man had also been a painter. He used to spin out abstract forms and shapes: the visual equivalents of the fat, full notes he blew down his saxophone and of the living strings of words he wound up from his belly and spat out of his lips. His speech, his painting, his music were all part of the same seamless web he wove around himself.

A year before he died, this man began his final painting, a mural which took up one wall of the flat he shared with his wife and two kids. It was, in retrospect, his last will and testament. The mural consisted of a Noah's Ark done in clear, strong lines against a warm, tan background. A solid boat to find salvation in. Above the Ark flew a bird, a dove of peace with a spirl of ganja weed in its beak. In the housing

erected on the body of the Ark, he had stuck a line of mugshots he had grown up with, fought against and fought alongside of all his life. These passport photos, taken by the men themselves in station booths and freely given for the painting formed a real rogues' gallery. They stared, grinned and grimaced out from the wall like gangsters. By 1983 this was the last surviving local fragment of that generation of 'tough' working class men who had lived through the London Blitz, made its homes on the bomb sites of England, in the cages of the National Service, through Russet, Scho jazz clubs, and Her Majesty's Prisons before settling down unenlously into the no less con- strained, no less passionately contested regime of marriage, wife and kids or going off to seek out wild destinies as boxers. The 'animals' preserved in the Ark were the magician's own dying tribe.

And when he died, his wife began, slowly at first, one at a time, to peel the photo's off the wall, to put the animals away.

When I was a boy I had thought in fear and admiration that these were the 'real men.' This sort of 'difficult' and 'unruly' characters formed just one poten set of images in which and against which I sought to draw myself together as a man. The dream was woven out of many different coloured threads:

- gangster films, crime novels, the ghost written biographies of convicts, adventurers, rumancers, the history of the London Underworld, Gustave Doré prints, the legendary lives of the be-bop kings, ratman comics, photographs of spivs and teds and early modernists,
- old television shows, zeb album covers, accounts of the Great Train Robbery, the smokes of Rasta, the saucy patter of Max Miller, the bruised grain in the voice of Billie Holiday and Julie London - images and sounds and memories. When the magician disappeared, the spell broke, the mirror cracked, I began to fall to pieces.

It is so difficult to resist our own construction, to build constructively on what's already there. It is so difficult to peel back the shifting layers of images and words through which we have been made and within which we go on making and remaking ourselves so that we can stand up and say this is who I am and this is where I come from. But that struggle to put the bête right back into the voice, to speak from a motionless centre, is still right at the core of things despite all the theory and the doubts and the self-reconciliation which pulls us back the other way against ourselves. We want to own ourselves at least. To own our own voices. We want to be authentic men and women. But when I try to speak about my masculinity I dissolve into more dreams: more images and words.
I conjure up another story, another funeral, another dead father.

Is it necessary to gather up all the strains and wounds and conflicts here and lay them on the table?

To understand what's happening in this newspaper account of Jason Lake's compositor at his father's funeral, we have to knock off the real boy and the tragedy he has suffered from the way these have been constructed in the text. Those words - 'constructed,' 'text' - that surgery-prizing the photograph away from its anchorage in the Daily Mirror piece - just seems wrong. My maternal instinct is to leave the boy in peace - to let him be.

The death of Duns Dens from cancer in May and Alan Lake's suicide five months later have been seared into the popular memory, as a dark and ominous configuration. These tragedies filled the front pages of the tabloid press for weeks. Lake's death pushed aside the war in Lebanon as the leading item in the News of the World press on October 24. He was pulled before the public time and time again as the archetype of the weak and fatally dependent husband, as the little man in the big woman's shadow, as obsessed lover and alcoholic flop, as an uncommitted man (made whole only through his absorption in his 'better half').

Press reports of his passionate bond with the 'tragic' comedian, Freddie Starr, who had already gone through a very public nervous breakdown, exposed levels of emotional intensity between men which are rarely given any public airing.

Freddie said, 'Alan always came to me when he was depressed. We were like brothers. At Duns' funeral he turned to me and said, 'What do I do now?' I told him to be strong and just walk away. But no one can describe the love he had for Di. She was a real part of him. When she went he was lost half a man. He tried to put on a brave face on it but it never really worked. He just couldn't cope in that house. She was all around him. He was everywhere. But he was alone. When he came around to me he looked terrible. His face was drawn and he looked so thin. We sat down in the lounge drinking coffee. My wife Sandy made him something to eat but he couldn't face it and did not touch a thing. He said he didn't want to know how to carry on. I tried to cheer him up. But he still seemed unable to look to the future. 'I want to end it,' he said. So I tried to shock him out of it. I told him to stop thinking like that. I remembered saying, 'How dare you think like that when I fought every step of the way to stay alive.' I thought it worked. He stayed for about four hours and left at 10 o'clock. When he was going he took me in his arms and embraced me. 'I love you, Freddie. You've been like a brother to me.' He said, 'Don't say anything more. See you until another time.' Then he drove away. That was the last I ever saw of him.'

This stuff is raw. The last thing young Jason Lake needs is to be turned into an object of analysis. But what is clear from even a superficial reading of the report of Alan Lake's funeral is that the boy is placed here in an impossible position. He is stuck at the dead centre of a set of double binds in which his 'engaged' (i.e. unengaged) essence is extracted from the tension between his own hand his beautiful i.e. feminine appearance and his heroic i.e. masculine reserve and on the other, his assumed identification with a strong mother (a link reinforced by the physical resemblance between Jason and Diana Dens) and the disavowal of any link whatsoever with his weak father. There is a deeper mythological structure here too: the parents are polarised - he is dark, she is light and height and here the light has triumphed in the person of young Jason who is looking down the same line of vision as the blunder Blair. However, Paul Gallow's prose monitoring every ripple on the surface of the boy's self-restraint threaten to turn this victory inside out. The journalist engulf the boy. He eats him up. The world turns darkly in upon itself.

Where are the sources and resources of recall? We have got to find a faith in being men without turning back to the old patriarchal structures, the old phallocentric images, to the compulsive, and the violence and the fear, to the 'soul' from poens of the past. It has got to be a faith that is spun out of the gut and felt in the belly. It has got to be born out of the darkness of the present 'evil times.'

I turn the page of the Daily Mirror. The world of the tabloid is the world of the fairy tale. The logic it employs draws on the ancient popular wisdoms - a man will be a war to reversenover unlikeliness that enabling definitions of the patriarchal roles will suvively or even perhaps the context of the tremenous marriage. But change - this much is

Death of a Son

It is altogether more those points at which and word 'crisis' cuts into our lives. My own past no less real, no less a realism of the tabloid this year I had a total for a few years descending into a certain belief that eternal being waged between simultaneously in our...
simultaneously in order to bring forth something more and better... Degradation digs a deadly grave for a new birth, it has not only a destructive, negative aspect but also a regenerating one. To degrade an object does not imply merely burying it into the void of non-existence, into absolute destruction but to hurl it down into the reproductive lower stratum, the zone in which conception and a new birth take place.²

So by turning back one page, fatherhood is miraculously restored unto itself: the light and the darkness, the blonde and the brunette, the male and female are reconciled once more in this happy, smiling group. The scattered elements of the nuclear family are reconstituted. 'We the people are bound back together round the generous, laughing presence of the father. A new day, a new day, brotherhood and fatherhood become possible once more. The transitions that were broken are now mended.

The tabloid solution to the crisis in patriarchal norms is a magical one. Any deep fractures in the petrified conception of the male role as breadwinner, 'natural' law giver and bringer of order will be slow to reveal themselves. It is moreover unlikely that the newer, more enabling definitions of masculinity and the paternal role will develop exclusively or even predominantly within the context of the traditional monogamous marriage. But that man must change - this much is clear.

Death of a Son

It is altogether more difficult to locate those points at which these pressures and forces intervene in our own individual biographies. It is hard to say exactly where and in what ways the word 'crisis' cuts into our bodies and our lives. My own personal crisis was no less real, no less imaginary than the melodrama of the tabloids. In April of this year I had a total nervous breakdown. For a few terrible months I descended into a netherworld where I believed that eternal Holy War was being waged between night and day, between male and female, between blonde and dark haired people.

I believed myself to be at different times John the Baptist, Christ, the AntiChrist, the instrument of a vengeful Jehovah, a warbling hermaphrodite, the Once and Future King, a human sacrifice, Tiresias: a near half-man, half-woman. I disguised myself, my family and friends backwards through the centre of my own heart of darkness. I shall never forget the loyalty, love and steadfastness they showed me when all the lights went out, how they stood by me and led me gently forward like a little child.

I went into crisis when I tried to write a version of this article last Easter in the West Midlands in the middle of the wilderness this country is threatening to become under the present Government. In a locality where only 1 in 10 of last year's 16 year old school leavers have found jobs. I had taken as my opening text a passage from Michael Drayton's poem Of the Evil Time written in the English Civil War and Mrs. Thatcher's famous statement from 1979: 'If you have got a message preach it. Remember those Old Testament prophets! They said: 'This is what I believe.' I sat and worked at my desk and eventually after several days without sleep I followed her down into my own desert.

I wrote as I descended:

Thatcher and her thirdes will be forced to give us back our language because it is ours by right and she shall not take it from us. There is something that begins to stir in the gut of the nation: when it is confronted by the dehumanising spectacle of a Government attempting to purchase Trade Union rights won at the cost of immense effort and suffering for the paltry sum of £1,000 as a necessary step on the road to 'freedom.' Forget India. Forget the 'gloire' that was the British Raj. This is the real jewel in the crown and it will not be bought with money.

I wrote as I descended:

Something begins to burn out of the heart of the darkness of this present 'evil time' when a young woman like Sarah Tindall is imprisoned for speaking out for what she knows is right. Forget the golden boys of Oxford and Cambridge. Forget the victories won on the sportfields of England. She shall drive our Chariots of Fire. These are not empty words stolen from the ether. They are filled with a hurt for injustice which has sustained the generations of the righteous down the centuries and
ing to be heard.

I wrote as I desponded:

It is not foolish or senselessly to see the dreams of the early Trade Unions and the various socialist movements being carried out through other bodies in a different time just because those bodies now belong to women and have different coloured skins. It is not to render ignoble or forever obsolete the Trade Union tradition and the Labour Movement to say that new forms of socialism are being forged in the fires which broke out on the streets of Brixton and Tiptree in 1981 or around the fires which are burning out against the darkness at the Greenham Common base.

And when I finally fell through the glass that holds the world to place for each of us, I wrote:

The new movements are not, as some would have it, the worm in the socialist rose but rather the thorn in the crown of the future. The body of socialism will be resurrected as it has been in the past on the basis of both passion and compassion. It is there amongst the tribes which ever now are gathering in the margins that the phoenix is rising from the flames.

When the police arrived to investigate the shouting, they found me crouched in a rotting fairground boat in a yard in a small wood which is situated behind the college where I teach. Broncosque like an ass at the moon on that mild Easter night I felt convinced that at last I'd found my voice. I was speaking out. I was coming clean. Little did I know at

the time how easily the 'still small voice of reason' can be swept aside in that sudden violent seizure of the right to have one's say. How could I know?

There was no 1 to do the knowing. Little did I realise then that the jangling in my ears was the sound of the bells in the Fool's cap I was wearing. How could I realise? To my crazed ears the bells were pealing out in triumph at a glorious ascension: 'Rejoice! Rejoice!'

This was the beginning of the end of the time of Margaret Thatcher. And then the fear moved in. I spent the next three months in and out of different hospitals and slowly, slowly thanks to the love and patience of my family and friends I began the journey back.

It is taking me time to dream myself back together as a man again. The pieces refuse to fall back into the old patterns but I am trying - if I can - to dream in a different key, to dream myself into something better that before. A New Year requires New Year resolutions:

We shall have to learn to be less definitive, less demanding, stronger and less powerful, more open and more openly desiring.

We shall learn from the women at Greenham Common who are spinning out a new language of positive dissent in the wool and in the photographs of loved ones which they hang in the perimeter fence and in the mirrors they use to shine back the evil contained within the base. It is no good us saying that the intensity of that desire for change is irrational or 'typically feminine' or that such beliefs are held

only by a lunatic fringe. It is sufficient that they exist and that they carry within themselves a bright, prophetic power that will break no compromise.

We shall have to recognize that the fragmentations and dispersals that we're living through today require a new kind of integration and synthesis. We shall have to go beyond our bodies, beyond the pursuit of pleasure for its own sake and learn to cultivate instead a responsible yearning: a yearning out towards something more and something better than this and this place now.

We shall use a logic which is no longer cramped and stifled and no longer held in service to the narrow quotient of dogma - a logic charged with power and with life.

We shall seek to maintain what has always been the source of all good thinking and feeling: the reverence for unity in difference, the reverence for unity in separate struggle.

New Year's resolutions are easily broken, and in the end these are just words and what matters is less what we say than what we do. In the end, we are just men and women doing what we can, trying to survive and to snatch some joy, however sweet and bitter as it passes, and trying, too, if we get the chance to build something better for the next generation. I am just beginning to learn all this.

In terms of effecting change, what counts now as always is collective action, and such action in this context requires a long, gradual process of articulation: finding ways of linking

with and expressing residual forms of tracking out what is related to and shaped by pressures and new economic forces. The articulation is a fine and more delicate rhetorical solution course have to be - we cannot simply be. Nonetheless we should know in what direction to go on and to bear our witness: we're living through sharing to be done.

I used to dream in the mirror cracked age. Last April's a dream. Something else but the sun. I'm not dying. I hope, now, something moved in upon me and I shall try to bury the really is not a lot of future is already. To love, playing in it, we walk down the alpine path at least until I am filled with despair on earth could it - to make me laugh pieces.

When we free the

drawn Narcissus in the

A final story for the

Once upon a time I was born in York in 1879. He left school and went to work in the
with and expressing emergent and residual forms of masculine identity, tracing out how these new forms are related to and shaped by institutional pressures and broader social and economic forces. This process of articulation is a far slower, more subtle and more delicate affair that imaginary rhetorical solutions. The future of course have to be struggled for. It cannot simply be willed into place. But nonetheless we still have to dream and to know in what direction to desire. We have to go on making new connections, to bear our witness and to feel the times we’re living through. There is still some sharing to be done.

I used to dream in front of a mirror but the mirror cracked for me 15 months ago. Last April is shattered into fragments. Something old and tired died then but the seed that was sown in that dying may, I hope, regenerate something new, something more fruitful and less turned in upon itself. Meanwhile, I shall try to bury the past because there is not a lot of time in a life: the future is already being sifting in its pram, playing in its playgrounds. When we walk down the streets it toddlers alongside us at knee height. It doesn’t fill me with despair – this future how on earth could it? – it’s more inclined to make me laugh. The mirror lies in pieces.

“When we free the children we also drown Narcissus in his pool”

A final story for the next generation. Once upon a time there was a man who was born in Yorkshire. At the age of 14 he left school and moved to London where he worked as a framer. He went to work on the first day wearing short trousers. His future wife worked at the same furniture factory as an upholsterer. They met when he was 19, she was 16. During the War he poached a few salmon on some Geuriches. He made the Normandy crossing a few days after D-Day. He sprained his knee running across a field but managed to run the rest of the way when German shells smashed into the soil beside him. One day he saw a black and musted corpse. On the same day he and his mates found some roses in a bush and put them in the netting round their helmets. After the War, he married and his wife had two children. He was a gentle, loving father who played Robin Hood with his two sons on Winkleton Common and went fishing with them most Saturdays in summer. He sang the youngest son music hall songs that made him cry. His hands were hard and dry and smelled of sawdust. He helped his wife to cook and clean and shop. He used to meet his old comrades every Friday night to talk about old battles. A least once a week for a number of years he would go visit a special friend who was crippled with arthritis and she would rub the man’s sitting back and laugh away the older man’s fear of dying.

That, of course, was, indeed still is, my real father.

Footnotes
2. Mikhail Bakhtin Rebelions and His World (Massachusetts Institute of Technology 1968)
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John Topham Picture Library.
Women’s Room. This picture appeared with the following poem: Pretend that you are happy! Though your spirits may be low! Wear a cheerful face, and sing! A little as you go! Pretence like this is courage!/ Spreading sunshine on your way!/ And you’ll often find the effort! Clear your troubles right away.
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Top: Nick Hodges, Born to Werk (Photo Press 1982)
Bottom: Boy applying make-up in Gent’s at the Powerhouse, Birmingham.
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Above: Photo Nigel Henderson, Bethnal Green series.
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Straight Life: The Story of Art Pepper.
Book cover (Schirmer 1979) from photo by Bill Claxton. 1956. Billie Holiday
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Alan Lake conducted by Freddie Starr at Dions Don’s’ funeral. Photo: Syndication International, Below left and right: Daily Mirror, 18 October 1984.
Page 23
Christmas party organised by workers at the Sunderland Furniture Factory, Wadsworth, 1966/67. The author is ringed.

Page 341.35
Clockwise: My father and me at my christening, 1931. The fiance at Greenham Common. Photo: Belinda Whiting.
Shop’s chairman, shop steward (my father), shop’s convenor of union at Cinnamon’s Furniture Factory? Hackney with sweets and Coronation mugs to be presented to workers’ children at Hackney Town Hall, Coronation Day, 1953. Cover of Weekly Illustrated, October 7, 1938: “Goodbye Daddy.” Knitting pattern, 1930’s. My father on a work’s bus to Southend or Margate 1900’s. My mother and father, booth photograph, 1936.
Writing B(ack):

The Call and Response of Black Literary Criticism

Cameron Bailey

It is "call and response" for these reasons. "Call" because black literary theory and criticism—it is emerging body of thought, incessantly itself, states and restates its legitimacy. "Response" because black literary criticism is, in reaction—to the neglect or misunderstanding with which Western critics greeted black literature; to persistent stereotypes of blacks in literature by non-blacks; and to the felt political imperative to prove the human worth of black people by demonstrating the existence of a complex, rich body of black literature. Finally, it is "call and response" because the activity of black criticism is dialogic: as much as they speak to mainstream critics and to the literature itself, black critics speak to each other. Not only do they engage criticism that has gone before (this is the usual method of the critical industry) but they seem to write directly to their peers, anticipating a response. Especially at this point there is a sense of an ongoing debate; questions are followed by more questions.

There are two related "projects" of black criticism. The first is the uncovering and interrogation of stereotypes of black women and men in literature. This is the familiar text-to-text search for counter-revolutionary images that occurs just after any revolution in criticism. So, like the various feminist and Marxist criticisms, black criticism is socially based, "correct" miscegenation will always be a concern. The second aim is the development of a uniquely black critical language, a method or group of methods that, to use American critic Henry Louis Gates's term, pays attention to "textual specificity" ("Talkin'", 2006). This involves a thorough and close reading of black literature and, as importantly, of black culture. Uniting these two goals of black criticism is the concept of difference. Difference is also what generates the most complex debates within the field. Arguing that black American literature, for example, is necessarily different from the literature of white America, and hence calls for different critical tools, leads one to the question of race and the dangers of essentialism. This essay will explore these two branches of black literary criticism, and attempt to trace how black criticism defines its position among the web of existing critical theories and the black vernacular tradition.

Into the Art of Darkness: What to Do About Metaphors, and the Difference Difference Makes

In this great mass [African] numerous groups of savage languages from what at the first glance is a hopeless chaos. We need to throw the light of history upon this confusion of races and tongues.

—Lefort, "African Races and Languages," (155)

shaking that wildswell cream-oil on your knotty head, jackets buttressing up to your chin, so full of white man's words. Christ. God. Get up and scream at these people. Like scream meaningless shit in these hopeless faces.

—Lolita Jones, Dutchman, (813)

If black literary criticism is primarily about finding a voice for what we call blackness, then it faces a problem with the language. If it calls out in the tongue of its colonizers (English and French mainly) it must use the inflection of colonization? Black critics, by their very activity of course, operate on the assumption that it is possible to talk about black literature and black experience in Western languages, but there is always a sense of what Kimberly Beasont calls the "linguistic marginality" of a transplanted group (152).

There are at least two consequences of such a marginality. The first, the one that has largely been superceded, is silence. The second is a willful misuse or subversion of the received language, a kind of double speech that因staves Bakhtin (we have in the black's recognition of dichotomies in Western culture as well as language:

Recognizing the irony/abundance of the disjunctions between the words (concepts) they were adopting and their own native concepts, as well as the disparity between the European's gift for civilization and the realities of the slave trade, Africans would surely have adopted into the meanings of their European explorers... Africans were not completely bound, in other words, by the categories of European languages. They could engage, as will, in a process of semantic invention. (Bakhtin, Journey, 156)

Africans, it seems, quickly grew adept at the sliding signifier trick. It has been suggested that black American writers (or the writers who make most use of the black American tradition) approach language from a sketched perspective, that parody and irony—"signifying"—are the tropes that allow the marginalized writer to write (see Gates, "Blackness"). In the same way that critics have found defamiliarization to be a technique that lines up with Marxist strategy, and non-linearity is to be hospitable to a feminist literary practice, the true "black" text is claimed to be parodic and elusive. This line of thought allows black critics to reclaim certain stereotypes of black (male) behaviour and find in them the source of critical models. The sly, smart-mouthed black man (from African trickster figures to Eddie Murphy) comes to personify the black creative use of language.
But not all black stereotypes are as easy to transform. "Black" has traditionally been associated in Western culture with all that is evil and inscrutable. Blackness is inextricably linked with darkness, and darkness means the underworld, the fearsome, unknowable Other. Whether this Other is the site of paranoid hatred or the transgressive allure of the exotic makes little difference. Black, as concept, is not merely marginal to white, it is its antithesis. One might argue that "black" and "white" are only names, but names are important; the abstraction of pink and brown people into polar opposites had its reasons and its results. As Jacques Derrida has argued, Western metaphysics has always privileged one term in a binary opposition over the other; one need not reason long and hard to determine which term reigns in this pair.

It is only a small step from the subordination of the concept of blackness within a binary opposition to the subjugation of actual black people, and this is where the idea that black people are opposite to white people (and that there are such beings as "black" and "white" people) gains significance. James A. Sand has argued that Hegel’s idea of the African "has an absolute affinity to the Europeans" (63). The demarcation of an opposite space for the black, the construction of race, begins with the European.

In Héléne Cixous’ appropriation of Freud’s famous “women are the dark continent” comment ("The Laugh of the Medusa," 877-78), in Pierre Vallières’ “white nigger of America,” black is the colour of the oppressed. “Nigger” connotes the limit of otherwise, all that is despised in that which is not oneself. With all of these negative associations attached to the idea of blackness in Western thought and literature, and with the firm connection between blackness and Africans, it begins to appear inevitable that Western literature be filled with images of filthy, evil blacks. As a black reading canonical literature, not sharing its equations of “fair” skin with purity and “sweaty” features with guile, a certain amount of anthropological distancing is required. One — I — must step back and try to decipher the other messages in a given passage, distinct from the often obvious, blinding racism.

The cultural upsurge that accompanied the American civil rights protests of the 1960s — the Black Arts and Black Aesthetics movements — aimed to reverse the values given to “black” and “white”. While they still worked on the assumption of fundamental racial differences, these movements attempted to read “black” as positive rather than negative, presence rather than absence (see Brown, 367; Gates, “Blackness,” 315). Of course this is largely a reaction to the problem, not its solution. This strategy of inverting previous hierarchies may ring of the feminist’s reappropriation and celebration of traditional notions of the “feminine,” and indeed there are many similarities between the goals of black critics and those of some feminist critics. Both begin from and must work through the idea of difference. In his assault on Western xenophobia, Gates connects ethnocentrism with logocentrism, by the same sort of process that coined the term "phallocentrism" ("Jungle," 7). And both camps attempt to understand and decode stereotypes of themselves that have been propagated by the dominant culture.

Some of these stereotypes exist at the
Black women in Western literature and visual art are thus imaged either as (large) intuitive mother figures, or as the human embodiment of animal sexuality.

Black vernacular culture retains some of the characteristics of purely oral societies. Walter Ong’s description of “primary” oral cultures in Orality and Literacy touches on many aspects that have been attributed to black popular culture. For example, Ong writes that “pragmatic orally based thought, even when not in formal verse, tends to be highly rhythmic, for rhythm aids recall, even physiologically.” (44). Rhythm is (sometimes dangerous) cliché of black culture, but it is an integral part of the black vernacular traditions from American rap music to Jamaican “toasting” to Ghanian ceremonial poetry — so much so that there are virtually no forms of black oral performance in which music does not play a part. Ong further suggests that oral culture is “agistic,” from the Latin to speak to African epic, bragging and verbal putdowns are a part of oral-based literature. Apart from the realities of living in a hostile culture that makes bragging almost a social imperative, rap’s excesses of self-affirmation appear to have a root in oral culture generally. As American Vernacular culture the performer is inscribed quite clearly in the performance: rap music is about the rappers rapping before it is anything else. There is a similar concern with the mechanics of the form. The typical rap follows the rhythm, delivering it, the response it receives.

There are other elements of black vernacular culture that aid in its understanding of its literature and criticism;Susan has cited repetition as one of the controlling principles, for example. It makes a distinction between European and African forms of repetition, noting that

in European culture, repetition must be shown to be not just mechanized and flow but accumulation and growth. In black culture, the thing (the ritual, the dance, the beat) is there for you to pick it up when you come back to get it. If there is a goal (Zweck) in such a culture it is always deferred: it continually "cuts" back to the start. (67)

one thinks of African polyrhythmic music, or certain forms of jazz, or American go-go and house music as exemplifying this sort of repetition, where it seems that one can enter and leave the music at any point without disturbing its movement. Snodd shifts the emphasis of the traditional European idea that the African lives in the present with no care for the distant future; instead, the African is “always already there, or perhaps always there before, whereas the European is headed there or, better, not yet there” (63-64). Susan contends that twentieth-century Western culture is moving in the direction of black culture, toward an anti-progressive repetition, towards circularity and away from strict linearity (78).

Harry Gates has seized upon the trickster figure of black African folklore, the Signifying Monkey, as embodying elements of black culture important for the study of its literature. Not surprisingly, the Monkey shares some characteristics that Snodd attributes to repetition. According to Gates the Signifying Monkey “is to whom we dwell at the margins of discourse, ever parading, ever tip-toeing, ever embodying the ambiguity of language.” (66). It is out of experience for repetition and revision” (“Blackness,” 286). Gates traces variants of the Signifying Monkey to Brazil, Cuba, throughout Africa, and to its origin in the Yoruba figure Efiṣẹ. Efiṣẹ is a messenger of the gods (Gates parables him to Hellen, partly in order to make the connection with hermeneutics), but his role is to disappear, not focus meaning. “Efiṣẹ is the Black Interpreter, the Yoruba god of indeterminacy, the sheer plurality of meaning” (287).

Hence the black American activity known as signifying is only tangentially related to the semiotic sense. It is “a rhetorical strategy and information-giving. I play the chain of on some supposedly un-signified” (287). Sign polynymous, and deeply impudent. One can see how race black vernacular culture aligns smoothly with thought: the way Steve It sound, the decoupling "always already" occurs has just been waiting the Western mind to catch the second poststructuralist imitate the black culture. But a poststructuralist does not make up the oral culture and formalize it, making use of oral culture rigid. It is the poststructuralist who wants to unutterable "serious" criticism.

Stealing Home: Appropriation and...

...thieves that we are, flich your fine language art, the names I have are false.

— Jean Genet, The Bl...
rhetorical strategy unengaged in information-giving. Signifying turns on the play and chain of signifiers, and not on some supposedly transcendent signified" (267). Signifying is indirect, polysemous, and deliberately impudent*. One can see how recent readings of black vernacular culture manage to align it smoothly with poststructuralist thought: the way Said and Gates make it sound, the decentering, signifying, "always already" world of black culture has just been waiting all this time for the Western mind to come around. As we shall see later, the connection between poststructuralism and the black vernacular is not an innocent one. But a poststructuralist stance does allow black critics to link the black vernacular and formal traditions. Making use of oral culture lessens the rigidity of the 'literary' tradition as poststructuralism undermines previously unquestionable notions in 'serious' criticism.

---

Stealing Home: Appropriation and Transference

...thieves that we are, we have tried to plagiarize your fine language. Lies that we are, the names I have mentioned to you are false.

--- Jean Genet, The Blacks

"I understand my rhythm—my pattern of lecture, and then you'll know why I'm on the carpet." — Public Enemy, MIUZI WEIGHS A TON

Signification is a theory of reading that arises from Afro-American culture... (I had to sit outside my culture, to de-essentialize the concept by translating it into a new mode of discourse before I could see its potential in critical theory.)

--- Henry Louis Gates, "Blackness."

So the task of the contemporary black critic is to regain the vernacular culture—often lost in the process of "education”—and to speak to literature from that point of view. According to Gates this means the critic in league with the black writer. The critic provides a "thick description" of the literature formed in a study of the culture and politics that produced the work, in addition to rigorous textual analysis, aware that, in doing so he is also "both perceiver, and half creator" (work Journey, 164). This textual/contextual approach is also favoured by black feminist critics (McDowell, 186-90).

For Baker the black difference in English-language literature is the distinct set of "semantic levels" underlying black culture's use of an adopted language (Journey, 157-63). Baker is not entirely clear on how this semantic difference works, but it seems to boil down to intentionality. The idea is that a black poet's work means (both connotes and intenues) something different, even if it uses the same words in the same ways as the work of a white poet, for instance. This notion that black writers use language in a different, often subversive way provides a link with Gates's concept of the black text's "signifying," its playing of ironic punks with the master tongue. Gates defines signifying, both a literary practice and a method of reading, in this way: "it is tropological; it is often characterized by pastiche; and, most crucially, it turns on repetition of formal structures, and their difference" ("Blackness," 283-99).

Both Gates and Baker appear to take the idea of a black linguistic specificity as a given. Gates's argument for his own critical practice places his specificity beside what he sees as the established limitations all critical schools impose on themselves. "Theories of criticism are text-specific: the New Critics tended to explicate the metaphysical poetics, the structuralists certain forms of narrative" ("Talking," 291). But his dictum that the critic of black literature must "read the texts that comprise our literary tradition, [and] formulate [by reasoning from observed facts] useful principles of criticism from within that textual tradition" (207), as scientific as it sounds, does not follow from his discovery of textual specificity in other critical schools. Firstly, Gates overemphasizes what is admittedly a significant point: New Criticism did tend to work more with metaphysical poetry, but that is not nearly all it did; can Gates's theory of signification work with literature by non-blacks? More important is the question of deriving criticism from literature. While one can grant that New Criticism and metaphysical poetry, or structuralism and narrative are connected, would it not be reductive (or simply wrong) to say that one sprang from the other? This seems to be the process Gates is suggesting for black criticism, but is this so? He obscures some of his own biases. Based on the traditions of the trickster figure and signifying, Gates finds that a playful, parodic strain characterizes black literature—and on this he will found his criticism. But what he finds in black literature is already determined by his schooling and participation in the current poststructuralist climate which valorizes play and indeterminacy and the self-reflexive text. Sass's proposal of repetition as a governing trope in black culture and Kimberly Beem's concern with naming and unnamning are similarly informed with current theory. All of this can easily take on an air of quick-step revisionism: "well, black culture was deconstructing itself long before Derrida knew which end of a sign was up."

An examination of the negritude movement of the 1940s provides some background for the contemporary black American debate in criticism, as well as perhaps teaching some lessons. Though the term "negritude" was coined by a Martinican poet, Aimé Césaire, it was developed as a philosophy by the Senegalese poet (and later head of state) Léopold Senghor. Like signifying, and Baker's blues matrix, it is founded upon black difference, though in this case the difference is deemed inherent, not merely cultural. Senghor finds the African perception of art to be based in "a sensitive participation in the reality which underlies the world, that is, in a surivality, or rather, in the vital forces which animate the world!" (Prayer, 44-45). One can see in Senghor's codification of the language of Pan-African intellectuals with the traditions of African culture something of Gates's technique. But negro-itude is usually taken to be a failed effort at integrating black difference within the larger realm of all human experience (according to Frazer it never did catch on in English-speaking Africa), partly because of its isolatedness to French thought at the expense of African experience. While Soyinka criticized Senghor's negritude for being a liberal romanticization of Africa, praising Gainus Achebe's unselfconsciously African over Senghor's negro-itude (Prayer, 69-72). Theorizing the vernacular has its problems.

So what, if any theory is most profitably applied to black literature? Sunday Anio's African structuralism has more or less been dismissed as possibly the most ill-fitting, Anio constitutes what Anthony Appiah calls the "helpful fiasco," attempting to understand Africa in wholly European terms (146). In fact, when they are not ignored, formalisms are rejected outright. Although Houston Baker criticizes the Black Arts and Black Aesthetic movements for a lack of analytical precision, for what he sees as a dependency on polemical and desire rather than careful investigation (Journey, 132-143), his own is not a scientific criticism. He is not, for example, above such polemical, even irksome techniques as deploying the term "whiteman" to refer to the dominating racial/sexual order ("Call-
bas”). It does have an emotional impact, but the term seems distinctive a little too easily.

Most black critics do retain a respect for rigorous textual analysis, but none would stop at the bounds of the text. Perhaps for the same reasons that they reject structuralism, black critics seem to have little use for psychoanalytic or Marxist methods: the taint of a dominant Western thought system is too strong. Black American feminist critics do appear to adopt feminist practices whole (although from the position of outsider) and add to them; their sisters in Africa pick and choose what is relevant to their concerns, “the historical-sociological, discovery/recovery and re-evaluative,” according to Frank (43).

Even Henry Gates’s “signifying” is ultimately in light of what has been a restrictive practice in Western criticism — the construction of a canon Gates very much wants to create (or strengthen) a black literary tradition, and signifying is the criterion by which works will be judged. Gates places and judges Ralph Ellison by the degree to which he rewrites Richard Wright, Zora Neale Hurston by what she does with slave narratives, and Ishmael Reed by his revulsion of all of them. But to create a canon, in which these writers will take preeminent positions, is to follow an aid, possibly irrelevant pattern. Gates is an academic critic; perhaps this is why he does not question the value of assimilating black literature into a Western framework. Assimilation of course presumes difference. In the end (and this is not that) all canon down to difference. As I understand it the whole project of black criticism came into existence as a result of colonialism. Without colonialism, without slavery, such a thing as ‘black’ literary criticism would be a redundancy. African criticism would simply develop, as has Chinese criticism, for example, with its own literature as the universal model. No difference. But black criticism labours under the eternal presence of Western thought (perhaps a psychoanalytical approach, with an Oedipal drama at its centre, would benefit, debates about what is uniquely black can only occur where blacks are among non-blacks. It is from a position of resistance that such debates spring in an African untouched by the West one might instead find heated debates about what is uniquely Yoruba, for instance. What do we with difference forms the crux of the debate do we assimilate the ‘other’, or do we barricade ourselves in ourselves?

This is the problem, in black and white. This is the problem with black and white.
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FOOTNOTES

1 When I use the term "black literary Criticism," or "black literary theory," I am referring primarily to the work of American and English-speaking African Blacks. My discussion of French-speaking African literary criticism is limited to "negritude." An examination of the criticism and theory of West Indian, Cuban, Brazilian, and other black literatures is beyond the scope of this paper. The project of black British cultural criticism (Stuart Hall, the Framework, and Ten & writers, among others) does overlap to some degree with black literary criticism, though these writers are far less concerned with what Americans would call a text.

2 I will not place the word race in quotation marks as Gates ("Writing," "Talking") and Travis Tabor have suggested because, although I believe it is important to point out how racial difference is constructed, I do not believe the concept can be discounted entirely. It persists as a mode of ordering. Gates in particular still works with an idea of "black" as being essentially different from "white" at the core of his writings. Although he wants to locate black criticism in culturally derived manifestations, he still refers to "black" or "white" authors and critics. This seems to connotate something like race.

3 Whether the name is Negro, Negro, Negro, Negro, or Schw statt, the connection between people of African descent and the colour (and concept) black is always explicit. The Oxford English Dictionary traces the derivation of Negro to the Latin niger or nigros, meaning black (The Oxford English Dictionary, 7, 82).

4 Gates has pointed to the importance of voice even in the most literary of black literature. According to him "the figure of the voice in the text — of the talking book" first appeared in slave narratives as a device of instruction for the slave ("Writing" 13). It is a metaphor that persists in contemporary black literature, upstaging, by the inscription of the voice, both the proof of racism and the bond between speech and writing. (See also "Blackness", 296).

5 Ong takes pains to point out that his discussion of orality is based in a study of primary oral cultures, those touched by any form of writing. Black popular culture is of course not that, but as Irish or Russian literature make use of oral traditions, so black literature and music draw upon cultural forms shaped by orality. As Ong points out, our access to pure orality is always clouded by our literate modes of thinking.

6 Robert Fraser stresses the interpenetration of music and oral verse, particularly in Chanted apocalypse (selected dirges) — "the apokalyp is at once poem and song, dance and percussive fantasy." ("Oral" 109). In addition, Esa, the language of the region, is a tonal language, "where pitch determines meaning" (13). Fraser also notes that the metre of African oral poetry is determined by the "master-drum" which accompanies the poem in performance. Houston Baker has asserted that the blues, or what he calls "the blues matrix," is fundamentally tied to the American vernacular, almost that the blues is the American vernacular. But Baker's privileging of the blues is nostalgic: the blues song is an atrophied form, like European opera; we know that because we can discern its rules. Vernacular performance always changes.

7 Something that Beatrice Slogman has written (quoted in Katherine Frank's article) about the community of African societies is reminiscent of Sneed's idea of the ceaseless repetitive flow in black cultural forms. Slogman writes of African culture's "value of submersion rather than self-realization. In traditional African societies, the role of each citizen is to perpetuate the status quo, to assure continuity of the class, to work within tradition." (146). Sneed's system allows for more individual freedom (the participant can enter and exit at will) but the proportion of the governing structure are the same.

8 Gates, in a Derridean turn, often spells the word "signifying (Igto)" to connote both the linguistic and the black vernacular sensens of the word. One might question his assumption that he is a mark of blackness to drop final Gs, but perhaps he means it to connote American colloquialism rather than a black mark.

9 Appiah's somewhat barbed critique of Annette dwells as much on the critic's inability to do anything with structuralism as it does with structuralism itself. It's true that despite all his symmetries and diagrams Annette never seems to get the reader closer to the subject.

Cameron Bailey is a Toronto writer who is presently pursuing graduate studies in film at York University.
Our culture is mass culture, where one of the strongest early influences on gender is the mass toy market. It is appalling that today there is a much greater sexual division of toys defined by very particular gender traits than I'd say has ever existed before. The recuperation of sex roles in the sixties is a stunning reversal of the Women's Movement in the late sixties and early seventies, which called into question children's sex role modeling. Dress codes were condemned, co-ed sports flourished, fairy tales were rewritten, and toys were licensed. We tend to imagine that our parents and grandparents conformed to strict sex role modeling practices. And we like to think that the cultural turmoil of the sixties changed everything. This is not true. In mass culture today masculinity and femininity are more narrowly defined than ever. Walk into any toy store and you will see in the aisle arrangement the strict separation of the sexes along specific gender lines: Barbies, My Little Pony, and Zhu-Ras line one aisle; He Man, Transformers, and Thundercats another. Although nursery schools now mix the dolls and trucks on their play area shelves, everyone—kids especially—perceived toys as originating in a boy vs. girl context.

Commodity fetishism erases production and presents the toy store (or TV commercial) as the toy's point of origin. Children generally refuse to believe that the writing on a doll's back says "Mattel" rather than the doll's name. They do not conceive of the toy ever having been made. It has no reality previous to its display on the toy store shelf where it conforms, as if by magic, to a clearly gendered universe. The logic of a boy vs. girl universe is not questioned or even understood as having been produced because the labour of stocking the shelves is largely performed after hours. Young children conceive of gender from the point of view of the consumer. This is the same point of view that perceives the bank solely as a window that dispenses cash whenever you run out. Parents who try to explain the realities of cheque and savings deposits quickly realize how difficult it is in consumer society to restore notions of production. In the toy store, the essentialized notion of gender (and the boy vs. girl universe) falls apart easily when the mass-produced toy falls out of favour. Reduced for quick sale, it is thrownibelievable to a "Sale" basket with other out-of-favour toys where gender, like the toy itself, no longer matters.

In order to highlight the reenactment of gender in the eighties, I want to cite two people whose experience of childhood is more immediate than my own. The first is my daughter Luise, who almost a decade ago when she was three was asked if her teddy bear was a boy or a girl. She responded, "My teddy is both a boy and a girl." Her words give simple and direct testimony to the pre-ocular child's recognition of polymorphous, or multidimensional sexuality. Yet just the other day, my four-year-old son, Cade, made a very different comment. He was playing with some foam rubber dinosaurs, whose sexual characteristics are in a teddy bear. I asked, "Are dinosaurs girls or boys?" He said, "Yes," and playfully said, "I'm sure."

However, I think that the new boy I have more to do with comments reflects itself in the boy's dress-up in boys' toys in the dress-up in toys' toys. I have been a boy and grown while playing. The new boy is not sure of his own gender. He is in a world of toys yet still identifies with superheroes and music stars. The new boy is not sure of his own gender. He is in a world of toys yet still identifies with superheroes and music stars. He is in a world of toys yet still identifies with superheroes and music stars.
characteristics are as erased as they are in teddy bear. I asked him if his dinosaurs were girls or boys. ‘No,’ he said, ‘just boys and boys.’ In its syntax, his remark suggests the possibility for masochism and female, even within his words affirms that boys can only be boys and play with boys. There is some evidence to suggest that little boys in our society are more strongly determined in their conception of sex role differences than little girls. Parents seldom report any little girls for playing dress-up in boys’ or men’s clothing. But all the day-care teachers I’ve spoken with report that most parents show some degree of displeasure (occasionally in the form of ridicule and violence) for their young sons if they develop interests in skirts and gowns while playing dress-up. However, I think the real difference between my study of children’s remarks has to do with how history, custom, and socialization shape the absolute reification of gender based on essentialized notions of sex.

Consider Barbie and He-Man. Their popularity demonstrates how children are socialized as consumers, and their physical attributes show how gender is defined in our society. Barbie has maintained the decades with the same pink past, forever smiley, poised, and elegant. Her plasticine body and long legs, in contrast, He-Man is having trouble surviving two marketing years. His current position as top toy has been taken over by Lion-O of the ThunderCats TV series and CJ Joe, who has returned from the Vietnam war. He-Man’s precocious fame is a product of the rapid changeover in the mass toy market. He-Man last year, Lion-O this year, next year some new ‘already leg-”emary’ folk hero without a past or a future. What’s important in these TV spin-off toys is that they all derive from the same basic model. Each has a different costume and a different range of superpowers. But all are young men with muscles and a mythic group of warriors who help an equally masculine and mythic army of evil-doers. My reference to He-Man is, thus, a reference to this particular model of toy whose specific appearance depends on which legendary folk hero is currently being promoted in TV programming.

Barbie and He-Man are both most popular with a particular age group of consumers. From my observations, I’d say four and five year old boys want He-Man, whereas girls from five to seven want Barbie. (These ages are confirmed by the appearance of the children in the TV commercials for these toys.) No longer toddlers and not yet beginning to experience puberty, this age group represents in our society true childhood. Clearly, Barbie and He-Man do not offer the child the possibility of prolonging polymorphous sexuality or developing an open notion about gendering. Instead, they define the polarization of narrowly conceived gender possibilities. My hypothesis is that both toys play on the child’s conscious and unconscious notions about adolescence. They focus the child’s conception of the transformations associated with adolescence in a singular fashion, and they suggest that change is somehow bound up in commodity consumption.

Advanced capitalist society offers the growing child very few means to register the experience of individual development and bodily change except by way of commodity consumption. In the United States, ritual ceremonies that mark stages of growth and integration with the adult world, like the Jewish barmitzvah or Catholic communion, are marginalized, diminished or assimilated to the commodity form. While the First World tends to perceive the rites of passage in primitive societies as backward or barbaric, these do satisfy the individual’s need to feel the fears, excitement, and expectations, and to overcome these through group social practices. We may lack rites of passage, but we have not transcended the need to experience ourselves and our changes in relation to a larger social collective.

For most people growing up in the First World state, the birthday is the moment when the individual intersects with the desire for social gratification. We tend to experience our birthdays as moments ripe for the reinvention of social rituals. This is especially true of children. They plan and discuss and imagine their birthday parties months in advance. Most often they talk about who will be invited to their parties, not as an exclusive, but as an inclusive practice. In naming their guests, children are in touch with the social group who will observe their moment of transformation. “It’s important that the social group represent continuity, hence children tell each other who will come to their parties all year round.

Children live their birthdays as magical moments of change even if they are not celebrated with a party. Many children undergo emotion-laden weeks leading up to their birthdays. When my daughter Stacy turned five, she demonstrated all the behaviors generally ascribed to women turning forty: sleeplessness, depression, touchiness. For children, birthdays are more than transitional moments. They are felt to include actual physical transformation. I have heard more than my own children ask to be measured upon awakening on their birthdays, fully expecting to have grown an inch in the night.

Adolescence is the period when growth really does mean change. Young children anticipate adolescence both consciously and unconsciously. In consumer society their expectations are met much more quickly and easily by commodities than by social institutions like family and schools. Commercials offer the young child a means to articulate his or her notions about the transition to adolescence. No matter what the adult (probably male) toy manufacturers had in mind when they created Barbie, she represents for the six-year-old girl the acquisition of the adult female body. Her seven-year length suggests height, which is the young child’s most basic way of conceptualization.
Young Children conceive of gender from the point of view of the consumer

ing age or adulthood. And her accumulated lessons signify—directly and simply—femininity. Clearly, six-year-old girls sense that adulthood and femininity are far more complex. If only through their parents, they experience the labour, care, worries, discussions, desires and satisfactions that constitute childhood. If only through their mothers, they know the shape, softness, rhythm, odours and expressions that define femininity. Barbie negates all these, just as He-Man reduces adult masculinity to the simple formula of hard, overly muscled body. Popular culture includes a long tradition of male superheroes, such as Superman, Captain America and Batman, whose physical strength and super powers imply the penis and give expression to the domination associated

with the phallus. He-Man is a part of this tradition. But for the young boy of four or five, muscles mean muscles. He-Man’s muscles bulge so grotesquely that my own son first called them “bumps”. This is the commodity’s one-dimensional definition of masculinity. It misses one of the characteristics children associate with adolescence—a visible and controllable aspect (boys can work out with weights and control the size of their muscles) — and makes this one trait the place of the complexity it negates. Another toy currently marketed for young boys is a video-transforming machine. The boy speaks into it and his childlike voice comes out dramatically deepened, although slightly robotized. Like developing economic exchange. We consume with our eyes, taking to commodities every time we push a grocery cart up and down the aisles in a supermarket, or watch TV, or drive down alogo-studded highway.

What the child does with a commodity is another situation entirely. An analysis of the way children play with Barbie and He-Man would allow filling a book. Barbie can slide down avalanches just as He-Man can become the inhabitant of a two-story Victorian doll house. I have observed such situations where play disrupts gender roles, and dry care teachers can describe thousands more. Even Barbie suggests an interesting way to understand the function of play in his book Gender, when he characterizes women’s domestic labor as the work of putting “utility” into the hollow commodities that fill up daily life. As he describes it woman’s “shadow work” transforms the meaningless store-bought egg into an ingredient for a meal, which then constitutes social relationships and wholeness. Leaving aside the nostalgic tendency in Flick’s writing, I’d say children’s play functions along these lines. Children transform commodities into use values. What’s more, they don’t recreate lost values or utility, as Flick would have the contemporary housewife do by somehow dredging up the long lost relationship of the peasant woman to the freshly laid egg. Rather, children’s play produces newly imagined social possibilities, where gender is no longer the most essential attribute, but only one quality among many other interesting human features.

A closer look at the moment of consumption demonstrates that no matter how deeply it articulates our inscription in capitalism, it also includes utopian dimensions, particularly for children. Buying is in a form of exchange where the social interaction that defined older systems like barter is reduced to the universal equivalent: money. In buying Barbie or He-Man, the young child is able to experience the transition to adolescence as an act of consumption. However, because young children do not control money and have not been taught to think abstractly, the child’s experience of consumption is somewhat different from that of the adult. Even if the child performs the purchase with money he or she received as a gift or an allowance, the moment of exchange includes dimensions of play acting, of mimicking what adults do when they hand dollar bills to the clerk and get change back.

For children, the moment of consumption, which for adults is focused primarily on purchase and cash register, is expanded to embrace the child’s peer group or a young girl’s boys. Barbie is a Christmas present, she expects in relation to a girl who has or who wants some desire for such an event, they exhibit in their birthday parties. For such practice of consuming commodities, “Kojak’s” the fully commodified version sense of collectivity. Often adults believe children’s desires to be the same as other kids is a desire greed or rivalry. A year already has He-Man as item of their matches may well ask not because he wants it, but because he wants to be like Joe or Rambo is a condition. While our being conditioned by consumption, and consequent child is simultaneous desire to participate in the world and experience it. Children enjoy “sleep” with their friends, and so often look forward to the first “sleep overs.” To break down the restructurization themselves of caring. By playing toys, sitting at his or her friend’s TV, and the friend’s bedroom and makes the notion of the family a concrete one. Children’s play transmutes into use values, so too to a relationship to consume utopian social dimensions.

These examples of the situations that haunt commodities are all impossible in the world of a toy where the larger system of young children recognizes dimensions and brings his or her own speech and play bilinear and incoherent to his children’s experience. The child is less immediate (because neither producers nor consumers) and becomes sense is simply less by not to essentialise children’s the equivalence of some nature or state, but rather the child’s perspective of historical and social. How do they come into the world of and their older siblings’ experience is prior to their own experience of social insti-
child's peer group of playmates. When a young girl buys Barbie or receives Barbie as a Christmas or birthday present, she experiences consumption in relation to a collectivity of young girls who have or want Barbies. In their acts of consumption, children enact the same desire for social collectivity as they exhibit in their preparations for birthday parties. For adults, the social practice of consumption is reduced to competition. "Keeping up with the Joneses" is the fully deformed and commodified version of the child's sense of collectivity in consumption. Often adults believe their young children's desires to have the same toys as other kids is a demonstration of greed or rivalry. A young boy who already has He-Man, Lion-O and an assortment of their respective playmates may well ask for GI Joe or Rambo, not because he wants a more militaristic toy, but because a friend brought his GI Joe or Rambo to school for "show-and-tell." While such a child is indeed being conditioned by capitalism to consume, and consume massively, the child is simultaneously voicing the desire to participate in his friend's world and experience. Similarly, many children enjoy "sleeping over" at a friend's house, and young children often look forward to and discuss their first "sleep overs." This is how children break down the nuclear family and restructure themselves in a collectivity of caring. By playing with the friend's toys, eating at his or her table, watching the friend's TV, and sleeping in the friend's bedroom and bed, the child makes the notion of the extended family a concrete experience. Just as children's play transforms commodities into use values, so too, does children's relationship to consumption reveal utopian social dimensions.

These examples of the social dimensions that haunt commodified consumption are all impoverished and contained by the larger system of capitalism. If young children recognize these social dimensions and bring them forth in their speech and play, while adults are blind and inured to them, it is because children's experience of capitalism is less immediate (because they are neither producers nor for the most part reproducers) and because their experience is simply less long. My intent is not to essentialize childhood, to make it the equivalent of some basic human nature or state, but rather to show how the child's perspective is precisely historical and social. Because children come into the world dependent upon adults and older siblings for their care, their experience is primarily the experience of social interaction and relationships. Socialization into capitalism is a process of learning to substitute alienation and commodification for human relationships. When children recognize utopian social dimensions in otherwise highly commodified situations, they challenge us all to liberate the social from the commodity form. This is the same challenge Marx made to the working class in the nineteenth century to recognize and seize the hurried human relationships in labour and in the products of labour which have been abstracted and alienated by wage labour and the commodity form.

The challenge is how to define gender in truly human terms. This may not be possible under capitalism where group social practice is commodity consumption. If we subscribe to the notion of gendering as process — and I think this is the only fruitful way to see it — then we must confront the fact that gender, like all our attributes and expressions, is bound up with the commodity form. As I see it there are two possible responses. The first: the separatist solution, holds forth limited success. In a society defined by sex and male domination, lesbian separatism functions at the level of sexuality in a fashion similar to a homesteading community with respect to capitalist production and commodity consumption. Both represent a political choice, but neither is transformative of society as a whole. The problem with the separatist solution is its marginality. Either it is so different from dominant culture as to have no impact on the rest of society, or it includes points of attraction for capitalists in which case it is readily co-opted and assimilated. The most to be gained from separatism is reform. Lesbian separatism can stimulate tolerance for alternative sexuality but it cannot transform male domination in society at large. Similarly, communities based on alternative modes of production can promote an awareness of less exploitative economies and non-polluting energy sources, but these communities are not transformative of either capitalist economics or its relationship to petrochemicals.
The most radical response to daily life under capitalism is to develop a mode of criticism and practice along the lines I have been demonstrating here. This is a more difficult activity because, lacking separation and autonomy, the culture critic risks being engulfed or simply disavowed by the contradictions he or she seeks to reveal. Nevertheless, there is a real need to recognize in all our commodified practices and situations the fragmented and buried manifestations of utopian social relationships. Such a practice meets the challenge HerbertMarcuse set forth in his _One-Dimensional Man_. It takes his critique of capitalist culture one step further into daily life and one step deeper into the commodity form. This is a truly transformative approach to capitalist culture because it has the power to unlock the desire for liberating social relationships from within the system itself.

I want to expand what I have been saying about the individual's experience of commodities and gender, which I have defined primarily in terms of social practice, by reiterating these considerations in relation to a larger historical context. My hypothesis is that just as children want to experience their individual changes concretely and socially, I would say that so too does society as a whole long to experience change and to register change historically. Because young children's notions of change have largely to do with growing up and becoming adults their sense of change is localized in adolescence and articulated in relation to gender and sexuality. The question is: what then, are the historical equivalents of the sort of changes individuals experience in their lifetimes? Is change even conceivable under capitalism?

Theodor Adorno, in writing the great critique of the eighteenth century Enlightenment, posed this same question and responded by attacking the notion of progress. For Adorno and the other Marxist intellectuals of the Frankfurt School, time and history under capitalism are portrayed as an abhorrent and black laughed process that recapitulates domination. Homogeneously time is how Walter Benjamin characterized capitalism's negation of change. It is a history propelled by the notion of progress, but going nowhere. Instead of change, capitalism is punctuated by events, like moon shots and scientific discoveries, or by the horror of events, like nuclear holocaust. True there are struggles for change: Civil Rights, the Women's Movement, anti-nuclear and anti-war movements. But in a history dominated by progress these struggles can yield no more than reform.

Animation is a good example, as if by magic, the animated cartoon makes lines appear to move spontaneously and brings figures to life. This illusion, however, has nothing to do with magic but is, instead, produced by a highly rationalized work force and a deeply technological production process. When Mickey Mouse wiggles his magic fingers and brings a broom to life in _The Sorcerer's Apprentice_, it reaches an extended metaphor for the magic of animation. When his single broom multiples and becomes a threatening horde of marching brooms that necessitates the intervention of the master Sorcerer to restore order, the scene articulates another extended metaphor. This time it depicts the need for control in the production process. Nowhere in our society are the contradictions of capitalism rendered so visible—yet presented as if they were so "normal"—as they are in popular culture.

The icons of twentieth century popular culture are all deeply infused with the desire for change. By comparison, the nineteenth century was populated by concrete folk heroes such as Paul Bunyan, Pocohontas, and John Henry, who may have grown very large, but who never metamorphosed into someone else. These heroes spoke for historical development and continuity and the centered, very solid construction of masculinity. This is certainly no longer the case with the advent of the twentieth century superheroes. Superman, Batman, the incredible Hulk, Spiderman, Aquaman, and all the other "men" (as well as a few feminine adjuncts like Wonder Woman), are locked into the perpetual articulation of the moment of transformation. Clark Kent/Superman, Bruce Wayne/Batman, Peter Parker/Spiderman, and now Prince Adam/He-Man—all the super heroes demonstrate that transformation means that masculinity is constructed as a duality. The weak, sometimes bumbling, even nurturing aspects of masculinity are portrayed as somehow necessary to the emergence of the super hero so long as these can be kept separate from the supermen's omnipotent form.

Peter Parker gives a clue for interpreting all the super heroes as representations of change on the (individual) level. He is the perpetual articulation of the transformation from adolescence to adult manhood. No matter how many transformations he undergoes, Peter Parker never advances beyond high school and the chauvinistic practice he inevitably swings through the city. Similarly, Superman is an adult man, but it boyish inadequately his adolescence. Prince Adam, the 1980's version of the hero complex, boyish loving of parents, friend pot cat, Prince Adam/Palace of Eternia with obligations or woes. He respects Prince Adam's Resourceful,1 courageous battles the ennui of the bond of his youth. In the case of his superhuman almost no one knows to power his sword, commands Castle Grey Skall, and "He-Man." Courtney,) mutation back to Prince.
school and the chem test or basketball practice he inevitably misses in order to
swing through the city as Spiderman. Similarly, Superman may be portrayed as
an adult man, but for Clark Kent's boyish impiutude he, too, suggests
adolescence. Prince Adam/He-Man is the 1980's version of the same super-
hero complex. Boyish in his humour, loving of parents, friends, and his giant
cat, Prince Adam sports about the Palace of Eternia with very few duties,
obligations or woes. He-Man is in every respect Prince Adam's antithesis.
Resourceful, courageous, dynamic, he battles the enemies of Eternia and bears
the burden of his world's future. As in the case of his superhero predecessors,
almost no one knows the mild man-
nered Prince Adam is really He-Man.
Hence, the transformation to He-Man is depicted and experienced as a moment
of explosive power. Prince Adam wields his sword, commands the power of
Castle Grey Skull, and KABOOOM!: "He-Man." Contrarily, the transfor-
mation back to Prince Adam is por-
trayed as a moment of humilation.
Because he is never around during his
people's crucial battles, Prince Adam is
felt to be a "wimp".

It would be simplistic and reductive to
interpret the Prince Adam/He-Man
complex as an extended metaphor for
the penis, even though the sword, the
sudden empowerment and the return to
relaxed impishness make the vulgar
Freudian reading unavoidable. Simi-
larly, it would be limiting and essential-
izing to interpret the dual construction of
masculinity as two separate, perhaps
age differentiated, but nevertheless,
equal male gender possibilities. Such an
analysis does no more than equate
gender with a set of attributes and fails
to question why at this point in history,
masculinity appears to be conceived as
duality. And it fails to consider how
gender and our thoughts about it are
bound up with our conceptualization of
change at the individual and historical
levels.

The question, finally, is not which is a
better manifestation of gender, but how
we might begin to imagine an alterna-
tive process of gender formation and
expression? Is it possible to bring forth a
totalized expression of masculinity
that neither recreates the centered and
solid nineteenth century folk hero or the
twentieth century dualistic super-
hero?

When little boys buy Prince Adam to
compliment their He-Man dolls, they
are affirming the separate and dual
construction of masculinity. But, even
as they yearn for He-Man's muscles,
they are also demonstrating an appre-
ciation for all the boyish and nurtur-
ing traits Prince Adam embodies. Uncover-
ing the utopian aspects of the young
boy's fascination with Prince Adam
begs a larger consideration: what about
young girls? In a society dominated by
mass culture and the commodity form
is it possible to imagine a gendering
process that boys and girls might
experience reciprocally? Or are there
only Barbies and He-Men - or worse yet:
"boys and boys?"
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Cheeryl Herr

first encountered the film production of Richard "Cheech" Marin and Tommy Chong when I answered a morning radio show's trivia question—"What was George Orwell's real name?"—and won two tickets to a local theater that specialized in films like Big Meat Eater, The Attack of the Killer Tomatoes, and The Rocky Horror Picture Show. Pseudonyms and real names, dystopias of the future and of the past, the trivial and the meaningful, eccentricity as a homestore of mainstream culture—these are the themes that might easily be developed from the casual consolement of social forces that produced my seeing, for the first time, Cheech and Chong's Next Movie (1980). When I'd return from viewing Next Movie, however, I instead drafted twelve pages on what I called "The Utopian Vision of Cheech and Chong." The next morning, when I mentioned this effect to a medievalist colleague, she looked blankly at me and merely asked, "Why?" It's taken me some years to return to this essay, to try to answer that question in a way that provisionally satisfies me.

One of the events that occurred between my seeing that film and the writing of this present essay was the publication in 1981 of Fredric Jameson's The Political Unconscious. Reading nineteenth- and early twentieth-century fiction, Jameson concludes that all literary works project both a "master narrative" of class struggle and a "Utopian" impulse that makes literature a sustained "meditation on the nature of community." Many critics have responded to Jameson. Again and again in these responses the topic of utopianism arises, with its promise that literary criticism might justly at a level of praxis the increasingly suspect activity of being an intellectual and getting paid for it, a claim that becomes, in some circles, especially difficult to defend when one writes about popular culture.

On what grounds do I choose to compare Jameson with Cheech and Chong (CC)? First, both find their most potent insights in generic inquiry; Jameson of narrative forms and CC of widely varying cultural "events" such as talk shows, rock concerts, film festivals, drug busts, telephones, science fiction, and (in the very structure of their movies) the adventure story. These events are, of course, what Buford calls "simulacra," the constructed "realities" of the drug world, the gay world, the world of television. Both turn up, through these inquiries, unexpected but powerful moments of at least temporarily fulfilled desire for dialogue, for recognition and response, for the plight of a half-salm for community. Both, that is, to attend to class struggle and to emancipatory pressures within generic ideologies.

A second point that complies comparison is the shared context that both Jameson and CC evoke. Jameson makes no secret of his own formative moment; his recent joint editing of an essay for The Stakes Without Apology (1984) speaks directly to that issue. For their part, CC exploits that the Sixties's dress, language, attitudes, actions, and goals. Chong embodies the Sixties in its usual role as burned-out hippie he'll try any drug ("don't tell me what it is, man, let it be a surprise"). and he has a kind of foolhardy optimism about deviant behavior.

Third, although their comedy routines punctuated the late sixties and seventies, CC films are, like Jameson's brand of Marxist criticism, a phenomenon of the eighties. Now, this temporal gap has cre- sted in the media the recurrent strategy of "crashing the sixties." and it is at this level, that of what Buford calls "mediatization," that CC address both the sixties and the eighties. Their films communicate, mostly through period media genres, the function of sixties rhetoric in today's "simulacra," late-capitalist media-machine. My point is that, from the nostalgic: collision of decades, they create subversive rhetorics that may best be read as utopian.

CC's dominant mode is unselfconscious self-indulgence that leads to conflicts with authorities and with law-abiding citizens. In their conflicts, CC enact "sixties" symptoms: they routinely twist establishment by being only marginally aware of them. Social restrictions that produce upright behavior in others fall before weed, tastelessness (conceived as a political instrument, I would argue), and a benign misconstruing of others' intentions. Consider the conflict in Nice Dreams (1981) between CC and their tidy, garden-ceries ascetic neighbors. Like the Philadelphia neighborhood whose distrust over the deterioration of the house occupied by MOV led to the bomb-burning of sixty-three houses, CC's neighbor eventually winds up with his gardens and home in ruins. The film has nothing to do with the virtues or defects of destroying bourgeois property — far from it. Instead, we become aware that even as CC fail our expectations of retribution from their assaults on commodities, so any attempt to endorse some abstract notion of an underlying, necessary social order renders itself patently in the face of unanswerable and uncontrollable forces like commodification, reification, dehumanization, and modernization. The conflict of ordinary decent folks versus hippies, which has been so often replayed on our TV screens, CC take to an illogical extension that matches level. This illogic involves a kind of utopian resistance. Because according with their endless capacity to alienate those who respect the deconstructions of middle-class life, CC possess the ability to attract without effort upper-class comrades who join them to share in a pleasure which is more so for its being non-commissive.

Hence, in their recent (1984) historical exorcism, a satirical remake of Dumas's "The Corsican Brothers," the twin brothers played by Cheech and Chong, cast out of aristocratic French life because they're illegitimate, escape the evil aristocrat Farkas as well as the guillotine and eventually scramble the class structure that has oppressed them. Strikingly, Farkas is an intent on victimizing the legitimate Queen as he is the peasant queen. When the Corsican brothers pro- duce a revolution, this materialistic mid- dleman finds himself replaced by a utopian cross-class pique at which the Queen is at last able to indulge in her favorite pastimes of feasting and gossiping. Partly taking their cues from Dumas, CC argue that upper and lower classes share common values, which can be expressed freely with the removal of bourgeois power-energies. This theme finds itself replayed at the end of Still Smokin' (1983) when a Cheech and Chong comedy concert unites in honor the Netherlands's "Queen Christians and her people, after the symbolic narrative of the film burning of obfuscating entrepre- neurs.

In The Corsican Brothers, CC implicitly critique both current class relations and the generic demands of Dumas's romantic narrative. Obviously, prehistoric happy endings both do and do not take on persuasive utopian force; we may appreciate the energies of the Corsi- can twins while remaining ourselves unmoved to revolutionary activities. But Jameson compellingly sketched the way in which romance forms continue to emit ideological signals of mystery and recon- ciliation. Strikingly, Cheech and Chong are drawn repeatedly to stories that end "happily" and that emphasize the pro- tagonists' abilities to produce harmony from social discord. Such provisional concords leave the larger powers less unmasked than temporarily disarmed, but the utopian elements in their filmic work remain active as messages they recognize stereotypical situations to enable social fluidity.

More recently, perhaps in response to the considerable backlash against the sixties ethos, CC have become increasingly ag- gressive in their criticism of existing social relations. They entered the video genre with a parody of Bruce Springsteen's "Born in the U.S.A." from Springsteen, erstwhile working-class hero, used the song largest concert tour. Inevitable document, it was clear that in the tune and with the passage of time, the song tells of a gritty, flying pan of urban pain. America combed with the U.S.A." speaks to the losses of war on identity with a sense of fate.

And yet, the docum-wheelchair-bound "found the song a sold out America's" that he seemed social wounds east Asia.

The 1983 CC remake (which was written steen), shows both their interests and how of their side of active moi- ties, the desire for de-voiced by Springsteen, the final apart from the north utopia that enters- ances from Woodstock and the song, even in its spirit fills rock's generic ex- quisitely different from that of joyful community. It introduce a perspective with the story of groups. Cheech is the "foreign language" involved in on one of the ant agent of the dis- immigration authorit- less, dispossessed, a as finds his way back celebrated in the song over. Other Hispanic persons through a man of a joyful crowd through Ortiz, the category does not belong because the surface, however, America of freedom by celebrating, remains a seems, is part of the mar- in community. But the version of the illegal bears repeating that it is of legal or illegal, etc. we do not mix. America from barbershops, the the "human condition eth- nology" of text of Hollywood, in the U.S.A. The topical American ethnicity and anti-truth, the central conflicts productions. That is, itself as an urgent is a real problem. Marin is hispanic based persists in charting the that in our culture eth-
hero, used the song as a keystone for his largest concert tour in 1983. When the inevitable documentary of that tour aired, it was clear that audiences had both identified with the tune and misconstrued its message. Deeply ironic, the song tells of a ghetto kid pulled from the frying pan of urban poverty to the fires of Vietnamese combat. The refrain of "Born in the U.S.A." speaks to displacement and the horrors of war rather than to patriotic identification with an American "cause." And yet, the documentary showcases a wheelchair-bound Vietnam Vet who found the song a rallying cry ("we're all Americans") that helped heal the divisive social wounds produced in South-East Asia.

The 1983 CC remake, "Born in East L.A." (which was written jointly with Springsteen), shows both the slipperiness of their parodies and the fact that the underside of satire remains, even in the eighties, the desire for community actually voiced by Springsteen's audiences. Quite apart from the myths of Rock-Cornet-Utopia that enters into live performances from Woodstock to Farm Aid, the song, even in its appropriated form, fulfills rock's generic expectation (demands quite different from those of punk or pop) of joyful community. But not before CC introduces a persistent theme in their work, the status of American ethnic groups. Cheech's story of deportation to a "foreign land" involves not Vietnam but Mexico. The Man who sent him there is not an agent of the draft board but of the immigration authorities. Starved, powerless, dispossessed, and humiliated, Cheech does find his way back to the East L.A. celebrated in the song. He enters, like the other Hispanic persons portrayed in the video, through a manhole, and then leads a joyful crowd through the city's streets. Overly, the categories of who does and does not belong become confused. Under the surface, however, the stereotypical of an America of freedom, an America's worth celebrating, remains vital. Oppression, it seems, is the product of the mechanism by which community arises, at least in this upbeat version of the illegal alien issue. But it bears repeating that the turf is east L.A., and in Los Angeles, east and west mostly do not mix. Apart from the corner store and barbershop, the bookers and gangs — the essence of "urban" life — the food of minority "ethnicity" life stands — the strange, text of Hollywood, Rodeo Drive, and UCLA. This takes us to east and west L.A. — the equation of ethnicity and enfranchisement, point to the central conflicts that inform CC's productions. That is, ethnicity presents itself as an urgent issue not only because Maxim is Hispanic but also because he persists in charting the relations of power that in our culture ethnic prejudices help to air.

A theme related to ethnicity occurs in a daydream sequence from Still Simkin's called "Con Talk," a TV show hosted by an ex-convict, Sleepy Gonzales, with whom a notorious prisoner, Joe the Hole Cool, is to discuss gun control. In a twist on the old saw, the con argues that "guns don't kill people, cops kill people." In fact, guns are the tools of his trade, he argues — right before accidentally shooting himself. What interests me here is the airing of the tangible group conflicts being routinely negotiated by generic or patterned media events. The films of Cheech and Chong respond similarly to other anxieties of cultural life by spoofing and satirizing the forces that create those conflicts. Not that the powers-that-be are in any way disconcerted by their withdrawal from competition and assertion of primacy through comic satire, but within their comedy, we can discern both a literary utopian agenda (cosmic resolution, class harmony) and an additional evocation of what, following Christian Buci-Glucksmann, I'd call a transgressive utopia. By a transgressive utopia, I mean not a place, not even a remake social formation, but a process — enacted (hence at some level highly theatrical as well as potentially spontaneous) moments of self-definition and group-empowerment within a hegemonic structure. Again let me emphasize that it is the gap between the ruined sixties and the relentless eighties that constitutes a sense of history and of possibility for the viewer of CC movies. Within that gap, the characters portrayed by Richard Martin and Thomas Chong unpack the "blind zones" (to reappropriately a term used by Jameson of sexuality, animal, exclusion, ethnicity, poverty, and self-indulgence. Delving into these zones, they locate cultural manholes, channels that allow access both to social superfetations that intend to oppress and to cultural undertones that insistently shift the terms of programmed interaction. Their critique is a form of wilful misunderstanding: they misinterpret others' existence and their own positive maleness; they relocate the site of conflict by jumbling our sense of who the victims are and who has power. The essential act involved, of course, is shifting contexts, from conditioning society to differentiated society, from eighties to sixties. CC show us the extent to which, like the nineteenth-century test of jointly commune,抗拒西方精英文化，their films emit sixties' signals within a contemporary format.

A similar assertion was made by Ernst Bloch, whose concept of the "not yet" assumes that events in the present contain messages about the ultimate destiny of human society, that within the desolate everyday there are utopian, anticipatory messages. In contrast to the work of Marxist theorists like Althusser, who do not account for the possibility of historical change or of individual deviation from social conditioning, Bloch envisions us to contemplate a dynamic utopia. Within that dynamism and the multiple possibilities for historical change that it implies, there are intimations of creative transgression, moments that gain in value when they are linked across time to gaps to solicit our attention to their shared assertions about the role of the individual in a community.

I am arguing that we can project an alter- native utopianism of transgressive difference which, rather than fetishizing an idealized past or future, inheres in a process of critique, in re-contextualizing utopian-oriented moments from the past. These moments look toward a non-ideal but nonetheless utopianist future. Correlative to this theory is CC's comic agenda that, not content with a simple inversion of power, keeps flipping back on itself in endless ironic play. The point is not to "get there" but to keep alive, through whatever means are available (irony, parody, pastiche, incantation, transcendence, inversion, re-version), and so on a perception of utopianism-as-process and as-possibility.

Raising an argument partly on the unexpectedly parallel visions of such disparate figures as Fredric Jameson, Harold Bloom, and Mina, I conclude that at some level Bloch's theories about utopianism might be substantiated. It may be possible that within any phase of capitalist culture, representational activity like film and fiction projects, in low key or high, a utopian content, a hope for some form of classless society. In this era of post-everything, when even apocalyptic doom and attenuated survival have been endlessly previewed on TV, such content can be seen principally in a skeptical vein that is simply ignored. Yet it remains, built into the formats of mainstream popular culture, where the desire for community is persistently either affirmed or ridiculed. In the case of CC, both responses occur, sometimes simultaneously, sometimes consecutively, but also insistently, for it was in the sixties in which CC constantly allude that the rhetoric of community, often in specifically Marxist terms, most recently sought renewal on a mass scale.

As Baudrillard reasonably argues in For a Critique of the Political Economy of the Sign, the May 1968 general strike in France quickly fell victim to the numbing "mediatization" of its words.
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Feminism” in Hal Foster’s anthology The Anti-Aesthetic is prompted by Owens’ belated recognition that the performance is an enactment of sexual difference. The most significant development in contemporary culture in nearly every field of activity during the past decade, he ultimately concludes, has been the emergence of a feminist practice with a corresponding energetic feminist production. This is grounded in a critique of the high modernist tenet of the automatic nature of the aesthetic from the feminist understanding that all meaning is socially constructed. Theories of post-modernism, Owens argues, have neglected and repressed this production: “The absence of discussions of sexual difference in writings about post-modernism, as well as the fact that few women have engaged in the modernism/post-modernism debate, suggest that post-modernism may be another masculine invention engineered to exclude women.”

While this may be the case in American postmodernist debates, it is certainly not an accurate description of Canadian theorizing about post-modernism, where there has long been recognition of the validity of Owens’ hypothesis that feminist insistance on non-hierarchical difference is an “instance of post-modern thought.” Especially in Quebec, feminists have played an important role in theorizing post-modernism through their interventions as editors of the prominent periodicals La nouvelle barre du jour and Spirale of which, respectively, Nicole Brossard and Scott Woulfe were founding co-editors. The feminist editor of Island and Periodica, Daphne Marliatt, filled a similar role. If less lauded, function in English Canadian writing. Feminism in these milieux has been seen as the most fruitful fashion of post-modernism through its deconstruction of binary oppositions and its critique of the master narratives of Western culture. Indeed its critique of all narratives and all totalizing theories. The publication of new fictions by these leading feminists and postmodernist writers of francophone and anglophone Canada, La desert native by Nicole Brossard, Any History by Daphne Marliatt, and especially in this case, Heroin by Gail Scott, reasserts once again the pertinency of this linking of these discourses of critique. The dialogue between anglophone and francophone feminists in Canada and Quebec has been the only point of contact between these two literatures. It has stimulated the most innovative writing of the last decade and with the impressive roster of young women whose first books are appearing on the appropriate small press lists this year, promises to do so for several more years.

Among the more active participants in this dialogue is Gail Scott, bilingual journalist and co-editor of Testament, a bilingual journal of feminist theory and experimental writing. For a number of years she has participated in a theory discussion group along with other prominent feminist writers, Lucie Bernier, Nicole Brossard, Louise Couillard, Louise Daprotte, Daphne Marliett, Françoise Théoret and Betty Warland. Through their talks, theoretical articles and texts, this discussion has been shared with an audience stretching across the continent. These writers have already published texts announcing their resistance to the line, to any party line, but especially to the line of narrative. With its insistence on temporality as causality, as grammar of minimal narrative instruct us, narrative employment is estrangement. The narrative line catches readers making them accept as inevitable and hence as natural that which is constructed, fabricated. With their focus on the endings of marriage or death, the plot of fictional narrative—especially the “heroi-colic” plot, as Ellen Moos has called it, the marriage plot of the realist novel—are deadly traps for the independent feminist reader and writer. She must resist the line.

Brossard’s writing, writing as research in her words, is a writing of resistance to this line, le chapitre effrité (These Our Mothers: Or the Disintegrating Chapter, 1983), she developed a theory of sexual difference as relational difference, deconstructed the master fictions through which the reality of women’s lives has been constructed, and disrupted the line. Chapters distillate as the text circles around five discrete moments: “Strategic wound or suspended meaning—contact.” “Fiction begins suspended mobile between words and the body’s likeness to this our devouring and devoured mother.” In this suspension, the sentence is also disrupted, syntax abandoned. Brossard works on language deconstructing its gendered plotting and opening multiple new ouvertures through her work on the material signifier. In Space Fort (1981), Gail Scott focuses on short narrative sequences which are further broken up in resistance to the line when individual sentences or paragraphs fly off in new directions as in the somewhat caudine exquis. Such syntactic and narrative discontinuity is reinforced by an exploration of the fragmented female body. The excessive and detached parts are both grammatical and corporeal. The title of the collection fore-grounding the ruling metaphor of this phase of feminist exploration of language and meaning.

In her new book, Scott extends her resistance in new directions particularly into the problematics of the release in the creation of the “reality effect.” She risks the line in exciting new ways. Heroin is the most important feminist fiction yet to emerge in English Canada and in its short life has already attracted enthusiastic audiences. The first printing sold out almost immediately. Part of the pleasure for the reader lies in the possibility for nostalgic reminiscence on the left wing political and intellectual scenes of the seventies which the narrator evokes in bits and pieces of exceptionally vivid detail while she negotiates a rite of passage, trying to make sense of her life and orient herself in a new direction. The narrative remains in suspense, however, between the rhythm of Marxist political action, legacy of the open love affair with a left wing leader whose passion has died, and the shadowy promise of feminist solidarity held out by a friend, Manu, who urges the narrator to participate in demonstrations in support of abortio. In suspension between them, the narrative questions Marxism’s marginalization of the “women question” and feminism’s lack of a coherent theory to ground practice. Nostalgia is a trap, though. With the recall of the politics and café scenes of the seventies, the “reality effect” is strong and compels the reader’s identificiation.

The reference images seems dead and the narrator engages the character and the reader in a very intimate way. The tone of the narrative is that of an intimate letter and the reader feels like he or she is deeply involved with the character. The narrator is a powerful and compelling character. The author explores the complex world of the narrator and the reader is taken on a journey through the narrator’s experiences and emotions. The narrative is rich with detail and vivid imagery. The author uses a variety of techniques to create a vivid and engaging narrative. The narrative is well-structured and the author expertly weaves together the various elements.
tion. The referential power of images seems destined to over-whelm feminist critique as it does in the feminist films Working Girls by Lizzie Borden and A Man in Love by Diane Kurys where the images of love scenes reiterate the dominant narrative of romantic love which the films set out to defamiliarize. Scott’s novel runs the risk of the referent as well. However, oscillating between the interpellation of nostalgia and the distancing of disruption, the fiction keeps the reader on a see-saw.

Memory is purely fictive, a word-being called “Sopia,” with whom the narrator engages in monologue. The temptation to encase with the character is further underlined by the narrative framing. The narrator is seated in a booth in a rooming house on the Main trying to plan out a novel, struggling with the difficulty of creating a positive heroine in a context where symbolically women do not exist. Through its mediation on the negative image of woman — “she looks instinctively for her own reflection in a store window. But it’s too dark to see clearly” — the fiction offers a critique of representation intertwined with a critique of patriarchal domination of the symbolic. The mimetic element in the novel is undercut by the processual hermeneutics of the narrator’s self-referential discussion of her difficulties of writing, of the problems of gaining enough distance from her charac-ter. Maybe this would be easier if she got out of the bath she wonders.

But the “reality effect” is also undercut by a blurring of levels of narrative. The only dialogue the narrator has in the text is with her heroine in a confounding of fiction and reality on the level of the text; this foregrounds and defamiliarizes the tendency for the reader to enter into dialogue with the fictional narrator. This is further encouraged by the blantant over-writing evident in the instruction of the autobiographical contract in a work of fiction: both the author of Heleno and the aspiring fictional writer in the bathtub are named Gall. This deconstruction of the fictional conventions might have been further emphasized with numbers as used for dramatic texts with such embodiments, Gall I and Gall II. The constructed and aleatory aspects of the narrative are also laid bare through two other narrative devices — the grey woman who inexplicably appears on the Montreal streets to both narrator and heroine, and the black tourist whose bird’s eye view through the telescope on the top of Mount Royal is the opening scene of the novel. His progress through the city provides the frame for each chapter. This panoramic view presents the city in which desire is inscribed in every reflective surface, shop window or mirror-like wall, desire in which the narrator’s future coaxes itself as she lies in her rooming house in the heart of the city. (On this aim to write woman into the city, into the pools, we hear echoes of the project of Brossard’s French Kind). But the black tourist has no story to tell, does not engage with the charac-ters, remains an inexplicable figure underscoring our attempts to effect closure and make sense of the narrative. Closure is resisted also in the peripatetic wandering of the heroine’s plot which lays bare its grammar: the heroine does not choose a suitor, partner, but is chosen. Even more passive is the heroine of Scott’s novel within a novel; she is the epiphrase of negativity. Needless to say Heroine is an ironic title.

Although the past is fictive and the future unrepresentable, the present of narration is lucid. Scott’s prose is density textured as a poem, indeed like a poem it echoes and rhymes, structured not around the temporal sequence of classes but around repeated segments which allow the work to take shape in the mind’s ear. This clashes with the emphasis on detailed visual imagery which creates the stenilizing surfaces of the novel. Everything is illusion. In the same way the extraordinarily rich symbolic imagery clashses with negativity to create further paradoxes which disrupt linear logic. Scott’s fiction also disrupts linguistic norms with its mixture of English and French. Such a novel, needless to say, does not end.

THE MILTON-PARK AFFAIR
Claire Helman

The affair that Claire Helman recounts — the Milton-Park neighbourhood in 20 year battle to exist in downtown Montreal — is more than just an affair of the heart. Using a descriptive narrative, the author highlights one developer’s attempt to crawl into bed with the Sugar Daddy of Montreal, former Mayor Jean-Drapeau. Ms. Helman begins with Concordia Institute’s reduction of the seemingly willing civic administration via a via La Cité, a nightmare of recent urbanization — 6 blocks of office towers, luxury hi-rise apartments, and endless strips of exclusive specialty shops. These concrete monoliths would not only increase tax revenues, but they of a possible 653 units. Plenty of hard work as well as all important trifles: state support, transformed Milton-Park into Canada’s largest ever housing co-operative. To be honest, Ms. Helman chronicles for us a not-so-pretty reality. Her account intrigues as well as informs the reader about the efforts that eneeked use of power have upon quality of life in a neighbourhood like Milton-Park. The author, who perceives this urban setting to be a “safe, diverse, small, low-rental district with a pleasurable degree of interaction among residents, correctly emphasizes how any corrupt power base — whether it be developer or citizen — could and would dismantle the Milton-Park
community. Readers of Toronto citizen developer coalitions written about in the early 1970s by noted journalist and author Ian Penman, or activist, columnist and bureaucrat John Sewell, may be put off by Ms. Helman’s style. In keeping with her position as Director of Audio Visuals for the National Film Board of Canada, the author seems more interested in presenting a spectacle than in outlining a basis of traditional economic thinking standing in the way of social values. Economics is not the big obstacle; it is the way people think. People have to be made to realize that they can have an effect on their own environment.

Unfortunately, their move toward pressure group and task-oriented community action was too little, too late. By the early 1970s the fire in this movement of students of traditional economic thinking standing in the way of social values. Economics is not the big obstacle; it is the way people think. People have to be made to realize that they can have an effect on their own environment. Corporation and the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (Section 56 of the National Housing Act) who bought the remaining property from the cash-poor Concordia Estates. Finally in 1970 a by-law, “backed by local merchants who could no longer afford the huge costs associated with high-rise construction,” was passed by a pressured Montreal City Council. The by-law, which limited the height or bulk of new buildings to 4 storeys, prevented Concordia from completing La Cité with any capital it might access from private sources. With Concordia Estates out of the way, the focus of the book shifts to a burden of Milton Park sawyers entering into boardroom negotiations with those financiers and decision makers who eventually undermined the costs of the Milton-Park project. To this day, deals are being struck between representatives from senior levels of government and Milton-Park. Ms. Helman notes that the Milton-Park project, which officially opened in September 1969, is by no means problem free. Yet, she goes on to elaborate that the project itself helps us understand how even a non-activist community can serve as the means of bringing power back to the citizen. Certainly this self-proclaimed urban historian gives us some useful history and a call to action comparable to struggles, past and present, in inner-city Toronto; however, it provides less of a basis for action than we might have hoped for. Reading Helman leaves us with the same uneasy feeling shared by concerned Torontonians during David Cronin’s vague and winning Torontoism in 1972. Then, as perhaps now, our unsanctioned was well-founded. Shortly after the election, the “tiny, perfect” mayor and the majority of his predecessor Council used the “Save Our Neighborhoods” movement to push through the “Save Our Neighborhoods” plan to add three more twenty-nine storey towers to the St. Jamestown development. This development for affluent singles had been erected on the site of a well-publicized battle between long-time residents and radical reformers on the one hand, and Macdonald and City Hall on the other. Unlike the fairy tale conclusion to the Milton-Park struggle, the story of St. Jamestown ended in compromise.

The neighborhood retained twenty-five of its own houses in South St. Jamestown. The developer built eighteen apartment towers in St. Jamestown, which made this oneenth of one square kilometre area the most densely populated block in Canada. Fifteen years later (thanks to a Toronto City Council who supported the wholesale destruction of entire neighborhoods), more than 11,000 people are forced to live like rats in a rapidly deteriorating and overwhelmingly mobile fit. St. Jamestown. Toronto City Council’s neglect of the plan for a just and humane city is similar to the neglect Ms. Helman saws for the Montreal of tomorrow. She avoids a discussion of future implications for affordable housing in Montreal, and overlooks the necessity of expanding the city’s non-profit housing sector. In addition, she completely locks out any mention of the urgent demand for Montreal’s “citizens’ movement” to question who benefits from the ownership of property. By so doing, Ms. Helman fails as an urban historian for us. And, she may well end up falling into bed with those women and men who don’t give a damn. Whether it be Montreal or Toronto, a city must be planned, and any effort, ill-fated or other-wise, must be exposed and analysed in order to address the future needs and rights of the majority of the non-profits public who find themselves city bound.

A community activist, 1979, Larry Morris has worked with the First United Church in Toronto, and is presently of the Open Door Centres and Rooms Registry Service in downtown Toronto. He is currently working on a book which focuses on issues underlying homelessness.

THE SOLITARY OUTLAW

Bruce Povey, Lester & Orpen Dennys, Toronto, 1957.

Bruce Povey’s The Solitary Outlaw demonstrates two things clearly: that alums that watch the states of literacy are generally poorly conceived and that the influence of McLuhan is occasionally pernicious. McLuhan’s “message” (usually) was that a literate man in a post-literate world has found himself suddenly out of his realm. His superlative electronic media, Povey has led to a danger, cultural level and so on, of individual identity. Povey’s novel leads the writer out of the maze and rekindles his ability to create, to define people with a solitary individuality, interesting and attracted, bringing “the crow-

Try to do and say only that which will be agreeable to others. In conversation, as in

for community activism. The cap-

again, off again rhythms of her\n
life, the generation gap that plagued the whole Milton-Park movement. Initially and perhaps somewhat naively, the MPCG of the 1960s expressed its “raison d’être” in terms of the abstract concept of structural conflict which immobilized the largely non-politicized majority of residents. While “on occasion the young idealists became anxious and uneasy about what they were doing and for whom,” it wasn’t until the late 1960s that the movement, frustrated by repeated failures at confronting class inequalities in and around the development issues, began to articulate a more radical perspective.

We have to overcome the problems and professionals had all but gone out. Unhindered, Concordia Estates proceed with phase one of La Cité, and 225 units were lost to the wrecking ball. From the ashes of the movement, however, an economic, political and social phoenix rises. Quebec’s poor economy, when combined with the city of the Olymipics, La Cité was not a monument to Jean Drapeau), created a series of financial crises for the developer. At that time the pre-development Montreal Star unintentionally published a single, pivotal story about the struggle from the citizens’ point of view. The article raised the question, “Can developers do what they want?” and introduced the idea of Non-Profit Housing Cooperative — financially supported by the Quebec Housing
himself suddenly outside the realm. His superego by electronic media, Power maintains, has led to a dangerous drop in cultural level and endangerment, even of individual human identity. Power's remedy asks the reader to exploit his new position as an "outsider" to the age, threatening, probing, puncturing sleep, a solitary individual at once irritating and attractive, capable of bringing "the crowd" into momentary reflection.

What this means is a bit clearer when we look back at Power's first book, A Climate Charged (Mosaic Press, 1984), a collection of provocative essays on major Canadian writers, the literary-political environment of the last quarter-century in which their work largely appeared, and the role of government, the C.B.C., and the universities in the production of literary reputation. The book is framed by a herioc opposition between two writing styles, the one represented by Marshall McLuhan (as here) and the other by Northrop Frye. Far better the contradictions and excesses of McLuhan, Power says, inviting controversy and audience involvement, than the self-contained "theoretical packages" and "Threnody" of Frye. Frye is too "slow, logical and professorial"; whereas McLuhan, the better-tempered critic, is "urgent, sharp, and immediate," right for the times.

The dichotomy is carried to quite personal extremes. Where McLuhan is exulted in an introductory essay that reads like the Phaedo, Plato's tender account of the last days of Socrates, poor Frye is rendered from behind a bush. Power on Frye going home after class:

"Thus we see him after class, ambulando along Avenue Road, breastfeeding in hand, disappearing into his obscure inward reveries, his mind enclosed in archetypes, the timeless, the mythical. He softly avoids the stairs and stuttered "hello" of students and vanishes into his office with his typewriter and books, leaving behind on chalkboards various diagrams and grids, a system of concepts and categories, a world without moral judgement, himself perhaps a construct now, a fiction, hardly existing. Northrop Frye, a catalyst for vast impertinent schemes that exist a priori, like one of Jorge Luis Borges' creations, a man who dreamed himself out of reality, away from the world streets and hideous suburbia, in his inaccessible den, with Apollo, and the other great gods of demandand.

With much less pretty flourish, this sort of abuse is repeated in the new book; bad manners evidently form part of the new writer's etiquette.

Of Power's motley group of knights exemplar, none demonstrates his point about the special efficacy of the new handlit style. Wyndham Lewis, the original "solitary outlaw," was not read even in his own day. Pierre Trudel and Glenn Gould, provocative and elusive individualists, highly literate, nonetheless had their effect on us writers not as performers in the electronic media. While Power borrows from Elias Canetti only an image, the burning of library books, deploying it as the romantic backlit for his many "live" locations: a London flat, a Montreal restaurant, Keith Davie's livingroom, a nightclub somewhere else.

What Power's outlaw band have in common (apart from the fact that McLuhan band picked them all) is a certain hybrid blend of the personal and the intellectual, whether as writer or media personality: not any blend of this, but one which combines elements of gesture, confrontation, brooding, and puckishness as the modus operandi for communicating issues of moment to modern man. Power's own performance in this style is enlightening. He broods, certainly; he makes notes to himself (by paraphrasing, mostly); he declassé, he stops abruptly at a word or phrase, copies out lists; he makes a sentence of a word or phrase; he dialogues, he mean- ders, he turns over "broken bits"; he muses; he takes us to see the sites (sic)." He observes that "no single writer in Canada has availed himself of the "exciting operandi for communicating" the malleability of prose. Perhaps; but if Power's own prose is an example of this malleability, we must look forward to the return — with a vengeance — of the personal letter, which is what this style resembles. That the essay form, with its power to present arguments, should ever be replaced by a public personal letter, in whose malleableness I read "lack of discipline", strikes me as a) untrue, and b) exceedingly cold. It is a symptom of the strain of sympathy for this kind of anti-intellectualism that Power's book has been again well-received. I leave the Globe and Mail and proclaim his innocence yesterday, then placed a .357 magnum pistol in his mouth.

Books in Canada to reflect on this.

McLuhan's problems with his critics may be put down to two overriding tendencies: the one to make great, sweeping generalizations, and the other to argue by metaphor. McLuhan was never forthcoming with the complex detail that makes a generalization supportable. What he appeared to rely on was his sheer intuition and his power to make arresting claims. Similarly with his metaphors.

To give one example: McLuhan (following Inns) argues that the invention of the phonetic alphabet, in conjunction with the use of papyrus (as opposed to brick and stone), transferred political power from the priest to the military. The alphabet was easily learned; i.e. not so easily monopolized by a priesty class,
The term "literacy" has various senses. For Cicero, a "litteratus" is a rhetorician, someone with a flair for the right word. In the modern sense, the literate person is first of all someone who can read and write; and secondly, perhaps, someone who has achieved through language some degree of lucidity. By lucidity I mean a certain awareness of the power of language, as language, to symbolize and measure out the world, writing, speaking, and reading in a mature way.

The word "literate" is now more in the sense of "informed" or "knowledgeable." It has become a synonym for "sophisticated," and it is often used to describe people who have attained a certain level of education or who have access to literary or artistic knowledge. In this sense, "literacy" refers to the ability to read and write, but also to the capacity to understand and express ideas in a sophisticated manner.

In this context, it is important to consider the role of language in shaping our understanding of the world. Language is not just a means of communication; it is a tool for thinking and knowing. Literacy involves not only the ability to read and write, but also the ability to think critically and to communicate effectively.

The concept of literacy has evolved over time, and it is a dynamic one. As society changes, so does the definition of literacy. In the past, literacy was often equated with religious or political knowledge. Today, literacy is seen as a fundamental right, and governments around the world are working to improve literacy rates as a way to empower their citizens.

The importance of literacy cannot be overstated. It is a fundamental human right, and it is essential for personal and social development. Without literacy, people are unable to access information, make informed decisions, or participate fully in society. Literacy is the key to unlocking opportunities, and it is crucial for building a more just and equitable world.
The above article is re-printed (with additions) from COMPASS (November, 1987). It has recently been submitted for a National Journalism Award in the book-review category.

Roger Langen is in the English PhD program at York University.

This is a big book. My decision to prepare a review was based more on duty than desire. It looked like a life’s work, and, generally speaking, anthologies, especially those intended for the compulsory markets of undergraduates, are not my favorite road.

I should not have been surprised that it turned out to be a very good book. The editor, Geva Hoffman Nemiroff, is a formidable Montreal feminist and teacher. Persuading, cajoling and threatening thirty authors to submit manuscripts—interesting manuscripts covering a wide range of theoretical, methodological and substantive ground—might well have left her unembattled. Way back in the early 1970’s Nemiroff co-taught the first Women’s Studies course in Montreal with her close friend and contributor to this volume, Christine Garde Allen, now Sister Frances Allen of the Religious Sisters of Mercy. For several years the students hung from the rafters in their course, and together the two feminist scholars mobilized colleagues, staff and students to found Concordia University’s Simone de Beauvoir Institute.

Then came the dark days of the counterrevolution. Hours after Allen went on sabatical in August 1979 Nemiroff, who was director of the New School at Dawson College, was informed that her services would not be required at Concordia that September. Nemiroff was too charismatic, too political, too charismatic and most especially too committed to student-centred teaching for many of those in the new institute she had been so instrumental in founding.

The entire episode raised, and many said answered, the question: to what extent will a university incorporate oppositional practices and perspectives? In this case, the university was prepared to tolerate and even stimulate enrollments in the women’s studies course to save it from radicals and democrats. Students protested; so did some colleagues, and Nemiroff was indefatigable in struggle, even in defeat. And why not? As she puts it in the last chapter of Women and Men, “We are living in a mass revolution which has been especially active for over a hundred and thirty years. When we remember this, we will not lose hope or patience.”

Through this book Nemiroff has found another way to reach students with their tough-minded but eclectic feminist scholarship and politics. The book’s exaudacious title belies its contents. For here, in one article after another, students are introduced to the wide world of feminist critique. And the overall message conveys Nemiroff’s view that the feminist struggle takes place everywhere, that it is a struggle between the powerful and the powerless, and that it is a process. The ultimate goal is successful revolution, but the only serious question is, which side are you on?

More than half of the articles in the collection are reprints, but most of them appeared in small journals with limited readership. Pat and Hugh Armstrong’s “Beyond Numbers: Problems with Quantitative Data” moves beyond the now standard critique of sexist bias in data gathering and selection towards an exploration of the limitations of number-crunching for capturing the dialectics of history, daily life and oppression. Margrit Silcher’s creative use of Kuhn’s work on paradigms in scientific work is useful for new students and veterans alike. That her article ends with a question: how is it that work done within a sexist paradigm (eg. Kuhn’s) can be useful for feminist social science? is a wonderful quandary for students who expect their books or their teachers to have “the answers.” It is a question, moreover, that has preoccupied a whole generation of socialist feminists, unwilling to discard

marxism, and a growing number of feminists who are now taking over the works of Freud for insights into the perpetuation of patriarchal society.

Carole Morris, on the other hand, in “Against Determinism: The Case for Women’s Liberation” (written for this text), argues that feminists must discard both Marx and Freud. As a psychoanalyst, Morris is properly interested in

and shot himself to death in front of two dozen reporters, photographers and aides.

helping her clients become willing and able to make conscious choices, to abandon the protection racket that keeps us in our place. But her commitment to phenomenology leaves her with no analysis of the subtle interplay between structure and agency that, in my view, has been the hallmark of not only the best of feminist scholarship, but also the leftmost of the no longer new social historians.

Absent from the text is the work of the feminist historians. Only in Pat Armstrong’s excellent synthesis of her own work, “Women’s Work, Women’s Wages” would students derive any historical sensibilities. Nor is the challenging work in feminist jurisprudence represented. There are accounts of feminist encounters with the state, notably in Chasviva Hosek’s account of the taking of 28, women’s struggle for the equality

provisions in the Canadian Constitution, and Dorothy Goldin Rosenberg’s descriptions of the women’s peace movement. There is also an innovative article by Jill McGalla Vickers on the patriarchal roots of nationalism. Drawing on the work of Mary O’Brien and others she provides a devastating critique of the current stock of theories on nationalism in which she uncovers the centrality of control of reproduction, and,

therefore, of women and their sexuality to national and state interests.

In her concluding chapter Nemiroff also provides an account of the taking of 28 which differs sharply from Hosek’s account. But she does not explicitly draw attention to the differences, and, herein lies a major fault with this anthology which she shares with so many others. For it should be the editor’s role to bring the contributors into dialogue with each other, pointing out what they share, and what they differ. This work is left to the reader, and because this is really an introductory text, this is problematic. Students are not initially in a position to recognize different sets of assumptions, let alone to judge between them. If there is a second edition Nemiroff should consider being more of an editor, both in this way, in
providing an overall bibliography, in standardizing format, and in insisting some authors update their material. Esther Greenlaw's, "A Social-Psychological View of Marriage for Women" uses statistics that in 1979. Given students' penchant for believing that relations between the sexes have turned around in the last ten years, and that their feminist teachers belong in a class with Mrs. Grundy for forecasting doom.

The women on the shop floor at Westinghouse were the beneficiaries of skills taught in earlier struggles of the oppressed. There is a distinctly personal aspect to the accounts of the male authors, and unlike so many of their experiences, the unprivileged. Those with a memory for Montreal history will remember that Grey was the leading figure in the McCall Finnish movement in the late sixties. Perhaps the women on the shop floor at Westinghouse were the beneficiaries of skills taught in earlier struggles of the oppressed. There is a distinctly personal aspect to the accounts of the male authors, and unlike so many of their experiences, the unprivileged.

In its conventional form — a big fat anthology with a nice glossy photograph on the cover — this book is deceptive. For between its covers is the counter-hegemonic ideology of feminism, in all its rich diversity. Such ideologies, as Gramsci pointed out, and as Mary O'Brien has recently reminded us, are fundamental to the struggles to transform society. In Nemiroff's words, "not only must ideology proceed action and inform it with both consistency and meaning, but it is only through the discipline of a shared ideological base that the "powerless" may become empowered to assume rightful control over their own lives." (p. 531).

Roberts Hamilton is the coordinator of Women's Studies, Queen's University, and author of The Liberation of Women (London: Allen and Uwin, 1978).

CAMBODIA: A BOOK FOR PEOPLE WHO FIND TELEVISION TOO SLOW
Brian Fawcett

"My metaphor is either the Global Village or the Trojan Horse. I am trying to see one through the other." This may be one of the more telling quotes from Brian Fawcett's new book Cambodia, which, as the subtitle implies, is not meant for the idle protagonist reader accustomed to the essentially slow paced at which one receives information from television.

Cambodia is not conventional fiction as there is no plot or sustained dialogue. What there is, is a series of investigative fictions which, among other things, probe discomfiting truths about life in the Global Village. The history of Cambodia under the Khmer Rouge reign of terror is the physical subject of these stories, which runs throughout the book on the bottom third of every page. Against the subject of analysis is the mass of information that is available. So there are, in this rather unusually organized book that purports to make its subject vivid and palpable, a number of overlapping narratives. The reader roccocks between the Global Village, a wasteland of weaponry detritus in which fleeting impressions are the only information available, and the Khmer Rouge, who aspired to build socialism in Cambodia from the rice fields up. Fawcett, however, never loses his ability to rouse the reader. The strength and beauty of this book lies in Fawcett's ability to create a troubling juxtaposition between the struggle of the Khmer Rouge to urbanize Cambodia and the tribalizing tendencies of the Global Village. Fawcett, who consciously echoes the sentiments of Joseph Conrad, argues that what went on in Cambodia involved the release of a tribal violence of the type that occurred in the Congo nearly a century ago. Between 1890 and 1910 the Belgian administration in the Congo slowed colonial tribulations to the point in place to suppress rebellious natives who were interfering with the expansion of rubber plantations. When it was over, 35 to 45 million Africans had died either by massacre or starvation: a conservative figure puts the slaughter at 25 million. In Cambodia, a group of petty bourgois intellectuals (Pol Pot, one of the leaders of the Khmer Rouge, had studied radio journalism in France) in a country devastated by U.S. American and Viet Nam tried to instill a pr of was communism a politically illiterate. Within these years the Khmer Rouge takeover, as 3 million people had exorcised, tortured or killed. Both of these might the release of tribal country in turn be without any vision of destiny or the horizon.

By analogy Fawcett's the Global Village is a mechanism for information and the Congo and Cambodia are somehow disapp十consciously, the Dutch's Heart of Darkness looking at the Killing Fields, but is all the more quick and well for our daily life in the, the Congo, Arnau, and Achawitz, and numerous dissenting expressions effectively erased from a large portion of the comparatively small population of the Philippines seems preposterous since the people who are relative comfort at claiming that the in society and culture become information.

Yet the kind of information led to us by the electronic media is a resemblance to the and Panamania enforced by the capital of the Parisian. After having the capital's capital inflating a large urban population by thirteen and to certain of the proceeds to white junk mail, signs, advertising, at the identity makers of the. These transmission and information were mediated with different messages to different electronic message to the socialization of the and civilization. The same medium without the same message. Is Fawcett's profusion of information by the electronic media has given signs that a different kind of mindlessness. Under the instant electronic stimulus of the dreams of the electronic retreat towards consuming areas of forgetfulness. I direct ability to understand
devastated by U.S. bombs and American and Vietcong infiltrators tried to install a primitive version of war communism by mobilizing a politically illiterate passivity. Within three years of the Khmer Rouge takeover, as many as two million people had died either by execution, torture or exhaustion. Both of these nightmares involved the release of tribal violence. Each country in turn became places without any vision of either future destiny or the horrors of history.

By analogy, Fawcett shows that in the global village memory is also obliterated. Knowledge about both the Congo and Cambodia has somehow disappeared from public consciousness. It may surface parenthetically when one reads Conrad's Heart of Darkness, or when watching a movie like The Killing Fields, but only to recede all the more quickly as we go about our daily life. That Cambodians, the Congo, Armenia, Auschwitz, and numerous other modern-day genocides can be effectively erased from the minds of a large portion of the well-fed and comparatively educated population of the First World seems preposterous, especially since the people who live in this relative comfort zone insist on claiming that the basis of their society and culture has now become information.

Yet the kind of information that is fed to us by the electronic media, says Fawcett, bears a striking resemblance to the historical amnesia enforced by the Khmer Rouge. These transmitters of non-information were mediums without messages which pointed to the decline of urban civilization. The analogue of the medium without the message, argues Fawcett, is found in the profusion of information spewed by the electronic media, for here we have signs that contribute to a different kind of mind-numbing darkness. Under the barrage of instant electronic shock, the decline of the global village retreats constantly expanding areas of forgetfulness as their direct ability to understand the

world around them is replaced by ersatz experience.

Fawcett's satirical chapters are designed to show how the white man of the global village is crowning out the last solitary shreds of public discourses. Each chapter is a vignette, the focus of which is a different aspect of the process of rationalization which, as the chapter on "Malcolm Lowry and the Trojan Horse" makes clear, becomes the other major metaphor of the book. The Trojan Horse was the product of duplicitous thinking that prefigures on the one hand the technological domination of nature, and on the other political control through the manipulation of abstractions and the sophistry of images. With the Trojan Horse, one may say, we have the beginning of Western rationality, and with the global village we have its triumph: an artificial world of images that constrains the will and confounds the sense of reality.

Some of these chapters are wildly funny. "The Entrepreneur of God," for instance, tells of Marshall McLuhan meeting St. Paul on the road to Damascus and convincing him to use the new medium of Christianity as a form of franchised capitalism. In "The Kingdom Mission for Institute Professionals," Fawcett, who is also an urban planner, envisions a Dahan-like scheme for the management of out-of-work professionals. In the end the mission turns out to be a comforting Panopticon in which professionals happily live out their unemployment and presumably their lives) with the company of satellite dishes and their personal computers. Throughout these "investigative fictions" one is constantly deciphering the connections between text and subtext. The contrast between the two can often be stark. Nowhere is this more obvious than with "Universal Chicken," where a comparison between a fast food franchise — the homogenized, blundered, humiliation of materiality — and the carefully processed bureaucratic bureau of the Khmer Rouge. Finally, "Fat Family Goes to the World's Fair" offers another disturbing contrast between individuals, like Howard, who are mindful of Cambodia and still remember a world before it was reduced to the fictitious insignificance of the spectacle, and those, like the members of the Fat Family, who are effortlessly integrated into the distractions of the global village. Howard commits suicide.

In our own tribalized world, says Fawcett, civilization and memory have been marred for execution, and subjectivity, uniqueness and identity have little hope of survival. What this also tells us is that the proponents of the global village failed to recognize the link between mass destruction and tribalization: "that every outbreak of genocides in this century has coincided with the propagandizing of tribal consciousness." Nazi Germany was one, Pol Pot another. Yet there is something flamboyantly wrong with this kind of argument. What went on in Nazi Germany or Pol Pot's Cambodia cannot be easily explained by the large metaphor, "tribalization of consciousness.

The idea of seeing civilization as a thin veneer of protection against the atavistic roots of life owes a lot to Conrad as well as Freud, who makes the primal family the source of unappeasable violence, while civilization with its emphasis on control and self-understanding moves us away from the miasma of barbarism. This view of the world highlights the recurrent possibility of barbarism and hence is fundamentally apocalyptic. It also sets a false dichotomy between civilization and barbarism. Such dramatic oppositions, while perfect for fiction, makes bad history and bad sociology.

Fawcett counts himself lucky that he is a Canadian colonial. "yet hopes the only kind left." He still remembers and can maintain an imaginative connection to the Imperium: "the libraries, museums and galleries of London, New York, Paris — the repositories of Western Civilization's attempts to achieve self-understanding.

These too sound like the memories of a sainted past. Indeed, Fawcett sounds on very thin ice when he, somewhat self-indulgently, sees the notion of the marginal "colonial" in order to find kinship with the writers of what he calls "the interzone": V.S. Naipaul and Joseph Conrad, to name two. Since all of these writers were or are marginal to the society about which they write, marginality becomes a kind of intellectual high-ground that permits writers to make sense of the disjunction they feel between experience and understanding.

But once again we should be careful of these kinds of blanket statements. Marginality is a convenient concept precisely because it is remarkably vague. It can be all things to all people. For some, and Fawcett falls in this camp, marginality is a zone of skepticism and detached objectivity; for others it is a sanctuary that shelters inaction and voyeurism; for others still, it is a source of frustration and vengeance which creates psychopaths like Hitler or Pol Pot. To be in the interzone, or to take on that posture, does not in any way give one a critical stance. Such a stance probably has more to do with the actions one takes rather than the place in which one stands vis-a-vis the power structures.

But Fawcett can certainly be granted this little indulgence, and even his large metaphors, for he has written an outstanding book. His ideosyncratic fiction is still undergoing development, and one certainly hopes that he will continue on the singular path his fiction has taken him. Whatever shortcomings this book may have, in terms of vision and sheer imagination it easily surpassed the predictable conventions of Can Lit. Without a doubt, this book is a must for anyone who cares about the state of contemporary culture.
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POLITICAL AND CULTURAL EVENTS

CERAMICS: WAYNE HIGBY AND JERRY ROTHMAN
Peterborough, ONT., 27-29 May.
A weekend of lectures and demonstrations presented by Fusion: The Ontario Clay and Glass Association. These two well-known ceramists will demonstrate techniques and discuss their philosophies. Also, Fusion's annual general meeting and banquet, panel discussion on jurying, plus informal events. Info: Fusion, 140 Yorkville Ave.,
Toronto, ONT. (416)923-7406.

COMMON GROUND
A new audio Visual production which examines the common problems of Meritans and Third World farmers. Available from DEVERE, 1460, Halifax, NS, N3J 3J1. (902)429-1370.

3RD ANNUAL NORTH AMERICAN ANARCHIST GATHERING
Toronto, ONT., 1-4 July. Hosted this year by the Toronto Anarchist CIRCLE. Will include workshops, food, and shows. Write PO Box 423, Station F, Toronto, ONT.

THE IMPOSSIBLE SELF,
Artists: Raymond April, Sonia Royce, Klaus Von Bruch, Miriam Cill, Francesco Clemente, Anthony Curney, Dick Hebdige, Astrild Klein, Aviva Newman, Jana Steed. Catalogue available from Winnipeg Art Gallery, includes interviews with artists, text by Dick Hebdige, co-curators Sandy Neirine, Bruce Fergusson and interview with Iagdile Stych.

CONFERENCES

POLITICS, HERMENEUTICS, AESTHETICS
Notre Dame, IN, 21-23 April. Annual American Society of Philosophy and Literature. Contact: Gerald Bruna, Dept of English, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556.

FILM STUDIES ASSOCIATION OF CANADA (FSAC) ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Kingston, ONT., May 26-28. Hosted by Queen's University. Special panel focus will be on Canadian Film: State of the Union. Information may be obtained from the Film Dept., Queen's University, Kingston, ONT.

COMMUNICATION, CULTURE, SOCIALISM
Ottawa, 28 April-1 May. Annual conference for the Union for Democratic Communications at Carleton University. Sessions on Contradictions between Critical Discourse and No Action; Politics of Teaching Popular Culture and Media Studies; Solidarity Groups and Media Production; Writing Media Criticism; Policy Making; Feminism and Socialism in Cultural Theory; Technology/Militarization/Media; Imperialism/Nationalism/Canada; and special student session, unaffiliated. For more information, contact Peter A. Brueck, Centre for Communications, culture and Society, Carleton University, Ottawa, ONT. X1S 5H8. (613)524-7432.

LEARNED SOCIETIES CONFERENCE
Windsor, ONT., 28 May-11 June. Societies of interest with scheduled symposia include: The Canadian Society for Hermeneutics and Post-Modern Thought; The Canadian Society for Comparative Study of Civilizations; The Humanist Association; The National Society; The Canadian Society for Aesthetics.


HOUSING, POLICY AND URBAN INNOVATIONS
Amsterdam, Holland, 27 June-1 July. International research conference under the auspices of IPA's Ad hoc committee on housing and the built environment. Speakers include Ray Fuhl (Housing and Formal/Informal Labour Markets) and Lynn Lesland (Changing Neighborhoods). Contact 1988 Conference, OTH/TFD, Postbus 5000, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON URANIUM MINING
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 16-21 June 1988.
Canada is now the world's largest supplier of uranium. At a time when resistance to the nuclear state is increasing, the Canadian industry is expanding into food irradiation, Slow Coke reactors for the third world, enrichment plants for weaponry, and the use of Canada as a nuclear waste dump.

The social, environmental and economic impact of uranium mining has become uneconomical in many parts of the world.

This conference will be held in Saskatchewan, the capital of the multinational uranium industry, to reassess the promises, dangers and alternatives to uranium mining. The conference is broadly supported by women's, peace, labour and native groups here and abroad.

Papers, performances, films, panels, etc. are all solicited. Send 3x5 card or letter with abstract to: Uranium Congress, Program Committee, 2138 McIntyre St., Regina, Sask. S4P 3S7. Phone (306) 522-4166.

ORGANIZATIONS

CANADIAN ARCHITECTS, DESIGNERS AND PLANNERS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (CADPSR)
Toronto. A group of concerned design professionals and students who have organized to focus on issues of social responsibility, affiliated with the American AIA. Organizes and produces newsletter, design competitions, lectures, conferences, articles, advertisements, posters, exhibitions. Works with schools, university students and faculties to introduce its agenda into the education of design professionals. Coordinates activities with like-minded organizations by sharing ideas, information resources, and co-sponsoring programs. New members welcome. Contact Archi Archives, 43, 350 Davenport Rd. Toronto, ONT. (416)821-8251.

CROSS CULTURAL COMMUNICATION CENTRE
A community-based education and resource centre working on the issues around anti-racism, employment equity, women, immigrant settlement, housing and in particular those issues which affect immigrant women, various ethnic-cultural groups and refugees. Contact 805 Bloor West, Toronto, ONT. (416)530-4117.

CALLS FOR PAPERS AND ART 1988
1988 is the 20th anniversary of 1968, a momentous year in radical history. Editor A and BL are collaborating on an anthology of articles analyzing the year's significance and long-term impact. To contribute, write Editor A, C/o. Post, 17120, 20704 Milano, Italy or BL, c/o ACR, 18 Rue Pierre Itaian, 69001 Lyon, France.

PHOENIX RISING
Don Weitz, editor of psychiatry journal, at a personal or eye-witness account of the Spokane protests. To contribute, write Deb Bala Ave 27 The Commons, Toronto, ONT., M1M 1R7.

NATIVE CULTURAL CENTER

CONFERENCES AND PAPERS

NATIONAL STUDENT UNION CONFERENCE
Brantford, MB, 28-30 May, on the politics and performance of Native music. Contact the Elders, Native Student Council, Brandon University, Brandon, MB, R7A 6A9.

WOMEN AND FEMINISM:

CONFERENCES, ORGANIZATIONS, CALLS FOR PAPERS

FAMILY VIOLENCE
A 5-year progress will inform, create awareness and public debate on the costs of, and solutions to, family violence. Has published dedicated bibliographies on family violence with victims, professionals and community members. Contact the Canadian Council on Development, 55 Peter St., Ottawa, ONT. X1Y 6C8.

WOMEN AND POLITICS

Ottawa, ONT., 6-8 May: organizing conference organized by the Women for Political Independence, a group working to advance and support women in political representation. Contact Canadian Women for Political Representation, 2302, Station D, Ottawa, ONT. KJIP 5W4. Or Jane F., (613)567-8739.
PHOENIX RISING
Don Woltz, editor of this anti-psychiatry journal, is seeking personal or eyewitness accounts of psychiatric torture in Canada. To contribute, write Don Woltz, 109 Bain Ave., #27 The Maples, Toronto, ONT., M5R 1S9.

NATIVE CULTURE: CONFERENCES AND CALLS FOR PAPERS

NATIONAL STUDENT CONFERENCE ON NORTHERN STUDIES
Ottawa, 24-25 November. Call for papers. Focus on Indian Affairs and Native Communities. Contact the Association of Canadian Universities for Northern Studies, 130 Albert St., Suite 1915, Ottawa, ONT., K1P 5G4. (613)238-3325.

FIRST NATIVE MUSIC SYMPOSIUM
Brandon, MB, 26 March. Papers and performances on all aspects of Native music. Contact Linda Elder, Native Studies Dept., Brandon University, Brandon, MB, R7A 6A8.

WOMEN AND FEMINISM:

CONFERENCES, ORGANIZATIONS, CALLS FOR ART.

FAMILY VIOLENCE PROGRAM
A 5-year program whose goal is to inform, create awareness and spur public debate on the causes of, costs of, and solutions to family violence. Publishes a newsletter. Has developed bibliographies. Coordinates and communicates with victims, professional groups, and community members. Info: Canadian Council on Social Development, 55 Parkdale, Ottawa, ONT., K1Y 4G1.

WOMEN AND POLITICS
Ottawa, ONT., 6-8 May. National conference organized by Canadian Women for Political Representa- tion, a group working to promote and support women in politics. Contact Canadian Women for Political Representation, Box 2202, Station D, Ottawa, ONT., K1P 3W4. Or Janis Fortier, Chair, 663-3587-8739.

LEADERSHIP AND POWER: WOMEN'S ALLIANCES FOR SOCIAL CHANGE

Minneapolis, MN, 22-26 June. National Women's Studies Association 10th Annual Conference. The theme this year focuses on how women of various backgrounds can work together. The conference goals include exploring coalition building by looking at culturally diverse leadership models that empower women. Contact NWSA, 88, University of Minnesota, 217 Nolte Centre, 315 Pillsbury Drive SE, Minneapolis, MN, 55455.

WOMEN AND ENVIRONMENTS

Delft, Holland, 5-9 July. Sponsored by the International Association for the Study of People and their Physical Surroundings. The symposium will consist of sessions on research in progress, action and policies from various countries or regions, and an open forum on priorities for research and action. Contact Denise Piché, École d'Architectures, Université Laval, Québec, PQ, G1P 7P4.

WOMEN AND FILM

Kent, OH, 12-13 April. 6th Annual Kent University Conference on Film. Contact Dr. Douglas Radcliff-Umstead, Romance Languages Dept., Kent State University, Kent, OH, 44242.

WRITING AND LANGUAGE: THE POLITICS AND POLITICS OF FEMINIST CRITICAL PRACTICE AND THEORY

Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, 9-14 May. Major topics: Women's texts and the "test of experience:" the politics of theory and the theory of feminist politics; psychoanalysis and feminism; deconstructing women; writing and reading theory: Third World women; re-viewing the 'politics of location': discourse studies and feminist politics. Scholars working in Slavic, Renaissance, and others particularly welcomed. Contact: Elizabeth Merre or Alice Parker, Dept. of English, University of Miami, Coral Gables, FL, 33149.

FEMINISM, THE LEFT, AND RADICAL POLITICS

Pittsburgh, PA, 1-3 June. Sponsored by the Marxian Literacy Group. Proposals for papers, panels or other presentations should be sent to: Institute on Culture and Society, Dept of English, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, 15213. (412)268-2830.

WOMMEN IN PRISON

An anarcha-feminist group has been set up to aid women in prison. If you would like to help, write to WPSN, c/o Anarchist Black Cross, PO Box 6326, Station A, Toronto, ONT., M5W 1P7.

WOMEN AND NATURAL RESOURCES IN AFRICA

Toronto, 19 May. One-day International conference. This concludes a three-day project planning exercise by the International Development Research Centre (IDRC). Speakers will include several noted African scholars. Info: Patricia Stump, African Studies, Bettonne College, York University.

JEWISH LESBIAN DAUGHTERS OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS

A semi-annual gathering is organized for eligible women. Write JLDHS, PO Box 6104, Boston, MA, 02114.

SPOTLIGHT 88: AN INTERNATIONAL CELEBRATION OF WOMEN IN THE ARTS


THIRD WORLD ISSUES

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF AFRICAN STUDIES

Kingston, ONT., 11-14 May. Open to the public. Proposals to give papers welcome. Contact Bruce Benjamin, Political Science, Queen's University, Kingston, ONT., K7L 3N6. (613)547-2904.

46TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICANISTS

Amsterdam, Holland, 4-8 July. Symposium will be presented on Anthropology and Ethnology: Archeology and Pre-Columbian History; History; History: Macro-Economic Problems; Rural Development and Environment; Migration; Regional and Urban Development; Social Movements and the State; Social Policy; Political Sciences; Latin American Culture; Art, Literature and Language; Contemporary International Relations.

Note especially the session: "Other(s) in Struggle: Discourse(s) of Marginalized Peoples in the Americas" in the Social Movements and the State symposium. This session will focus on the problem of how members of dominant race, gender and class positions can understand and support the struggles of dominated and marginalized peoples. Each of the papers will examine experiences of struggles in a marginalized group within the Americas, for example: the Inuit in Northern Canada; Chipewyan women in the Keewatin Region; women's movements in Canada and Cuba; East Indians in Guyana; the Senherio Luminoso in Peru; and the Kasturis in Jamaica. Contact Deborah Simmons, 65 Clinton St, Toronto, ONT., M6G 2Y4. (416)534-7297.

150TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE EAST INDIAN PRESENCE IN THE CARIBBEAN

Toronto, ONT., 6-10 June. This international conference at York University will bring together East Indian intellectuals of various orientations including writers, poets, politicians, and academics. It will provide an opportunity for critical examination of the circumstances associated with the presence of East Indians in the Caribbean, as well as perspectives as possible. Contact Arnold Rewar, Dept of Sociology, York University, 4700 Keele St, North York, ONT., M3J 1P3. (416)736-7901.